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~e present wor~ is deyote(t to two distinct aspects 0] Kadomtsey-Pètviashvili (KP) 

like dif~erentiai systems. In the frrst part of thi$ work we analyze the syrnrtletry ,structure of 

the classical KP equation. Starting from its inf!.nite-dirnensiof!al Lie algef;n1l of invariance, .. 
- . . 

4p, we .derive several re~ults. First we show 'that L KP exhibits a hidden loop structure; 

inded, its "analytic" cOmPo~oot can he embedded into a Kac-Moody 100p algebr~ constru~ted 

from sl(5~R).:This ren1tttkable ·propert.y which we discovered fOI: the KP equation was 

~té'fWards also observed for other integrable 2-dimensional (in' the 'space coordin~te's) 
noniinear evolution equ~ti~ns. Second, we proceed to coropletely c1assffy its l, 2. a.nd 3 

dimensionàl subalgebras into ~quiv'alenccr -classes under th~ adjoint action of the 

correspond!ng' Lie grou~ GKp: Third~ we use the one-dimensionalttohes in order to perfonn • 

symmetry reduction on the KP equation; we show that this equation is reducible to one of 
.A • 

. three siml>ler equations in one space, dimension, namely the Boussinesq eqü!tion, the KdV . '" 
equation, and a linear second qrder equation. Fromn these reducti.~ns we get spet:ial invariant 

. solutions of the KP equation. Fourth, we consider the coupIed system fonned of the KP 
... 

equation in its potential fonn together Y:'ith the "assbciated Backlund transfonnation and we 

'apply the symmetry reduct~on method to this system. This novel way of applying this 
- .. 

technique yields an irtteresting group' theoreticaLinterpretation for the spectral parameter . \ \ . 
appearing in the Lax pair associated with the !Cp equation. The method also yields several 

explicit nontrivial solutions of our original equation, among them a specialf()rklike solution 

related to so-ca11ed soUro'; res~nances. The second part of this thesis is devoted to the 

presentation of ~ model for describing the propagation of solitary waves through nonunifonn 

channels or straits. More specifically, we" attack the problem of thé existence Qf integrable 

equations for describing.-this prop'~gation. Using a standl;H"d ~u1tiple scaling technique we .. 
,f .. 

fust derive a quite complicated equation which we calI the gen:t!ralized KP (GKP) equation, 

whose cOefficients are functions depending on the geometry 9f the propagation medium; this 

equation, in its ge,neric forro, is not integrable. We then look"for special transfonnations of 

the depen&nt and independent variables which, under certain restrictions on the geometry of 

the str, and the vorticity, reduce the GKP equ~tion to.simpler equati?ns that are known to 

he integrabl~1 for instance the pure. K~, Kd.V, or cylindrical KdV. equations. Having 
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-/specified these transfoimations, we then proce4d, to construot l~me exact.solut~(ms which 

" 

• 

represent curved (with respect to the transverse d4"ection) solitary waves moving over special 
" " , 

geophysical r~nfigurations. Finally we examine sot:ne of the conservation laws associated to 
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Résuhlé " 
• 1 ~ , 

-
• La présénte thèse est consacrée à l'ét~de de deux aspects de'systèmes différentiaIs du 

type Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP). Dans la première partie nous analy~ons la structure de 

symétrie de l'équation KP élassique. A.. partir de la donnée de son algèbre infini-. . 
dimensionnelle de symétrie LKP; nous dérivons plusieurs résultats. Nous montrons d'abord 

. que sa composante "anaÎy.tique" peut être plongée dans u~e algèbre de 'tacet construite sur . ~ 

l'algèbre sl(5tR). Ceci constitu~ ~une propriété remarq~able qu,~ s'avéra ultérieuremem être , , 

.• également partagé~ par d'autres équation~ nonlinéaires de type évolution à deux dimensions 
-

spatiales. ,Nou~ ~classifiQns ensuite les sous-algèbres de LKP ,à l, 2, et 3 dimensions en 

clas,ses de conjuiaison ~ous l'action adjoiote du groupe de Lie G~p correspo~dant. Nous 

, u~lisons telles à une dimension et appliqudns la méthode de rédUction par symétrie sur 

l'équation KP; il est montré que cette équation peut être réduite à l'une de troi~ équations plus 

~imples à une, dimension d'espace: les équations de Boussinesq et de Korteweg-de Vries, 

ainsi qu'une équation linéaire du' second ordre. Nous cop§idérons enfin le système formé de 
•• s 

l'équat~on KP sous sa forme potentielle et de la transformation de Backlund qui lui y est 

associée, et .. bous appliquons de nouveau la méthode de réduction par symétrte. Cette 

nouvelle façon d'appliquer cette technique arç.ène une interprétation intéressante, en termes de 

groupe, du 'par,amètre spe~tra1 qui apparaît dans la paire çl~ Lax associée à l'équation KP. La 

méthode nous peIll1et aussi de construire plûsieurs solutions explicites exactes de nÔtre 

. équation originale; en particulier, une solution apparentée aux solutions solitoniqubs de type 

réf>nnant est trouvée>. La seconde partie de cette thèse est cOQsacrée à un modèle décrivant la . . 
propagation d'ondes solitaires daQ&:des canaux à géométrie non-uniforme .. Nous considérops 

la possibilité'd'utiliser des équations intégrables pour décrire cette propàgation. Utilisant une .., 

méthode standard de changemdhts d'échelles multip,Ies, nous dérivons unC<, équation 

compliquée qüe nous appelIons l'équ~tion généralisée de KP (GKP) dont les coefficients 

dépendent de la géométrie du milieu de propagation; sous sa fonne générale, cette équation 
., .... ~ 

n'est pas intégrable. NOtlS essa.yons donc de construire des transformations des coordonnees 
" -

qui, sous <::ertaines hypothèses sur la géom~trie du canal et sur la vorticité, réduisent 
, , 

-l'équation GKP à des éqùations que nous savons -être intégrables, telles les équations KP, 

KdV et KdV cylindrique. Enfin, nous construisons quelques exemples de solutions exactes 
l', . . "-- . 
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qui représ~ntent des ondes solitaires courbées '(par rapport à la direcQ.on transverse à la . 

direction principale de propaga~on), Nous tenninolls en jetant un brd regard sur-les lois de 

conservation qui so~t associées à l'équation GKP. 
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. ~TRÔDUCTION" \". 
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• > 

Systems of 'partial differential equations (PDE's) have always been of prime 

ititportance in theoretiéal'" plÏysics. Irtdeed they fonn the ve~ ade'l'uate math"ematical 

. formul~tion ne~d~d in .crder to de scribe the ~ime évolution or spaçe d\stributio~ of 

continuously varying functions representing the physical reality. Accordingly theyappear in 
...j. ,\ \ 

every branch of physics, from classical mechanics to quantum field theoiies and ielativistic 

mechanics, êlectrodyl)amics, hydrodynamics·, etc ... In fact, the foundauons of all th~se fields 
~ 0 

"essentially lay upon sorne particular dif~erential system (Hamiiton equations, SchrOdinger 

and Dirac equations, Naviér-Stokes equations, Maxwell equations, Yang-Mills equations, . 
etc ... ) and most of our physical knowledge has been gained following a systematic Study and ' 

. .... . 
analysis of such systems. Further, ~ now becoming very- obvious from the current 

research that real-life physics, as opposed to academic physics, is, for ~ettei" or worse, 

genuinely nonlinear. It i'S therefore an ~rgent task for mithematici.ans anq physicists to 

understand better the structure of nonlinear systems of partial differ~ntial -equations, ,imd to 

devise ways of solving s~ch syst,S!ms. Jmportant progress has been achieved Jùri~g th~ last 
• l ' 

decade or so (e.g. in nonlineàr optics, nonlinear field theories, nonIinear hydrodynamics, 
~, 

etc ... ), but clearly much rernains to hé. done. .. . '-
\ 

F~om a historical point of view one had to wail until o1Jr'c~ntury to acknow ledge the . 

birth of a formaI theory of differential equations because the mathematical concepts 

underlying this theory were nôt aIl seen correctly, or set upon a proper basis, oefore.this .... 
~me: A typical. exàmple e~ample refleèting tbis situation is our ~nderstariding of th~ structure 

'Of the set R of real nqmbers for which the important step had been undertakeQ by Dedekind ' 

when introdûcing the cbricept of cuts which was indeed necessary in'OCder to consi-stently . 
unders~and limits, derivatives, and continuity for functions. In spite of this, it is interesting to 

, , < 

look back at the efforts made çy mathematician.s ba<:k in the 19th century. More"Specifically, . . 
it is worth nosicing that differential eqpations were then considered in sorne way as 

representations of geometrici loci, just as algebr.ruc equations were seen as defining intrlnsic 

algebraic curves and surfaces. ~ this geometrical P1ception were hidde~ the concepts of 

differentiable and algebraic manifolds wlQ are now considered to he fundamental as to our 
• ~ -" j\,""" 
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The cuiminant ~nts.of the old geometric theory of differential'equafions were reached 
" . . 

with the works of Sophus Lie, A.V. Backlund (circa 1875), and later on. (191.8) of Emmy . ' . 
Noether; the key results actually bear Lie's signature. In fact Lie's first achievements, namely 

the role played by the groups afterwards n!lmec;r~.fter him, were so fundamental that he spent 

his whole remaining niatheniaticallife pursuing their study and applications. Li(groups] or 

,groups of continuou~ tt'anSfQrua,ons, ~re how weil known 'to physicists who use them: for . .. 
instance in uying t,o comprehend the nature of the fundamental forces, a~ ~tarting points for 

elaborating unified field thedries; e.g. consider the so-called electro-weak thoory based on the 
l 1 

gau~ group SU(2) x U(l>. However physicists .mostly use the abstract classical Lie 

.groups taken from Cartan's classification which nave, as-it is weIl kno~n, aU kinds of very .. . - '" ( 

.. , 

nice properties but often forget about the origins of these groups, namely that they were frrst'" 
~ , 

introduced in the context of differential equations as groups of geometrical transformations. 

Although Lie mainly preoccupied himself with ordinary .!!ilTerential, systems (i.é.'depending 

on a single independ~nt variable) ~f fust and second ord~, most of the group theoretic 
~ . 

featmes of partial dif!~ntial sYSle~S still take théir origin in one or another '3~ hispar~' 

The irnplicit initial goal of Lie was to obta\n for differential systems the equiva~ent 0; '. ." 
wbat is known as Galois theory for algebraic equations, but we had to watt for Vessiot and 

..--- , 
• Picard to see a frrst consistent exposttion of such a 'theofY. His principal construction was • 

that of groups ·of surface tranSformati~c.~ contact (or first order tangent) 

.transfo~mations, prejc!rving the form of a differential system of order 2 (see LIE1~; in , 

<" 

\ 

, 

.' 
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modern language these were local groüps of diffeomorphic mappings acting on the integral ' " 

(or solution) manifolds (actually their prolongatio~s .to some.J~nples) of these givèn 

differential sy.stems. He natur!lll~ raised the question about. the possible existence of 

higher-order invertible tangent tnÙ1sformation ~roups. T?ïs was~s-wered by Backiund who 

proved that groups of finite higher-order tangent transfonnations are trivial, in the sense lhat' 

they are just differential prolongations of groups of frrst-order tangent transformations (see . ~ 

BAC1). Howe~er he also proved that there exist groups for which tangency of infinite orde)-

is indeed an invariant condition; the tqmsfom1ations bèlonging to sucb groups are now called 

Lie-13acklund tangent transformatjons. Li~ and BackllHld later shgwed ~ the generalization 

of first-order tangent transformation groups is'àuained by considering many-valued surface . ~ .] 

transformations (see LIE2 and BAC2). Tbis yielded what is now called Backlund (or 

Schlesinger) transf~rmations which have g~nep mu~h popularity in the past ten year~ or so.· ~ 

At' the level of differential systems, the,se trtmsformations, although the y should ngorously 

be termed correspondences, map solutlons of a' given sys'tem to solutions of another system, 
1 . .. 

possibly the same one. In th~ latter case, these u:ansfonpations provide a very powerfulll!ean 

for c,?nstructing infinite families of nonO-trivial solutions to a priori somewhat difficult 

nonlinear systems, for instance (multi-)soliton' solutions, thus expfaining the gr~at resurge~ce 
of interest towards these transformations. , ' .. 

." .. c, ,.. 

From an applied point of v.iew, the knowledge of the ~ymmetry group of a 'given 

. . differential system is very useful, and Lie perceived that also. In fact one can notice that he 
\, l 

laid down the basis fo~ the general procedure of finding tR'e invariants of a symmetry group. 

as weIl as for the method of finding solutions by sOJvfug auxiliary reduced t;quatiGns (~ee 
1 • 

LIE3); this method is now betteqmown as die syrn.metry reduciion technique and will be one 

of the principal tools used in' the present work. As mÇ>dern tex~s on Lie groups and 
l ' ..fi 

differential equations, let us mention the works of Ovsiannikov in the late flfties which gave 
- " .... ~ r. ". 

the impetus to this method (see e.g. OVS 1), the classic bookï;y':-Bluman ànd Cole (sée 
• l' 

BLUl), and the paper by Olver which recasts the method in its differential-geometri~ setting 

in terms of jet b~ndles (see OLVl). , • 1 

The other important niilestone was reached wiih the works ~f Emmy Noether and two 

. results are especially worth mentioning (see NOEl). The fust is her extension of Lie's and 
.. ' 

h, )-" 
t ... ·t. * • 
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Blicklund's search for groups connected with diffçrential systems. She laid down the basic 
- ! 

structute of what ar~now known as generalized symmetries. TQese symmelfÎes are often 

confused with Lie-Backlund symmetries but are reaUy technically different (see DL V2, pp. 

365-366; for a comprehensive trel!tment of the so-cal,led Backlund problem and its possible 

generalizations see GOD J.). The seconCl result accounts for what Noether is rnost re'éognized, 

namely for establishing the connection hetween symmetri<:s and conservation laws for 

differential systems derivable from sorne variational-prinçiples. In fact she provided a 
/1 _.. _ 

procedure for calculating the conserved quantities associateq to b<Jth Lie,point symmetrles 

and generalized symmetries. An example of a conserved quantity associated to a non-trivial 
o -

generalized s,ymmetry that is known since a long time, bJ.lt was at first not connected to such 

a kind of symmetry (or to any symmetry at all), is the'so-called Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector 

encountered in the problem of planetary motion as weIl as the Scht;odinger problem for 

hydrogenoid atoms. 

The-secorid half of the sixties saw the oncoming of a new era conceming the study of 

nq,!iinear systems of partial differentia) equ<tti~ns which, it goes without saying, are much 

~o;e difficult to ~nalyze for various reasons. An important ~er to mention is that of 

Gardner. et al. (see GARI) where the Cauchy problem for (he now famoui Korteweg-de 

Vries (KdV) equation was'solved by eonsideri~g a lin~ar problem. The point was that a KdV 

solution cao be related to a potential for the linear SchrOdinger equation and that ~he inverse , . ,.. 
prob]em~ for t~is equation, namely the reconstruction of the potential from a giv,en set of 

scattering data by solving a Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchenko·type integrnl equation, does' yield 

solutions to the KdV equation. In faer the rerparkable obse ations made in this paper are the . . . 
following ones. First, the KdV equation can bè rewritte in the form of a Lax equation L' = -

, , 

[L;A), where Lis a Schrodinger operàtor L=u(t,x) - xx' and A = 4dxxx - 6udx • 3ux' "u" . 
,eing a solution of the KdV equation. Second, the non- onstant part o( the scattering data, , ' 

namely the reflection coefficient& for the SchrOd~ger s ttering problem, obey simple linear 

differential equations with constant coefficient~. This procedure laler proved to be applicable 

,.to other equations, for instancè the nonlinerurcubic ScprOdinger equàtion. Thereafter the~ now 

famo"s Zakhar.ov-Shabat-AkN~ (Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell &- Segur) method of the "Inverse 

Scattering (or Spectral) Transform" (IST) was <levised and proved itself to be very powerful - . 
as a mtans of solving the Cauchy problem for a large class of nonlînear' equatiôns of 

.0 t 
\ 
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evolution type having important applications in theoretical physies (.see ABLI; CALI; ECK1; 

NOvI, chapter 1). Let us mention the Sine-Gordon equation, the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili ' 

(KPjequation whieh we study in the present work, the modified KdV é<Ïuation, etc... ...J , . 

. Il was later realized thal the' IST method had a deep connecJion with the theory of . . 
complex \funetions on the Riemann sphere. In fact, the very heart of the method is the 

classical Riemann-Hilbert-PrivaI0v (RHP) prQblem of decomposing a given funetion F, 
• 1 

defined pn sorne contour r, as a p{oduct of two funetions FI and F2' respectively 

~ holomorphic inside and outside of r. V.B. Zakharov and A.V. Shabat noticed that a 
• 1 

particular case of the matrix RHP problem,. called_the problem with zeroes, makes it possible 

to recas~ the IST method into a completelyialgebraic proceflire which is known as the - , 

Dressing Method (see ZAK2; NOVI, chaptèr 3). Aecording to this scheme, it is possible to 

'integrate nonlin~ar differential systems which are expressible as compatibility condit.ions for 

a linear system 'Px =U'P, \fy=V'P. wher~ U and V are sorne matrix fields; the procedure 

then consists in the construction of a Backlund transformation haviAg the fonu of a gauge 

transformation 'P' = X\f, IJ' = (XU + Xx)X-1, V' = (XV + Xy)X·1, ~here it is' required that the 

matrices U' and V' be characterized by the same meromorppic stru~ture as that of U and V. 

This method, _in its 0r!ginal fonnulation b~t aiso in a more recent and powerful seh~me, 

along with the ~o-called reduction met~hod (not to be identified with the ~ymmetry reduction 

-mentioned in a previous parapaph; see MIKI), makes it very easy to find all the soliton type 

solutions of a given.equation and has been applied to numerous differèntial systems'such as 

classical relativistieally invariant spinor field theories, the Thirring mpdel and the ciass of 

o-models defil!ed over Riemanôian syinmetric spaees (see ZAK3,4; DA VI; 'HAR2,3) . 

. ". '(; 1 ~ 1). 
Màny other tools for studying various aspects of noplinear differential systems also 
'. ",. 

• 'appeared during the last decade. Let us mention the prolongation structures which are useful 

for constn)cting Lax pairs (these are essential for pursuing with t{le IST method;' see WAHl, 

DA V2), algebrai~o-geometric methods which are needed to solve the Cauchy problem for 

periodic or'quasi-periodic initial data (see NOVI, chapter 2), and the bilinear ~ormalism of 

Hirota. The latter is at the origin of the now very popular 't-functions which are quite 
• 

important in the recent works by the Kyoto School on infinite hierarchies of nonlinear partial , ' 

differential equations based onïnfmit(l.-dimensional Kac-Moody groups (we shall come back 

, ( ... 
1 • 
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o~ that~bject Iater on). For a good compendium of all the recent findings and connections 

betweert the t.nany t(»ls see NEWI. ; , , 

The main topic of the present piece of'work is the Kadomtsev.:Petviashvili equation, or , . . 
KP for short. As its name indicates, it,origihates from a. 1970 publication - by B.B. 

Kadomtsev and V.!. Petviashvili (see KAD!). In this paper the iluthors reeall-ihat ihe . . . 
Kort~weg-dé Vries equation (hereafter denoted KdV) gives a good qescription of stable 

nonlinear waves in weakly disp~rsive media, e.g. waves. in shallow 'Yater, iono-~coustic a,nd 

magneto-acoustic plasma waves, etc ... In the hydrodynamieal case, one con'siders mainly 

velocity and pressure waves. They ask whether stability can he preserved for a solitary wave 
1 

wi,th a wéak bending distortion in the transverse directi~ and indeed show that the corree'tion 
r , 

to the KdV eqùation must then be smaU and he of the [orm 

C>O, f 

• • 
where the signs "+" and "_" stand for negative and positive dispersion, respectively. This is 

the KP system; which is obviously equivalent to the single equation 

" 

(Ut + nux + u;xx)x ± cuyy = o. .. . , 
! • • 

It is this last equation which is known as the KP equation. up to some,rescaling of the . . 
constant coefficients. The na~e was coined later, apparently by Manakov et al. (see 

MANA1): Throughout this work w~ shaH use a subscript not~tiùn for derivatives of 

functions; thus Ux = dx-U =du/dx. The rem~'ning part of KAD! is devoted tO'stability analysis . .. 
for the case characterized by phase ampli tu that are much smaller than the solitary waves' 

widths, and by very large wav~lengths. The result ~iateà is that solitons of the KP system 

sh.ow instability under transverse perturba~ions, but are stable otherwis~. Further itability 

analysis, this dme for periodi~ wa~es oheying the, KP system, is done by Petvia~hvi1i, using 

. Fourier tr3!1sfonn methods (see PETVl). In the case of nègative dispersion, he ·shows that 

the results of the previous paper still hold when ~periodic wave tends to a soliton. However, 

for positive dispersion, it is shown that stability does not generally 'occur; for example, ... " 

solitons may he unstable under local perturbations near them. More rt:ecmtly a "modified" KP . ~ 

equation w~s analyzed for weak negative dispersion; this equation is obtained by replacing 

the uUx ;enn of the above equations by a u2ux term (its relationship to the KP equation is 

- .. 
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similar to thà(relating the "modified" KdV equation to the KdV equation itself). 'Some; 

conservation laws were found and it v,:as shown that the .Local energy asymptotically vanishes 

with time (see LINl). ' 

-
The KP equation reappears a~ut three years aft~r t~is last paper in a_publi,cation by _ 

Oikawa et al. (see OIK1) where the argumenlation made in KADI is extended to a more 

ge~eral situation. They actually look at the KP ~ystem in the context of studying th~ effe~t of.' 

a slightly undulated bottom on shallow water surface waves. In fact KP Is a very natural 

equati<:>n for describing such waves, as v.:-e fihall see later. Next c0f!1es a paper by Dryuma 

who announces the existence of a Lax. pair for this equation and actually gives its expression. 
, ~ 

KP is obtained as the ~~ equation Lt = i[L,A], where L and A are operators givel\by 

. 
; 

~ ~ 

for the negative di';l'ersion èase; a s~ilar pair iS' found for the case of p~sitive dispersion .. 

(see DRYl). The author thus sh~ws that the Cauchy problem can be solved, in principle, by 

tJsing the inve~se scattering method. He concIude~ by giving a Lawange function trom which 

KP çan be obtained by a variational principle. The explicit solution of the Cauchy problem by 

the IST method is in fact the object of a paper by Zakhàrov and Shabat (see ZAKl). 

Naturally,' the soliton solution is found and, in addition, the N-solitons' are aiso given. This 

paper ~s aI;o important. for two addition_al ~easons. First, it presents for the first lime the· 

. inverse scattering formalism applied to an equation in 2~ 1 dimensions; previously, only 1 + 1 

dimen.sional equations had been solved this way. The sec,pnd point of interest is that this ,. . 
paper a1ready contains.the germs yiclding the dre~.sing metl).od. A re~iew of thè IST problem 

for the KP equation is alsa the subject of an article by Manakov in 1981 (see MANA3). Soon . ~. , .' 
·after, à Backlund transformation was found for the KP equatio~n (see CHEl) in the form \ 

" x' 

(w'-w)2,+.2(w"":w)x - J;.f (w'-w}ydx =0, 
.. 

• <. 

4(w'- w)x + (w' - w)3 + 3(w' + ~)x(w' - w) + 3(~ - w')xx . 
x 

+ e13 (w' + W)y + (w' -~) + J (w'-w)t dx ~ O.' 

. " 

.. . . 
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_ where E·=±l (aocording to the"sign of the dispersivity) and q = w.,. is a solution of the KP . 

equation qxt + qyy + qxx + (3q2)JCX + qxxxx = 0, A superposition formula is aIso found: 
/ 

.. 
When Wo = 0 and w l' w2 are l-solitons; w3 is then'lhe 2-soliton solutron of the KP equatiôn. 

The existenée of such sup~rposition fonnulas, in genetal, is related to wh ether or not the set 

of Backlund transfonnations associated to an equation fonn an Abelian group (see BOÎ3). 
~\ \ 

N-soliton solutions were aIso found, later on. by Satsuma (see SATS 1) through the bilinear 
{ . , 

fonnalism oflIirota (see lllRl; more on this laler). The bilinear fo~ of the KP equation is , 

. where u = 2(ln f\x solves KP. Although Hirota's method was considered to he somewhat 

heurlstic al the-time. il yielded N-soliton solutions that co~l(j he nic'ely expressed in closed 

fonn. In thi~paper. Satsm;na giv.es the fo~ulas -<) . 

J:. = k.x + l.y - 0>. , ~I 1 1 1 

N .(N) 

fN = L exp{ l: Ej~ + L <DjJ} , 
E=±l 1=1 I<J 

\ 
<1> .. = -Àlogl(E.k. - e.k.) ± (p, _ p.)21. 

IJ ~ . 1 1 J J. 1 J 
\ 

It was later shown that this formula, as weIl ,as other N-soliton fonnulas in Ee r ,can he 
written as determinants of sorne matrices. Satsurna finishes by justifying the t "N-soliton." 

. by showing that such a solution asymptotically breaks down into N dist net l-soliton 

solutions. The more compact determinantal fonn for the N-soliton is proposed by 'Manakov et 

. al. in 1977 (see Mi}NAl) ~s u =2{ln det(A»)u' where A is sorne matrix expressed in terms 

of N2 characteristic directions at + bx ..... cfy. The' principal result brought out in thi§. paper ~ an 

important property, namely that KP solitons fnteract trivially. Indeed, the authors consÎger 

'I the '2-soliton solution, find its asymptotic expressions, and show that the changes of phase, 
~ 

which are seen to be non-zero for soliton solutions of one-dirnensional equations. are 

identieally· zero. This means that the KP solitons do not interaet at aIl, i.e. they pass through 

each others' and re-emerge Just as if eaeh soliton wou Id he alone. In faet this p~opérty was 
-later seen-to he eharacteristie.of two-dirnensional soliton eqüations. Solvi~g the KP equation 

through the inv~rse seattering method was eonsidered ag'ain in (JOH3) where the authors 

, 

" 

,. 

,. 
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solve the inverse 'step, i.e. the Gel'fand-Levitan integral equation,..by using the met.hod of 

separ~ion of variables. They are thus able to reconstruct already known solutions such as 

exponenùal, rational, N-terms exponential,.N-rational solutions, ~nd also new ones of the 
- \ ~ -

exponential-rational type. As for the pure rational solutions (of decreasing type), théy were 

found in generality by Krichever in 1978 (see -JCRI2, and a1so VES 1). N·'solitons for the KP 

equation were more r~cently looked at again' by Freeman and Nirnmo. Inspired by tMir 

determinantal form p1entioned above. they recast them as Wronskian determinants and 
~ . 
showed that their derivatives then take rather simple forms. It is' simple to v~ify that the 

fi' N-solito~ obey!; the KP equation and that a 'pair ,made of a f':l~soliton and a (N+ 1)-soliton does . 

satisfy the associated Backlund tran~fonnation. The a.uthors aIso proceed to perform IST.on . . 
KP, 'using this formalism together with the biIinear formalisrn (see FREI). 

The Backlund proqlem for the KP equation and other equations was consideree! a~ain 

in 'a,l'aper l1y Hirota and Satsuma (see HIR2) where it is d~monstrated that the defining' 

rel~on~ tor the Backlund transformation,~~.s weil as the superposition fonnulis, have a 

common struCture for aIl the equations that ley consider, when Hirota's bilinear formalism 
, . 

is used. For KP wrÏtten in the bilinear fonn 
. ' 

. 
. (DxDt~+ Dx 4 + aD/)f.f = 0, '. . . 

11 .~ \,.,.. -' ~ , 
where, for instance! Dx is the bilihear operator aCling as Dxf·g == [def(x+E)g(x-e)] 1 E=O' They 

proceed to show that the Backlund transfonnation is defined through the fonnulas . . 

(Dx 2 - bDy' )g·f = Àg{, 
4 ~ 1 1 

(Dt + 3ÀDi + Dx 3 + 3bDxDy)g.f = 0 , 

c -
/ 

where b is related to n, and that the ,superposition form~la is given by {Of3 =const.Dxf l f2; for 

example, fo co~ld he the trivial soIucion, f} and f; be I-soliton solutions: f3 is then the 

2-soliton solution [recaU that the KP solution is u = 2dxx 1n(f)]. The Backlund problem is,also 

investi.gated in LaV! where the general form of the Backlund transformation for (2+1)

dimensional nonlinear evolution equations solvable t?rough the' Zakharov-Shabat methqd is • 

found; as a particulal ex ample, that of the KP equation Î's derived. 
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In a series of two papers, Satsuma and Ablowitz study the lump solutions for 

nonlinear evolutio~ equations. The·frrst one is devoterl to the KdV equ~tion and the nonUnear 

'cubic 'SehrOdinger equation. In the second paper (see SATS2) they eonsider both KP and a 

two-dimensional version of the nonlinear ,Schrodinger equation (the Davey-Ste~artson 
system). They obtain the se lumps (or rational solutions) and show that they decay to uniform 

< • 

states aIong aH space directions. These solutions are non-singular and constructed by taki»g a 
> 

long wave limit of the usual N-soliton solutions, and thus N-Iumps that actual,ly descl'ibe the 

physieal mutuaI interaction of a set of Several single finite amplitude lumps are defined. As '. 

for N-Iumps, it j~ shown that thê asymptotic behaviour of a lump is the same for both limits, 

therefore implying that there are no changes of phase, 50 that lumps also aet trivially. The . 
asymptotic forms of KP solutions for the limits 1 i 1-+00 is also investigated in a paper by 

• 
Manakov and his eollaborator\ (see MANA2~ where t~ey ar({ shown to be'essentially 

diffe{e'nt, corresponding to distinct solutions of the linear (Le. diffusion free) KP equatiod. It , . 
is remarked that in·contrastto one-dimensioQal equations,.the cIassical scattering matrix for a 

two-dime~sional diffe~ntial system is not diagOll~ thùs it is not surprisin~ that the dirê~ . 
" scattering problem associated to KP is genuinely non-trivial. The authors also investigate the 
. ...' converse problem, i.e. to reeonstruct lhe solutioRs from the knowledge of the as.ymptotic 

forros, and give the procedure for doing-rhat. Similarity-type decay-mode solutions (tenned ". 
" "ripplons") aÎf derived in the 1?81 p~pers by N,akamura (see NAKI and'NAK2). As will ba 

seen in the present work, these are just a single ex ample of solutions that may be obtained b~ 

the symmetry reducti.ocedure that we shalllater define and use on the KP equation. 

Nakamura considers t. "bilinear form of this equation for obtaining these solutions and 
~ . 

makes no use of group theoretical arguments other than the defining seale invariance property 
.. 1 • • L 

- of such sqlutions .. He shows that such sol~ons may be superposed non-trivially; indeed 

these similarity solutions originate from a Backl~nd u;ansformation and thus the 

supetpo~ition formula given above may be used. The "l-ripplon" solntion is expressed in 

. terms of 'a solution Ai(z) of the Airy equation w LZ = t,w: 

2 fX . 
f = 1 + P Ai(z)dz, 

(12t)2/3 

2 
(x+a) (y+b) 

z= + . 
(12t)l/3 'e2(l2t)4/3' 

Il is- also known that the K.dV limit of these solutions is not defined; in that sense they are 
, ~I 

genuYte KP solutio~. A further aspect of the KP equation was found", in 1 ~79 by Kaliappan 

.. . 
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and Lakshmanan (see KALI), namely that â particular reducùon, in the group theoretical 

sense, exists to the Painlevé transcendental equation of the fu:st kind: Zxx = 6~2 + 6...f6Z, 

Painlevé type equations, Le. equations- whose solutions have no moving singularities other 

than poles, appear to have an important connection with the IST formalism. In fact, we have . -
many reasons to' believ.e that nonlinear differèntial systems solvable through the IST , , -

formalism with asymptotically vanishing solutions (actually at least of class L2), are of 

Piïnl~vé type, in the sense that aIl their reducAons to ordinary differential equations yield 

Painlevé type equations; the converse of fuis statement is conjectured but has not yet been 

proved. In' a different paper-, Redelwpp proceeds to show that the KP equation also admits a 

reduction to the Painlevé transcendentat equation of the second kind: Zxx - xZ =± 2Z3. He\ 

<!iscusses sorne solutions of the reduced equations ,and, in particular, he obtains exact 

dispersive solutions (see REDl). Similarity solutions were also studied later by Tajiri et al. . 

(sée "An). The authors show that there exists a chqin of reduction for KP. using similarity 

variables. In fact they first reduce KP to either the Kdy' or Boussinesq e'quations; a further 

reduction (in Lie's sense) brings these equations to the first or second Painlevé transcendent 

equations. They also consider reductions to ordinary ~ifferential equations and discuss 
, 

solitons moving in.a non-steady and non-uniform backgroun<\ ln a second publication (see 

T AJ2), two of the above authors look at sh.nilanty Aolutions for the modified KP (mKP) 

eqtfâ'tion. It is shown that this equation admits a reduction èhain more compiicated than that 

foundJor KP itself: in a first step, mKP can be reduced to mKdV, a modified Boussinesq 

equation, and many other equations. In a second step, only the mKdV equatiqn yields an 

ihteresting reduction, namely the Painlevé Il equation. . 

Similarity solutions, and many other special types of .solutions, whenever they exist, 

- are related to sorne subgroups of the symme~ry (or invari~nce) group of a given equati9n. In . ' 

.;-

"' " 

this perspective, the corrésponding related invariants have sorne importance. As we shall see, 

~ KP equation has quite a rich set of symmetries and invariants. We shaH restrict ourselves ' 

to Lie point symmetries: but (irtfinitely many) other' types of symmetries do exist, local as 

weIl as non local. In INFl, sorne special conservation laws are derived.using an observation 

relating pairs of conserved quantities, Thus if.M is a conserved quantity and if N is integrable 

and su ch ihat !Ntdxdy =!Mdxdy, thén f<tM - N)dxdy is a c~nserved q~antity as weIl. Th~ 
authors of LIN2 find an infiriite set of cooseryed quantities from the singular fonn of the 

.. 
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di~persion r~lation ass~ciated to the KP equàtion. Similarity solutions arld sorne related. 

special solutions, the so-called' soliton resonaoces, are studied in OHKI and NIS 1. The first 

cf these papers uses a method called the tr~ce metho~ which the authors show ~o be related to 

theIST'formalism, and resçmances are shown to occur when virtual solitons tum into exact 
, 1 • 

solitons; these solutions take the form of multi-branched solitary-.ûbjects. KP also possesses • 

,.generalized symmetries (see CHË2 and FOK4); these .permit to define a hierarchy of 

equatiori~ which cao be bl,lî)t by recursively acting on ao equation with a so-called Jecursion 

(or hereditary) operator. S.uCh 0ferators have been.found for man y one-dimension al soliton 

equation hierarchies, but it seemed, unln very recently, that there were no -su ch objeèts for 

(2+ 1 )-dimensional ones. Ref. FOK4 is in fact de~oted to th,e explicit construction of this 

operator for the KP equation~ • 
The KP eq.ion played a role, between 1980 and 1982, when the IST formalism, in 

IJts original fonnulatitm, was se~n to be inadequate for certain equations. Consider the'KP 

equatioh in the form (u, + 6uux + ùxx,,)x = -3ooyy, and distihguish between the cases 0' =-1 
.' , 

(KPI) and 0' = 1 (KPII). It wa~ assumed, up to then, that the IST fonnalism was intimately 

connected with a specifie type o( boundary value problem on the complex plane, namely the 

'\/f!cal Riemann-Hilbert (RH) pro~lem. AIl equations solved through this formljlism 'indeed 

involveej such a ·problem. For KPI and sorne ot~er equations, il was then observed that the 

RH problem was ~n-local: this fact explains why the KP solitons, viewed as ge'neralizatiohs 

of the KdV solitons, do not decay at 'infinity; algebraic lumps, however, do present such a 

behaviqur. The inverse problem for KPI i~alyzed in detail in FOK2. KPlI is e~en more . , 

dismaying in ~hat there was no RH problem associated with it, sC! the usual IST formajsm 

was simply i~adequate for studying this ~quation. Il was then nDticed by Beais and Q.>ifman 

1 • thJlt the RH problem wa( in faet a special'case of a more general problem encountered in the 

rheory of functions of complex variables, called die DBAR (a) problem (see FOK,1 for an 

exposition of tl)is problem and its distirl~tions from the classical' RH problem). The 

modification of the IST method for equations associated with this new type of boundary 
. " . 

value problem was developed by Ablowitz, Fokas, 'd'nd Bar Yaacov, and has been proved tQ 

be ven' effective for solving the Cauchy l;"roblem for the KPII equation (see FOK3, ABL2). 
. ' & ~ 

1 
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. A very interesting feature of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation is its c0l'!nectlon 

with infinite-dimensional Lie groups which resulted in t?e sequel of a series of papers written 

mainly by M. Sato, M. Jimb<;>, and T. Miwa, on holonomie quantum fields. The no~ 

famous x-functions are a by-produçt of tgeir studies; .in fact they were 'introduce~ as 

expectation values of certain field opera~ors belonging to the Clifford group of free fermions. 

It was further'observedlhat th$ linear Lax-Zakharov-Shabat equatio~s and the bilinear 

'equarlons of Hirota come out in a unified"1l1an~er ~hen using the language of free femlions. 

Fairly important results were obtained by Sato (see for instance . SATO 1). Considering ~ 
, .. . -

. infini te dimensional Lie algebras defined over sorne functional space, he noticed that the 
~ , 

~ group orbit of the highest weight vector is an infinite dimensional Grassmann manifold, the 
, ~ 1 

defining equations of which, when put into the form of differential equations, tum out to lk 
soliton equations. This picture was first established wh en studying the KP equation, in f~ct 
the KP infinite hièrarchy of soliton equations, for which the infinite dimensional complex Lie. 

alg~bra is gl( 00). In his paper, Sato shows that generic points belonging to the above 

Grassmann manifold GM give generic solutions of the KP equation, whereas points defined 

in sorne particular s;bma~ifold's of dM yield specia~ soiutions, such as rational, 

quasi-periodie, muIti-sollton, and similarity solutions; other submailifolds give rise'to generic . .. 
solutions of other important nonlinear partial differential equations: KdV, mKdV, 

BousJinesq;'norllinear SehrOdingér, BeI).iamin-Ono equations, as weIl as the Toda lattiee 

(semi-discrete) differential system; for instance the affine infinite dimensionàl subalgebra 
"-

A1(l)cgl(00) yields the KdV hierarchy: and Bl(l) yields the so-ealled BKP hierarchy. He 

, also interprets the automorphism group GL( 00) c GM as thë group of hidden symmetries of 

-the KP eqtiation. Various specifie aspects ,of the connection between sorne infinite 

dimensianal Lie groups and the KP hierarehy, or œductions thereof, are s~udied in DATI, 2, 

. 3,4,5 and'KAS1, and an excellent review is givenJ>y Jimbo'and Miwa (see JIMl) who' 

exhaustively eonstruct the t:functions for the KP hierarehy; they also study the various 

reduçtions of GL~) in order to define many other types of hierarchies based on interesting 
p' A ... 

nonlinear evolution equations. An, interesting particular reduction is studied in SATS3. 
l.. l " ~ 

Another excellent review paper is that of Segal and 'Yilson in which the empha~is is put on 

the geometric picture of this formalism (see SEGAl), inl,parti~ular the authors try to give a. 

geometrieal meaning to the t-functions, ~e Bak~r-Akhi~zer funetion, and to the Ilvbrovin 

construction. l ' _; · 

• 
• 

'. 
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~ome rec~t results have been obtained qn periodic and quasi-periodic solutions of the 

. KP equation, by making use of tools of algebraic geometry. Such types of solutions for 
" 

'nonli~ear equations are not new. In fact -peri~ic solutions"to the KdV equation were 

... discovered by Korteweg and de V ries themselves in the form u = (J2k2 cn[ o(x - Xo + ct); k], 

~ . where cn(z~k) is the usual Jacobi elliptic cosine functi~n. These solutions were thus called 

• 

. 
" 

" 

- . , 

. cnoidal wav~s. It was shown by Krichever that the KP equation does admit quasi-periodic 

solutions ~ee KRIl,3) of the form u=2ax1[lnf)(CPl"" .'CPn~Z)]. oô is a Riemann theta 

function ri order "n", <Pi ts a linear function of t, x, y, and Z is a so-caUed Riemann matrix, 

i.e~a symmetric n by n matrix with negative definite real part. Krichever ~Irowed that- any 
~ . , 

genus n Riemann surface naturally induces a particular Riemann ma~x that then sçrves to 

generate a KP solution. ,He actually gave the forrit for the genus 1 type. Solutions of higher 

genera are more difficult to find, because one must determine the class of Riemann matrices 
- . 

that yield KP solutions. It must be noted-t+tat not every Riemann matrix does. The 

. characterization pr~blem of Riemann matri)es for genera 2 and,,3 was solved by Oubrovin 

(see OUB1). Genus 2 type solutions were wotked out by Segur and Finkel (see SEGUl, 

FIN1): Thesè are bi-periodic solutions that exhibit a depende(lCe on 8 different parameters 

. and they aie shown to degene~ate)nto solito'ns when spme p~icular.limit is taken; they may 

thus be considered aS the genuine generalization-. in two dirnen~ions. of the one-dimensional 

\ cnoidal waves. 
) 

. ,Surfac~ and internaI waves in channe.ls pro vide us ~ remarkable e){amples of 

solitary wayes; in fact, solitons were IIrst observed as lumps of water propagâting through 

suçh physical settings, in 1834, as reported lby J.S. Russell who indeed followe~ one of 

these lumps over a distance of several kilometers (see RUS 1). A consistent mathematic.al 

approach to these waves was however not to be ach.ieved immediately. and it even w,:s the 

opinion pf Airy: who himse1f built up a shallow-water thec1rY. ~hat the whole thing was a 

hoax! The fust serious attempts to derive the dynamics of solitary water waves from th~ 

bas,ic fact~ of hydrodynamics are due to Lord Rayleigh. Boussinesq then introduced the 

~mous 'equation which was 1ater called after him. This equa~ion was however not entirely .' 

saüsfying and one had to wait untill, 1895 when Korteweg and de Vries Ültroduéed the now 
1':" ' 

celebrated KdV equatioQ, (see KORl): . 
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where e = [g(d+a)] 1/2, g being the gravit y constant. This very equation was the correct oi'le 
• e , 

for. describing solitons of amplitude "a" moving with characteristic spe~ "e" in a straight 

~ unifonn rectangular channel of depth "d". More specifically, in the case when waves are long . 
wav~s propagating in shallow water and in the no-dispersion limit, the structur~ of the KdV 

equation, as it ,is now weIl know.n and understood, is such that the nonlinear term 

counterbalances the effects of the dispersion term. Thus a"ocalized solution of this equation 

.. remains as such thr0l!gh its entire tfrne' evolution: it does not flatten out as a linear wave 

would do. These soliton solutions are typically of the form 
. \ 

u = a sech2[(x-ct)!l]', 
l ' .; 

\ 

"1" being a characteristic rneasure of tHe ~ength of the wave. In-the paper KOR 1, the authors 

derived the soliton solution of thè KdV equation as the limit case of a family of periodic 
o -, 

waves, the.so-called cnoidal (they roined the term) waves, when the period becomes infinite. r The multi-soliton solutions of thé KdV equation, i.e. solutions describing thé interacti~n 
between rnany distinct solitons, were characterized only much later,..in 1965, in li paper by 

Zabusky an<bl{ruskal who introduced the word soliton, and obs;rved, through numerical 

experimen'ts, ttlat two or plore solitons,' after colliding' tdgether, astmptotically recover their . . 
. respective identity, up to an apparent ooinge in their,l}fâ'ses; this is indeed a very rernar~able 

\ property (see ZAB!). The.tability of soliton .soÎytion's was estabÙshed only relatively 

recentIy, in 1972, by Benjamin (see BENZ). The KdV equ~tion is l'lpproprlate·for describing .. . . 
waves in a rectan?ùlar channel but fails -to be applicable to· the description or' wbes 

propagating through otherwise shaped channels. A more reaHstic situation requires that the - . \ 
~uation he modified bY,allowing its coefficients to becoIrte variable. If solutions àre allowed 

to have sorne genuine two-dirhensional character, it may· be neGt'isary to replace the KdV 

equation by a Kadorntsev-Petviashvili equation, possibly with variable coefficients aiso. We 

poin,t out that the"KP equation does have solutions ~at exhibit a non-piviai two-dimensional 

behaviour and they rnay be obtained, as we shaH seJ! later, through the use of the symmetry .... . 
'group of the equation; it is apparent that this was not observed by hydrodynamicists studying 

water waves. ~oussinesq was the first to notice,~hrOugh' consideradons about energy 

consèrvation, that the amplitude of a solitary wave in.11 non-ooiform channel would locally 

vary inversel}" as the depth of the channel (see BOU1). The ch.itracterization of solitary waves 

withtn gradu~.ly varying channels ts therefore of interest ~nd rnuch' literaturt? ~as been 
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devbted to ,his suhject. For a detailed historie al account the reader is directed ro review . ' ~ -, 
papers suth as MIL3 (see also LEBt and OSB 1). Hem we sha~l b!owse through t~is 

literature, mentiorung only typical papers ;OOut the principal steps which 'Ye{e undertaken in 

tne t~~oretical developments an,d works which are of direl:t ~pertinence with respect to the 

subject of this the sis. 

.b 
The method of multiple scaling or stretching method, introduced in 1948 by Friedricns 

(seC1, FRIl), applied to the Navier-Stokès system, is a standard procedure for generating 

water wave equations; a variant of tbis method was indeed used by Peters in 1966 in order to 

obtain ~three-g.imensional (i.e. time and two space dimensions) solitary waves on the surface 

of a horizontal channel, of infini~e length with arbit:raJ">: cross-s~tion, but constant along the 

main direction of propagation (see PETE1). The equations governing three-dimensional 

solitary waves propagating through a rectangular channel were fIfSt systematically derived by 

Ursell (see URS 1). After using the stretching method to set up an appropriate dimensionless 

hydrodynamical differential system, he proeeeds to show that the~ exist rotational solitary 

waves obeying a time-dependent KdV-like equation, moTlI"'(x) =m1ThTh'x +mi'11" where 

mo, ml' and ~ are functions depending on the velocity components of the stream which a.re 
dètermined from sorne spécifie boundary condition,s requirements. In fact he shows that the 

above eq~ation has the solution 111 = -3(~/ml)sech2[~x"~2/mo' J. The case :of irrotational 

°solitary waves~is much simplified as compared with rotation al ones;·these are also obtained 
... .. ., " 

"through similar considerations. Peregrine, in a 1968 paper (see PERI), ventures along a palk • 

parallel to that of Peters. Alth6ugh he considers only irrotationa! flows, he derives the 

equationlof motio!1 tor long gravit y waves and shows how these equath:~ns may be - "', 
transformed into thOStl for two-dimensional motion in a rectangular channel (Le. the KdV 

theory); his results are thus applicable to more general~hannels. It must be lfuinted out, 

however, that he cônsiders channels of arbitrary cross-section as long as they do not have 

gently sloping ~anks and\.are constrained not to be very wide compared with their 

characteristic breadth; i.e. he contiders deep thin channels. The above authors only studied 

• surface waves. Shen, in 1968, actually extended the results obtained by Peters, by , , 
considering unsteady 10n8' waves propagating at the interface 'of a two-Iayer stratified fluid , -
(see SijBl). He fmds that the dynamics is again ruléd by a KdV-type equation with varying 

coefficients. After characteri~ing tlie wave speed,· he detives the soiitary waves and, in 
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. 
addition, cnoidal waves, breaking waves and Airy waves. We mention that continuously 

stratified fluids have aIso been considered in th'lfterature; for instance see BEN!. We aIso 

point out that the various KdV -like equations which have been introduced to modél solitary 
" l' , wâve propagation through gradually varying channels admit very few consètVation Ia~s (see 

MIL2); as we shaH see in chapter three, this will also he true of our generaIized KP equation . 

. 
Il was observed in 1969 by Madsen and Mei that when a sQlitary wave, moving over aO 

region of unchanging depth, enters a distinct region where the shape of the bottom abruptly 
~ D 

changes, severaI solitons form (see MAD 1). More re~ent observations and measurements . \ 

from space (e.g. radar measurements and photographs frQm space shuttles) over oceanic 

regions at the border of continental sbelves confinn tbis faet. A mathematical modelization of 

this phenomenon is therefore of interest for oceànography. This situation was considered by ~ 

Johnson in 1973 (see JOHI,2). The relevant equatiôn is again a KdV-type~quation, rfamely 

Hx + ~-7/4HHç + ~1(dl/2Hççl; = 0, wh,ere d(EX) is the depth function; X and ç are sorne ap

propriate coordinates. Johnson assumes the solù~ion to he a perturbat~on of a pure, solîtary . 

~ave and studies the "Cauchr proble~", with the following interpretation (such an initi~!7 
value problem will aIso he considered here in chapter three). The po4.1t is that the coordinate ' J 

X, a!though it is a pure space variable, plays the ~le of time in thë above dynamicaI equation~ 

At X = 0 -( ~nd physi~ally for X < 0), we. are given the profile of a 'sqIitary "Yave ~oving over a'. 

region of d~pth d(O) = 1. Assumjng that the depth function ~anges smoothly in the semi

inunite interval X ~ 0 and that the solution H vanishes fOI asymp~c v!Ùues of ~ coordinate 

ç, the author ~eeks asymptotic soTutions for E ~ 0 of the form H = fIo + EH} + O( e). where Ho 
is a s~tary wave of the fonn b(EX) + a(eX)sech2( (l(EX)[~ - C(EX)X]}. The solution is shown 

to·6ë non-uniform ~h ahêad of and behind the solitary wave; the hehaviour aheàd is 
< , 

rectified by matching to an appropriate exponentiai form. Hé discusses the nature of the 

solution ~hind the solitary wàV'e which yi~lds a solution with an 'oscjllatory tail. It is founJ 

.. that as..depth increàses, the amplitude of the soliton deèreases and thaffor'iarge enough 
f-

depth, the soliton't>ecomes ID fact indistinguishable from the oscillatory tail. The author aIso 
, ~ • td 

considers various limits, showing how bis results agree with ,those obtaineàin othef works. 
, ~ , 

This description, ~t is to ~ po!nteâ out, treats the case of chdmieis characterized ~y very 

'slowly varying"dep~hs only. Miles extended'the above results to the case of channels with 

slowly varying breadth as weIl (see MILl) . 
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- • A 1974 paper by'Oikawa et al. is of special interest as it i5 at làst considering the use of 

the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation for studying water waves (s'ee OIK 1). The KP . 

equation. in pure fqrm or with variable coef(icien~s"is of considerable importance for it . ' 

permits ~o study waves propagating over genuine two-dimensional bodies of water. In this 

paper the authors study. the effeet of an undulated bottom on shallow wat~r waves, in the . , \ 

case when the depth is a slowly varying function and that the characteristic length is much. 
v 

larger than the wave lengÜ1,. In particular. they investigate the conditions for the existence of 

trapped mode solutions tbrough a lineaHzation of the basic system of equations for gravit y 

waves; they thus obtain a KP-like..system and show that it has soliton soluùons that are stable 
, ' # 

under small two-dimensional perturbations. A variable coefficient Kadomtsev-Petviashvili 

equation was deriv,ed in 1978 by Djordjevic and Retlekopp (see DJO 1), motivated by . . 
experimental evidence abou,t internai waves generated near t~ e<tge of ft sl~elf and 

propagating shoreward. This equation is dependent on the local fluid depth. Thè authors 

discuss how its solutio~s éan describe--waves _propagaÜng into shallower wa'ter (e.g. wnves 

cross!ng !l' contiIl(ntal shelf) for a two-Iayer (specifically a two-density strutificâtion) fluid 

bOdy, They also, look at the disintegraùon, under special conditions, of ~ solitary wave into a 

dispersi ve packet. 
.. 

Waves in a two-Iayer fluid were 1\lso studied by Grimshaw" but expressed within B 
.. , r. 

KdV framC(work. In GRIl he develops the equations describing 10ng~. temal waves in a 

~hannel ~ arbitrary cross-section. Further as.su~nptions are made; namel): he restricts t~ !he 

shallow water approximation and considers a cross-section which is nU ed to vary slowly 

in the direction of propagation of the waves. It is also implicitly assumed thatthe horizontal . \ 

dimension of the channel is of the sa me order of magnitude as its vertical dimension, but, as 

he poin~s out, this is not as severe a restriction as il may appear. ThC'crucial point is that the 

wave amplitude is taken to hav~a quite greater variation in the direction of WBve propagation 

than in the transverse direction; he thu~ cohsiders- an essential1y one-dimensional 1l1otion . .. 
After r~v~ewÎllg the theory for a unifonn cross-section, he proceeds lo look at a channel with 

v~rying cross-~ection ~nd de~ives à varhible coefficient KdV equntion which is the 

C;Ol.nterpart: ror i~tel'nal waves, of those obtaihed in PERI. Grimshaw discusse~ special 

'-, JitualÎons SUC? as nonlinear steepening processes whjch ar~ experimentally known 10 follQW 

from an internai surge, the fonnation of solitons when 5uch-. surge,approaches break.ing - , 
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distances, and slowly .varying s~litary waves. Thcse latter are actually conside~ed in GRI2 

. where the author derives thern as asymptotic solutions of a variable coefficient KdV eq~tion 

obtained through the usual multiple scale perturbation procedure: qt + N(t)qqx + L(x)q~x + 
" . 

G(x)q =0. He shows that when the coefficients N, L, and G satisfy a certain constraint, the 
, , 

above equation reduces to a pure constant toefficieht KdV equation and hence he obtains 

exâct solutions for the original equation. 

A 1981 p~per by Santini looks at the Kadomtsev-Petviashv,ili equation as a possible 
_ r 

equation for the description of the evolution of two-dilJlensional wave packets over an 

uneven bottom (see SANt). The âuthor specializes to nearly one-dimensionallong waves of . ~ . 
sm aU aIllplitude, th~se characteristics being balancing in sorne convenient manner. 

, ~ 

Considerin~ a depth function which varies slowly along the longitudinal and transverse' 

directions, he derjves a variable coefficient KP equation which, under a certain timit, hë 

shows to yield the results of JOH2. A second special Iimit yields a nonlinear equation of the 

form qT+~Oyd-7/4qqx =0, where "d" is the depth.function. The Cauchy problem for this 

equation, with initial datum q(X,Y,O) = qo(X,Y), is completely solved and therefore yields 
f \ 

exact solutions for the above KP equatio,n. The conditions for breaking waves are also 

examined. . 

) 

In a mOre geophysical perspective, let us mention the work of Artale et al. in which the 

. problem of the genèration of -internal solitary waves in marine straits is examined.ln ARTl 
• . J . 

the authors study the effect of an air-sea surface on the dynamies of internaI solitary waves. ,. 

Extending Whitham's treatment of a hom6geneous fluid (see WHIl) to a two-fluid system, 

they show that the dynamies is described by means of two sets of coupled equations of 
, q 

Boussinesq type which, in turn, yield an inhomogeneous KdV equation whose forcing term ' 

depends on the air-sea elevation as weIl as on the bottom. depth. In ART2, they again 
t> • 

eonsider a two-layer fluid and a system of two uncoupled KdV equations is obtained; they 
( 

are however related by the faet that the amplitudes of the surface wave and of the internaI 

Mive are proportion al to eaeh other. Their results are discussed in relation to various 

experunenml measurements taken in_ the Strait of Gibral,tar wher.e su ch waves oceur as tide-

- g~nerateéi solito~s. 
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.. 
Eck.ha,~s, in ~ very recent paper, brings out a perspective which is worth mentiôning 

(see ECK2). He stat~s that all nortlinear partial differential equations ~f evolutioJ type that 

are obtained through the formalism of multiple scaljng can also he obtained in the following 

manner. He po.ints out that the cuinbersome maéhinery of fontlal series expansio.n appears to 

be irrelevant. His procedUre is to suppl y tran-'onnatio.ns of the variable which. produce, from , 

a given perturbed equatio.n, another perturbed equatioq; the model equations are thus fo.rmal 

limits o.f the various perturbed equations. Using such considerations, the autho.r proceeds to 

derive several equations. 'In particular, he obta!ns a KP equation describing s-lightly curved 

wavès, and he examines such waves propagating through channels of sle>wIX varying del?th; , 

the author connects his results with our own work' (i,e. cha'pter three of this thesis). 
, 

A large amount of literature has been "Xritten on experim~t1t.al measurements of marine 

solitary waves, o.r direct observations.of these. Measurements on solitary waves passing 

tlfrough the S trait of Gibraltar were done as early as r 964 (see FRA 1). More recent 
, ~ 

observations of-internal waves (see CAVI and LACl) show that when a tidal flowoceurs, 

solitary wave trains- are generated; these waves may have huge amplitudes: Lacombé anl

Richez measured amplitudes as large as'l00 meters at some locations (see LACl). Needless 
• 

to say, such a magnttude is ablatant proo( that a linéar theory is just out of question to 

modelize these localized waves. InternaI waves of that size ean also explain the transport of 

lumps o.f cold water from the Atlantic Ocean into the Mediterranean Sea (see LA V 1,3). Radar 

measuremerits are consid~red in LA V2 for the Strait of GibMltar, a'nd also in HJ 1 and FlJ2 - . 
for other areas, for instance the Gulf of Califomia. by the SEASAT satellite. As a matter of . 
faet, interesting phenomena oceur in almost any strait or channel-like marine region; let Ils 

mentio.n the Georgia Strait in British Columbia (see I;IUG 1), the Archipelago o.f la 

Maddalena (see MANZl), and Scylla & Charybdis (see ALP_l). 

The present thesis is divided ioto three chapters. The original contribuu~n is presented 

in chapters IWo. and three, and is based on the content of our recent publications (see DA V3, 
- , 

4,5,6); part III of chapter three is unpublished as of now. Chapter one is used to introduce . ~ 

the mathernatical background pcnil)cnt to the subsequent chapters. Wc revicw sorne of the 

basics about the theory o.f manifolds and the theory of Lie gro.ups and algebras, aCluaUy the 

defindons, conçepts, theorems,~and constructions lnat are necessary for us to define and 
~ 
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study what:is the syrnrnetty structure of a given system of partial differential equations. The 

im~ortant section f~ us is unquestionabl; that about the syrnrne~ reduction technique . ~ 

which will he the principal tool to. boe eventually used. in c~apter two to get special KP 

solutions. Backluntl transformations v.(ill also _be. needed at sorne point so we also review 

what they are. 

In chap~er two we deal with means of constructing special solutions of the KP 

equation. This chapter is subdivided into two parts. In the fIfst one we get the Lie symmetry 
" 

algebra of the equation; it is an i~finite-dimensional algebra. We deri~e sorne special 

subalgebras oEil. In p~icular we mention Oije from which the usu:fspecial solutions of,the 

KP equation, such as the similarity solutions, are obtained throvgh symmetry reduction. We 

~:~c~b~:r;~::~h~:::';:~; ~~::~~::~~~ ~:b;'::~~:~:i;y:~:~~;::; 
all, (2+ 1 )-djmen~io~al integ{able soliton equations. We then proceed to classify the low . , 
dimensional subalgebras of dimensions l, 2, and 3; these are classified in cfasses under 

group conjugation. and also under isomorphism of abstract algebras when the case oceurs. 

-, This classification thèn permits us to perform symmetry reduction on the KP equation. We 
" , 

observe that tbis equation is actually reducible to special equations involving fewer dependent . . 
variabl,ÇS. The main result of this technique is that solutions of thç reduced equations can be 

mapped back to solutions of the original KP equation; these solutions ar~ generically 

non trivial ones. The second part of chapter two oonsists in applying the symmetry reduction 

technique again, this time to the simultaneous system consisting of the KP equation, in its 

pc;>tential form, and of its associated Backlund transforma'tion. It iS j to 'our knowled~e, the 

fmt time that sucn a procedure has been applied and the resuIts are definitely of interest. The 

symmetry structure of the "potential" KP (PKP) equation is similar to that for the KP 

, equation. The important fact here is that the symmetry group orthe PKP equation acts 

nontrivially on the Backlund transformation and actually induces sorne functional dependence 

in this transformation. We then find the symmetry structure of the PKP equaiion together 
", 

with this generalized Backlund transformation. We follow by applying the symmetry 
• t 

reduction technique. -Again this yields a list of special KP solutions; among these we mention 

a special class which resernbIes the so-çalled resonance solitons ~entioned earlier. . , 

" 
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Chapter three is devoted to a m6del, 'based on a generalized KP (GKP) equation with 

variable .coefficients," describirig the dynan;aics of solitary waves in fluids with va'fiable 

depths, and channels with variable geometry. in fact channels whose bou!1daries are small 

defonnations of those for a rectangular channel. This is of interest with regards to actual 

observed, or measured, soliton phenomena in various emplacements in open seas and marine 

straits. In the fIrst part of this chapter ~e begin' by exposing the physicaJ proble~ and specify .. 
the appropnate geophysical setting. The pèrtinent equations ara the Euler system with 

boundary conditions, .and we introrl:uce dime"nsio'nless vaiiahles which we use in order to 

renormalize the system.·We then use a conventional scaled perturbation expansion which we 

soive f}t lowest order ~o define new wavefram~oor~inates which are more nppr<?p~iat~ for 

pursuing the problerTh These are substituted back in the ~riginal sfstem aRd we make a new 
4 

perturbation expansion which results in a wave amplitude equation and some ~onstraints 

which take the bound~ies int~ account. This constitutes the OKP system wh~h wç then 

discuss. Although we derived the wave amplitude equation in order to de"scribe surface' 
, 

waves, we ment~on lhat â .sy~tem of two coupled similar equations is also a good description 

for describing internaI waves as weIl. In the second part of the chapter, we procced to reduce 

the OKP system (not in the same meaning as in chapter two). Indeed the OKP syst~m is n'ot 

integrable as such. However, for special geometries @)f the depùl ltnd of the wall s, i.e. special 
~ , 

geophysical coostraints, it is then possible to construct appropriate algebraic differential 

transfo~ations Qf the variables under which the OKP system can be transformed to a 

completely integrable system. As wc show, sorne possible reductions are 'the pure KP 
c '; 

equation, the KdV eq'uation., and the cylindrical KdV (cKdV) equation; these equations may 

have variable coeficients. In the third part we use sorne of these reductions and thus oblain 

,solutiot;ls of the OKP system from solutions of the reduced equations. In fact, we see thal 

sorne ~pecific geometries, su~h al) a parab9lic or hyperbolic tangent shaped depttl, ~o yield 

exact solutions of the GKP(system. Their most interesting feature is that they represent 

curyed solitary waves, unlikè the str'aight solirons which satisry, say, the pure KP equation: 

These waves agree,/' in a certain mensure, with those which are indeed observed in !he 

oceans. Finally, in t~e fourt~ part, 'we derive and discuss sorne conservatioR laws'and 

cons~ rvèd quantities associated with the OKP equation. 
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, 
CHAPTER ONE 

Group theoretic 8_spects of symmetries of differential systems 

\ 

As' mentio'ned in the Introdu~tion,' group theory provides a very useful tool for tbe 

analysis of differential systems. The fact is thaf groups, in particular continuous local Lié 

groups, appear ev~rywhere, eJtplicitly or not, in the theory of differential equations. Solution 

space~ have generj.cally a 'differentiable manifold' st,ructure ha~iRg â Lie group substructure. 
,~ . 

Differential systems, seen as differential opera tors acting on sorne functional space, commute 

under specifie groups of differential opera tors (vector fields): this is most important in 

practiçe for constructing naturâl invariant,quantities, conseivation laws, and is the basis at the 

origin qf the symmetry reduction technique which we sha11 use later on. Less known is the 

fact that many of the integration techniques for special kinds of ordinary differential , J 

equations have direct group theoretic interpretations. Needless to say, group theoretic tools 

have a definitive ,importance for studying nonlinear differential systems, especially since 

these arè often difflcult to study with conventional analytic tools, these being usually li~ear 
, ones and thus often inappropriate. In this chapter we review the basic concepts about Lie . . 
groups and Lie algebras, Backlund transformations, etc.:., that we shall need in this work. 

We also spend sorne time, to explhln in sorne detaiI the technique o~ symmetry reduction 

which is the heart of chapter twD.: Most, if not aH, of what is given in -the present chapter rnay 
, -

be found in several specialized books and articles (see IBR1; OLVl,2; OVS2; ANDl; PIRl) 

and therefore all theorems will be stated without giving proofs. Concerning notations, we 

~hal1 use' a compact notation for derivations and derivatives; thus dx == iJ/dX, and Ux == dU/dX: 
We do not use any special symbals, except perhaps boldface characters, to denote quantities 

" \, ~ 

other than scalar .ones (e.g. vectors): it will usually be clear from the context what types of 

objects are being considered. Also, implicit summatioll over repeated indices is everywhere 

understood. Any other special notations or terminology will be introduced as we go along. --

Let M be a connected Hausdorff\opological space and cp: U c M ~ V c Rm a 

homeornorphisrn, where U is open in M. The pair (U ,cp) is caUed a local coordinate chart on 

M. The components cpi of cp, 1 ~ i ~ m, defined as cpi = xi 0 cp, where xi is the canonical Î-th . , . 
projectÎo~ in Rm, are called.. the local coordinate maps, and V'p e U, thè Xl = q>1(P) are called 

• 
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the coordinates of the point p. M is said to be an m-dimensional manifold if there exists a set . ~ 

of local charts {(Ua'<Pa)) such tltal the Ua's form a covering of M. The concept of charts is 

fundamental since it pennits to do calculus on manifolds by simply projecting down the 

objects at the manifold level onto appropriate objects in sorne convenient Euclidean spaces. 

Two chans (U 1 ,<Pl) and (U2,<P2) are said to be'Cr-compatibre if either U 1 (') U 2 == ( ), or eise if ' 

<Plo <1>2-1 and q>2 q<PI-1 ~e 'both maps of class Cf on UI (') U 2 • A Cr-atlas is a famiJy of 

compatible charts on M. Two atlases Al and A2 are equivalent if AI U A2 is also an allas. We 

define a Cf-differentiable structure on M as a maximal equi\ralence class of cr-atlases' on M 

and say that M is an m-dimensional cr-manifold whenever it is an m-dimensional manifold 
( 

equiped with a Cr-differentiable structure. We shaH deal with smooth (COO) and analy.tic 

manifolds which are defined similarly (replacing the above infinite differentiability condition 

by the condition of analyticity). 

Let M and N be smo<?th manifolds. A map F: M -+N is called sll100th if for. any pair 
'- . 

(l] l ,<Pl) and (U2,<P2} of local charts, its local representative q>2 0 F 0 <P1- 1: Rm 4R" is: smooth 

wherever defined. Fis said to be of maximal rank if the matrix with enlries dFi/àx j has 

maximal rank itself; when such is the case there exist local coordinate mups such that Flakes 

the local form y=(x1, .... xm.O, ...• 0) ifn > m. or y= (xl, ... , xn) ifm > n. A ~ubset Ne M 

together with a smoolh 1-1 map <1>: P -+N of maximal rank is called a submanifold of M; P is 

called the paramet~ space. Let 0 E 1 c R, 1 being an open interval. A smooth map y. I ....... M, . -
')'(0) = x, is calle, a curve on M through x. This curve y is locally given by m !.mooth . 

.1 

functions f(e) = lf1(e), ... , f m(e)] of the ~ariable E. Two curves YI and 12 are called langent at 

XE M if th"'êiJ-..local derivatives coïncide at E = 0; YI '(0) = Y2'(0). Tangency al x E, rvt is· aClually 

an equïvalence relation; in fact the c1ass y'(O) = lrl. = (ô langent to Y at x) is called the vector 

tangent to Mal x. This vector has the local (orm f'(E)=d{/dE=lft'(E)'''''!m'(f)j and w~ 

,shaH adopt the notation !'(E)==!l'(e)a/ax l + f 2'(E)dlèJx2 + ... + frit'(E)f)/èJxm, which has 

definite advantages wh en calculating. TIle set TM. '= ([rl.) is the tangent space to M at x; il 

can be identified with the Set of aIl possible curves passing lhrough x and has the structure of - , 

a vettor space. The conection TM = (TM. 1 x e M) is the tangent bundle of M. p 

.. 
• A smooth manifold G with group operation .: G x G ~G is a Lie group if the mapping 

(a,b) -, a·b:l is.smOOth. A local group is a spal.;( G with a dislinguished elcment "e" called 

1 
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1 
the,identity elfment, neighbourhoods U and '{ ofth~ identiiy, with yeU, and a local group 

operation .: jJ x U ~ U such that . 

r V·YeV, 

. . 
Va E U, e·a ~ ïïé = 'a, 
Va,b,c E U, (a·b)·c\= a·(b·c), \ 

Va E U:-3a-1 E U, a·a-1 = a-l·a = e, 

a·b-l is continuous on U x Y. 

(1.1) 

He G is 'a focal subgroup of G if e E H and if H, equipp~d with -the restriction '1 H' is a l 
local group by itself. He ° is called invariant (or nonnal) subgroup of 0 if there exists a 

neighbourhood U e G of the identity such that V'a EU, V'b E Vf ..... H, a-l·b a EH; G/H 

denotes the set of cosets (m<;>d H) of elements living in sorne neighbcJUrhood of the identity .. : 

Two groups G and G' are locally isomorphic is there exists a homeomorphism <1>: U ~ V', 

<I>(Y) cV', sùch that V'a,b E V, $(a·b)= $(a)·<I>(b). A local r-djmensional Lie group is a local . \ 

. group Or together with a local chart (V,q», e eLJ, and a local group operati~n .: U x U -) U , . , . 
satisfying to (1.1) for 'open subsets V cU and being smooth in V x Y. Or is caUed solvable 

if there exists a descending tower Or::> Gr_1 ::> - ::>01' where Gi is a normal subgroup of 

0î+l' Or is call~ simple if il has no proper invaiiant subgroups other than {e}. 

, . 
A Lie algebra is a vector space L, together with a bilinear map Lx L ~L: (1;,11) ~[ç,,,] 

called the Lie brack~.t (or its multiplication), such that V'ç,11,P eL, [1;,,,] + [11,1;] =0, and 

[1;,[11,P]] + [11,[P,I;]] + [P,[ç,11]] :;:0; this last fonnula is called the Jacooi identity. Let {Çi} be 1 _ 

. a basis for L. Then Vçi,I;J E L, [1;1,l;jl = Ci/Çk' The Cijk are called the structure constants ?f L 

and de termine it wniguely. A mapping J: L -) K is a Lie algebra homomorphism if V'1;,11 E L, 

f([I;,11]) = [J(I;),J(1i)]. We deime Ker(j) = tl(O) = (I; EL/ J(I;) = O}; J is.an isomorphism if it 

is onto and:if Ker(f) = O. L~t K and N l?e subspaces of L. K+N = {ç + 11/1; E K, 11 e N} is 

ca lied the sum of K and N. [K,N] is their product. If K n N = {O} then K+N is called a 

direct sumo K cLis, a suhalgebra if [K,K] c K, and an ideal if IK,L] c K. If K, N are ideals 

in L then so are K ri N, [K,N], and K +N; moreover, if K n N = {O}, then [K,N] = {O} and 

we write K+N=K$N. IfK is an ideal and N a subalgebra with KnN = (O), then K+.N is 

éalled a semi-direct sumo Let K e L be.an id~al. The set UK = {ç + K / ç EL} is call~ the 

1" 

et • 
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quotient algebra of L by K and it also possesses the structure of a Cie algebra by itself. The 

mapping CPK: L -+LIK:; -.;; + K is the canonical homomorphism, with Ker(CPK) = K; we then 

say that L is the "extension of l../K by K. The sequence of ideals recursively defined by Ul) = 

[L,LJ"L(i+l) = [Ui),L<l)J, are called the deriv~d subalgebras of L. Lis said to be solvable if 

there is an integer "p" such ~hat L.(n) = {O}. The maximum solvable jdeal R in L is the radie,al -

of L. Lis called simple if it has no proper ideal (Le. if L is not a commutative algebra), and, 

semi-simple if R = {O} (i.e. if it ha~ no abelian ideal other than (O)). 

To each Lie group Gr rhere corresponds a Lie algebra Lr' and every finite dimensional 

'Lie algebra Lr is isomorphic K> Jhe Lie algebra corresponding to sorne Lie group of the same 

dim:ension. If G corresponds to an algebra L, and He G fs an invari~nt subgroup corres-. 
ponding to the algebra K, then K c L i~ an ideal. (Semi-) simplicity, (semi-) direct product, 

• l ' 

o and solvability are carried through by this natural correspondence. An important result is that 
, 

a local Lie group may he reconstructed fro~ its Lie .rugebra by means o~the, Lje equation and 

the exponential map., Consider a curve y(E) c G, E E 1 c R, ..vassing through the identity e. 

~This curve is said to be a I-parameter subgroup of G if r. 1 -+0 is a local homomorphism, 

Le. if ')'(0) = e and 'tE,e E J, y(E)·y(Ç) = ')'(E+Ç). Now 'iç E L, there exists Il I-parameter sub

group y(E) such that [Y]e =1'(0) = ç: this is Lie's equation. The collection of aIl the curves y(E)'\ '" 
~ , 

for aIl ç ELis a local Lie ~oup isomorphic to G. From Lie's equation it then follo~s that 

,y(E) = etÇ· ,Ail that reflects the faet that L = TGe. 

r 
Let G he a Lie group with corresponding Lie il'Igebra L. Each a E G induces an . ' 

automorphism f ,: x -+ a·x·a- I a,nd the set Aut(G) = (f,' a E 0) has the property to be a local 

Lie group. Furthermore Aut(G) in'duces, in its turn, a local Lie group of automorphisms 

acting on L; this group, GA, is ealled the adjoint group of G. Its corresponding Lie algebra, !' 

LA, is called the adjoint algebra of Land is constructed as follows. Let ~ E L. We then define 

the adjoint map to; as ad/;: 11 -+[1;,11]. Then LA::: (ad; 1; e L) and is equipped with the Lie 

bracket [ad!;, a~11] = ad[/;,11]. Two subgroups H and H' of 0 are caUed c0'!-iugate if there 

exists f E Aut(G} such that H = f(H'). Similarly, two subalgebras K ,and K' of L are 

conjugate if there exists an automorphism cp = e~dÇ e GA such that K = 41(K'); the set Or ~f all 

conjugacy classes is.called the optimal system and plays an important role in the symmetry 

reductiOil techniqu~. Indeed this method, for instance when classifying invariant solutions, 
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• 
and in general group anaIysis of differentiaI systems, require us to describe aIl non-conjugale 

~ 

subgroups of the intariance group of the system. One usu~lly obtains el by choosing 

appropria te automorphisms in GA. ~hen dealing witj.t solvable.alge~ras, one m~y find 8s+1' 

s> l, [rom es frrst by---e.x'tending es to an (s+l)-dimensional'subalgebra and then by 

, discarding the conjugate subalgebras using the.fact that any (s+ l)-dimensional solvable . . 
subalgebra contains an s-dimensionaI subalgebra. The case of non-solvable subal,gebras of 

dimension higher than two is a little harder to deal with and one uses the 

Levi Theorem: Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebql. Then ",L admits a 

decomposition as a semi-direct sum ~+N. R is the radical and N is , 
semi-simple. This decomposition is unique, up to a conjugation. 

The construction of e8+2, s> l, then consists in listing all the non-~onjugate subalgebras 8f L 

~d the non-conjugale subalgebras of N (considered indephndently of L). For instance 83 is 

obtained by assembling a family of hon-conjugate subalgebras of L as weIl as an optimal (or 
. ~ 

representative) system of 3-dimensional subalgebras of N. 

Let B c Rr he an open ball containing the origin and ooordinatized by collections a E B , 
of "r" reaI numbers. Consider a smooth map f: Rn X B ~ R~ which induces anothet mapping 

T.: Rn ~ Rn : X -t T.(x) = f(x,a) cal1ed â transformation. The set Gr of aIl such induced , 
mappings is caIled a continuous r-parameter local group of tré!llsformations (on Rn) if h also 

has the structure of an r-dimensional local de group equipped with the gro~p product 
1111 

(T .. T .,)(x) = (T.(Tb(x» = f(f(x,a),b). For a given x E Rn, the set 0x = (Ta(x.) 1 Ta E G;l is a 

local manifold called the Gr-orbit through x. Mçre generally, transformation groups are 
• defined on manifolds, but the above definition will be sufficient for our pUIiJoses. 

Transfonnation groups prove to he of prime importance when studying differentiaI systems. 

lndeed the symmetrf group of such a system has the property to be a local transformation 

group on the integral (or solution) manifold of this system. Let G be a I-parameter 

transfonnation group cha,;acterized by T.(x) = f(x.,a) , a E l, 1 being sorne open interval in R 

containing O. The orbit G(x) is just the curve a ~ f(x,a) passing through x. The tangent 

vector of G at x is thus given by the map ç: Rn ~ Rn : x ~af(x,a)iaa 1 a=O or, equivalently, 

by the tangent vector field X = çi(X)d!dxi, Le. the infinitesimal generator nearby the identity. 

ct • 

\ 
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The foUowing theorem is of prime importance: 

Lie's Theorem: G(x) is an integral curve Qf Lie's equation dl/da = ~(f). with initial " . con.di~ion j(x,a=O) = x. Conversely, 'v'~: Rn -+ Rn, 'v'x e Rn, Lie's 

equation has a unique solution. 

\ 
Let Gr he an r-parameter transformation 'group. For each I-pacameter subgroup of Gr .we 

construct the correspondiAg tangent vector fields. These generale an r-dim~nsional vector 

space Lr which is a Lie algebra with respect to the Lie product tg,,,) = ,,'~ -~'", or . 

equival~nt1y, [X,Y] = Xy - Y~ = (X("i) - y(~i)}d/dxi. In fact, the set (~= df(x,a~a 1 a=o) is 

a basis for Lr' Lie's equation reads, - . _ 

1 • 

~ = V~\(a)~~ (f), 
dav 

where cp: Or X Gr ~ Gr is the group multiplication. Thus to reconstruct the group, we first 

choose a bâsis (~), solve the system df/dav = ~v with f(x,a~=O) = x; Gr ~ then produced by 

composing the transformations of the Jesulting I-parameter subgroups. a 7' (a l, .,., 'tir) 

provides coordinates in the local group, Gr' 
1 

" , " 
A function F(x) is caUed an invariant of a transformation groùp Gr in Rn if F is 

• constant ~lopg orbits Gr(x): F(f(x,a» = F(x). For a I-parameter transfo~ation group 01 

with infin,itesimal generator X, this condition writes simply as XF = ÇI(X~dF(x)/axl = 0, by 

virtue of Lie's equation. Invariants are at the hearl of sbveral group theoretic considerations 

about differential equations, in particular of the symmetry reduction technique. Any given 

collection (Il (x), ... ; In ,'1 (x»)' of functionally independent solutions of XF = 0 f~s a basis 

of invariants, and every invariant F can be written in the form F(x)=<I>[ll(x), ,,:., 'n_l(x)]. 

More generaUy, for an r-parameter transformation group Gr' a functiorï F is an invariant if it 

~s a solution of the following set of r equations: XvF == ç iv(X)dF(x)/dX i = O. 1 ~ V ~ ri Consider 

the matrix with elements çiv and define the quantity r.(ç) = rank[ ~iv(x)J. Then the number of 

soluti-,;ms to the above system of equations is n-r.; when r. = n. the group Gr is called 

transiti ve. Now let Mc Rn be a local.manifold. with local coordinates (x 1, .... xm; 0, .... 0), 

parametrized by sQrne monomorphic map h: U ~Rn, U c Rm open. Th'etangent space"to M 
o 

) 

" 
'. vt, ..... l 
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( 

al x is TM" = fdxe TRnx Idx="h'(y)dy, d)'E TRny). Mis said ta be invariant und~r a 

Jr~s~onn~tion. group Gr if ,,!x E M, Gr(x) cM. The in?nitesimal invariapce Criterio~ is that U 
M IS mvanan~ If, and only If, 'v'ç E ~,'v'x E M, ç(x) E TMx' Let F: Rn ~ Rn-m he a dlfferen

tiable map, with rank[F'(x)] = n-m, and M he the solution set of F(x) = O. Then the condition 

ç(x) E TMx is eqifivalent to çiv(x)oF(x)/oxi 1 M = q, 1 ~ v $ r, where (~) i~ a basis for Lr' The 

equation F(x) = 0 can be recast as <l>k[ll (x), ... , In-a(x)] = 0, 1 S ~ S n-m,,~ = r., and' (Ik) is a 

basis of invariants of Gr' This last condition provides a representation of the m-dimensional 

• invariant manifold M thrJugh a manifold of dimension p = m - r. in the space of invariants; p .' ~ 
is calltXt the rank of M. Let M 'c: Rn he an arbitrary manifold. The orbit Gr(M) fs the minimal 

manifold which is invariant uooer Gr and, in addition, containing M as a submanifold of ~ 

codimension Ô = dim Gr{M) - dim M. Ô is called the defect of M relative to Gr and can.also be 

written as Ô = rank[ çiV<x)o~(x)/oxi ] 1 M' and then p =. m - r. + 0: ' .,. 

. 
Givén a certain differential system, a symmetry group for it can basically he viewed as 

• .... (/1 ,. 

a transformation group whose elements map solutions into solutions. In this thesis we shall 

primariJy deal with so-caUed Lie point groups. They are not the most gener~l kind of 

symmetry group~ t~at can be associated with a diffe~ntial s~stem; for instance they are 

contained in what are calleg groups of generalized sym'metries, bût they are weIl understood 

and most of the group theoretic methods applicable to differential systems that we know of .... 
are based on point groups. Furthermore these groups admit a very natura! interpretation since 

their elements ar.e geometric transformations, hence their physical meaning is rather direct, in 

contrast with the transformations corresponding to generalfzed symmetries which are defined 
.-a 

to act on sorne functional spaces whose physical significance is usually far ff(;>m being 

obvious, although their importance is not to be neglected. Indeed, following Noether's 

~ work, il is ~nown that there is al'" 1 correspondenc6 hetween the generalized symmetries of a 
f 

~~~ :::e:e::::=:::~:: :~~::I:::~:~:r:::~~7;:a::~:::~:e s~~:f~:~ 
~fferential systems. In fact, it is the natural way to look al th~m: clearly we can think o~ch 

a system as sorne manifold embedded in sorne Euclidean space of usually high dimensiqn .. 

• 
At this point it is u.seful to introduce the notion of jet spaces. in what follows, ail 

subsets are presumed to ~ open and aIl functions are supposed to be smootl\. Let M and N ' 

-. 
0 . 

~ 

... • 
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be two manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectiv.ely. N has local cooI}iinates (xi). called ~ 

the independent coordinates, and those of M are the dependènt ~inates (ua J. Let 
\ .. .. 

F(N,M).be the set of aIl U c N -+ M mappings. Consider the set S = N x r(N,M). On thîs set 

S Wei define an equivalence relation == by l(x,f) == (x',!,) <=> x = x' and f, !' have the same , , 

Taylor expansion at x, up ao orde~ k inclüsively~ The quotient set SIs is called the k-jet 

bundle and noted Jk(N,M). By convention, we make the identification JO(N,M) = N x M. An 

equiva1ence class jk xi is called'the k-jet of i ~t x. Jk(N,M) is itself a manifold~with loçal 

coordinate functions [x;, U, u(1), .~., ~(k)], where u(J) is a collection of symbols (ua
J) wilh "J'" · 

a multi-index; these symbols willlater on represent the_set of J-th order derivatives of the ua 

with respect to the xi. We define two special,kind~ of maps, the source maps Aytnd the 

targetmaps Bk' as .'-'IeU as projecti maps 1tkl (k> 1) as . ' 

A k : Jk(N,M) ) N: jk,.i x, , 

Bk: Jk(N,M) ) M: jkxf' ) f(x) , 

1t\ Jk(N,M) ) Jl(N,M): j\f '1 f ) J x • 

~ 

These rpaps are useful for performing calcuh:Js in the jet bundles. L\jjt P be a manif61d with 
\ . 

local coordinates (ya) and consider a mapping </>: Jk(N,M) -+ P. We then define the I-th 

, prolQIlgation of </> as the unique mapping pl</> such that the diagram 

\ jk+lf 
~ 

.. Jk+I(N,M) N 

'1 
~ 

jl(q, ~jkf) plq, " ... 
.. 

JI(N,M) 

commutes. Locally. plcj» has the representation 
\ , . 

• x=X. Y', 

o 

V = q,(x; u. u(l) •••• , u(t» , . , 

'. ./ 

" 

'-l. 

where DJ = nD~, Di being the total dif~erentiation operator with respect !O xi" Let, us 't" 
. . 

.) 

.. ~ 
\ ) , 

Î' 

\ .... 
" ~ 
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define the contact mooulus o~ jk(N,M): 

{lk(N.td> = {Ole A[Jk(N,M)11 (jkftOl=O) 

= Span {roa] ==d~Il]_ pa],idxi 1 0 < J <k}: 

• 
A differential system Z of ordér k with domaifllr N "and range M is then interpreted as a 

differential subset Z c; Jk(N.M), ie. the zero-set o~ a fini te ide al of iunerions on Jk(N,M). 

The local meaning of this definition is that a mapping F:;: (FI, ... , pm): Jk(N,M) ~ Rm (01 

cm) is give,n and that a solution of Z is any map- f E [(N,M) such that F 0 jkj = O;In what , , 

followsol note that we use N = Rn and M = Rm. For instan~e, the heat equation can he viewed 

as the submanifold Z c fb(R2,R) with the rnap F(x; u,'u(1), u(2» = Ut - uxx' A solution to th~ 

-heat equation is' then any particular function u = j(t.x), having a ~econd prolongati6n pj of 

local representation [j(t,x), dj/d;, iJf/dx, d2f/iJt2 , d2f/iJtdx, d2f/iJx 2] which satisfies the 

condition F 0 pj == ft - j xx = o. 

A crucial pçint wh en defining the symmetty g~oup of a differential system is the 

following one. The group transformations are basicaUy"characterized by hpw they act in the 
~ . 

S'pace JO(Rn.Rm). even though a differential system is essentiafly defined as living in sorne 

Cl 

non-trivial jet bundle Jk(R'),Rm). The point is that the'natural projections 1tjj _1 completely 

specify how the transformations will aet in the Jk\JO part of J~Rn,Rm). In faet if Gis the 

group acting in JO(Rn,Rm), then its k-th prolongatiop G(k) is uniquely defined. Let G he a 

I-parameter transformation group acting in the space JO(Rn,'Rm) coordinatized by (~+m)- \ 

tuples (x,iI) == (x l , .... x~ u l , .... um). with transformations given by maps f and <p defi~ed 

through the formulas .. 
1 

.1 x' = f(x, ~, a). f(x, u, a=O) = x: 

u' = <p(x, u, a), cp(x, u, a=O) = u . 
.6' (1.2) 

We introduce new variables u(l) == (ua
i , Cl ='1, ... , m; i= l, ...• n) subject to .the follCJwing _ , 

transformations: 

• We ~equire that (1.3) and the \ansfonné!tions of the a~a./iJxi under (1.2>-be compatible with 

, " 
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the equalities ua
i ~oualê),!,it since we would identify the symbols uai with the derivatives of 

the ua, as we stated before. This comPl!-tibility requirement actually defines the maps VXj of 

(1.3) in a unique IIJanner and 'there/ore the first prolongation 0(1) of 0 as a geometric 

transfonnation group acting on Jl(Rn,Rm) with the point transformations (1.2), 'as weil as the .. 
new transformations (1.3). Let X belong to the Lie algebra L corresponding to G; X has the 

fonn 
) 

X = çi(x,U)d/OXi + 11a (x,u)d/dua, . 

, 
1 

ç = df/da 1 8=0 ' 11 = à<p/da 1 a..() : (1.4) 

Then the wst prolongation X(l) == p l XE Ul) of X must take the fonn 

X(l)=X + çajd/dUŒi' çaj =àVX/àa 1 8.:=0' 

By construction, UI) is the Lie algebra corresponding to O(l), and the quantÎties tai are to he 

~dete~d by our.above compatibility requir~ment on the P!"Olongation. Introduce now a 
collection of I-forms (J:P ==duat"' uŒidxi E n1(Rn,Rm); then this requirement writes as CJ) = 0 

and defines a manifold M invariant under a group G· with action specified.by 0.2,3) an~ 

dx' = (dfidxi)dxi + (dfJdua)dua, du' = (dcp/oxi)dx.i + (dq>/àu")duŒ
, 

1 "' 

acting in ·the space coordinatized by (x, u, u(l >, dx, du). Introd~ce the vector field X· defined 

as 1 

,..r X· =X(l) +~i·d/à(dxi) + llŒ·d!d(dua) , 
• • t {7 

ç E d(dx')/da 1 a=O = (dÇ/àx')dx' + (àVdUa)dUŒ
, • , , 

Tl· ad(du')/àa 1 a=Ô = (àT\Iàx.i )dxi + (dll/du")du", 
. . , 

....,. The necessary and sufficiènt condition for M to be invariant under O· is that 
.. \ \1 ~ 

, 

X·CJ)a 1 eo=O~(l1a. - uajf - ca~xi) 1 co=O =0. 

, Substituting the aoove e~pressions for~· and-Tl· yields the ~entification 

-----ÇŒL = Di(TlU
) - U~Di(~)' : 

• 

.. . ' 

where Di eiJ(è)x.i + u\iJ(è)uu is the total differcntiation opcrator with resPect 10 the variable x'. 
Thus X(l) is completely specified: 0 

- ..... ~' ( 

, 

-,--~------------------------------
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, . 
X(l) =::= l;i(x,u}aiaxi + l1a(~,u)d/aua + [Di(l1

a} _'uaj~i(l;j)]a!du, .. r, 

. 
The prolpngation of G to G(k), k> l, is obtained in an analogous manner"by defining the 

action of G on the variables {ua
J}, where J> 1 is a multi-index, representing the derivatiyes 

of the uals of aIl orders up to order k, and by also taking into account the compati bili t y 
~ 

1 conditions ,roU) = 0,0 Sj Sk:-l, with (0(0)=0) as d~fi~ed above, and O)(1)ai = dut \ - uaijdxj, 

(O(2~ij = dUaij - UaijkQ.Xk, etc.; Le. we require that nk(Rn,Rm) be trivial. This thus yields the 

k-th prolongati0!1 G(k) with the following infinitesimal operators: .,. . 

X(k) = X + ça.a/aua. + ta. a/dua .. + ... , 
1 1 IJ IJ 

çai = Di(lla) - uajDj(çj), 
, 

çaij = Dj(çai) - uaiPk(çk}, 

D. = a/axi + ua.à/aua + ua .. afdua . + ... 
1 1 1J J 

In tenns of multi-indices we have1he rather simple fornrulas 
• 

pkX =. X(k) = X +' ÇaJi/fauaJ' 

ça] = DJ(lla - çiuaj) + çiuaJ,j . 

. 1 

(1.5) 

The quantirles Cl" == 11a - Çiua
i are called the characteristics of the vector field X. Let us define . , 

a new vector field XQ = Qaa/aua. Then .0.5) writes simply as 

pkX = pkXQ + çiDj , pkXQ = DJQaaf~uaJ ' (1.6) 
t 

where the sum over the multi-index J is performed for 0 S J S k. From a praclical point of 

view, the form (1.6) for the k-th prolongation of X pehnits to perform the calculations in a 

more efficient manner. r-parameters groups and algebras are prolonged in a very similar way 

and it may be shown that they have exactly the same structures as the initiay groups and 

algebras from which they are constructed. The invariants of G(k) are called the k-th .ord~r 

differential invariants of G. 

Consider now a differential system of order k, &pecified by 0: F(x, 

where F = (FI, ... , FP). TPis system can he viewed as defining sorne manif; . 
Jk(Rn,Rm). If this manifold is invariant under G(k) then we say that the diffi 

t 

. .... . .. 
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admits the gro.pp G 'as a symmetry group. Let L be the algebra co~esponding to G. Then the 

.above criterion~has the following infinitesimal version. n admits G as a symmetry poup if, 

and only if: -

. 'v'X E L, (pkX)Q = 0 (mod n). • (1.7) 

The "(mod Q)" means th'at the object "(pkX)Q" must be calculated taking into Ilccount the 
c, 

differential system n and all i~ differential consequences, Le. its k-th prolongation pkQ; the 

reason for thi; is that the above conditiofl (1.7) is required to hold only on sorutions of i~ = O. 

This equation, which is tenued thè defining equatioll, is in faet equivalent to a system or 

linear homogeneous differential equations for tl~ components ç(x,u) and ll(x.u) of the verlor 

field X. It is a simple matter to check that the ~L of thoJe vector fields that satisfy the 

defining equation (1.7) is indeed a vector spaee and that 'v'X\.., X2 E L, IX" x2 f EL; hence L 
• is indeed a Lie algebra. Its corresponding local ~ie group is the maximal point transfonnation 

group admitted by the system n. It is important to note that the: defining equntion' is of 

polynomial type in the spaee Jk(Rn,R"D and this means that the, quantities x, ul u(1) .... , u(k) 

are to be considered as inde pendent variables that sati~fy F = 0, while the defining equation, 

by itself. must he identically satisfied with respect to thefree variable.r x and u. It therefore 
- -

follows that (1.7) is actûally an overdetermined system. As a typical exampte of how to find 

the symmetry group of a given partial differential equation, consider the heat e<.!uation, given 

by Q: 'u, - Uxx = O. The infinitesimal generator X of G is assumed 10 take the fonn of a veClOr 

field X = f~,x,U)d/dt + g(t,x,U)d/dX +ll(t,x,u)d/du. Calculating the second jJrolongation X(2) 

of X, oit is clear that (1.7) reads as 

" 

ut = D,(11 - fUt - guxf+ fu,:- gU tll 

= 11, + T'JuU'- f,u, - fuu,2 -g,ux -guuxu, • 

. UXX = DII2(T'J - fUt - gu,,) + fu,lIX - gu
llU 

:;= "lUt + 21lxuU
ll + ll uuu,,? + lluuu - fuu,.- 2fxuuXul 

- 2fxuUt - fÛ~UlUIl2- 2fvulX
Ull. - fuu,ux.x - guu. 

2 3 . 
- 2gxuuII - 2glluxx -ItuUUII - 3ltuulluu' 

( 1.8a) 

(1.8b) 

\ 

.... 
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Substituting (1.81» into (1.8a) and replàcing aIl occurences of Uxx by' Ut (since the se two 

quantities aie equal on the solution manifold of the heat equation; this is our taking into 

account of nmod on), we obtain 

(Tl t - Tlxx) - (ft - fxx - 2gx)ut - (2Tlxu + gt - gxx)ux 
',;:. ( 

+ 2(fxu + g~)UtUx + (Tluu - 2gxU>ux 
2 -2(fx)utx . 

- 2(fu)ux Utx - (fuu)utux 
2 - (gu)ux 

3 = 0 . 

.J 
This last equation is satisfied if, and only if, all the côefficients, i.e. thç quantiti~s enclosed 

within parentheses, vanish identically. This provides a set of differential equations for the 

functions f(t,x,u), g(t,x,u), and Tl(t,x,u) which is very easy to solv~. One finds 

f = 110 + 2al t + 4~t2 , , , 

g = a3 + 2a4t +aI't +4~tx, 

Tl = q>(t,x) + (a5 - a4x - 2~t - ~x2)u , with CP-ln t-"t'xx' 

We note that the se functions involve 6 reaI constants Ro to a5 ood one function cp(t,x) which is . . 
constrained to obey the heat equation, but is otherwise arbitrary. The generators of the Lie . . 
algebra corresponding to the symmetry group G of the heat equation are thus obtained (we 

'1. 

set a5 = b5 - ~aI'for teasons ôf convenie~ce): 
, \ 

XO=d t , 

Xl = 2tat + xax - ~uau ,~ 

X 2 = ~t20t + 4txox - (2t + x2)uou ' 
1 

X3 =dx ' 

X4 = 2tdx - xUdu ' 

Xs=udu ' , 
Let K = Span {Xo' Xl' X 2J, H = Span {X3• X4! Xs}, and N = Span (.x;6(qr) J, where cp is 
defined as above. Calculating the commutation relations for the generators of L, it is easily 

/ . 
seen that K generates a sl(2,R) subalgebra which is·an ideal in Land that H generates an 

et • 
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Heisenberg type aIgebra; N is an infini te dimension al Abelian subalgebra. Furthennore, L 
* 

admits the Levi decomposition KEr (H+N). Each of the vector fields Xi yields a particular 

'l-parameter transformation subgroup of the 'symmetry group G. For example the 

transformations corresponding to X4 are detemlÏned by (1.2) and (1.4): . " ~ 

cft'/da = 0, dx'/da = 2t', du'/da = -x'u', 

x'(t, x, u, a=O) = x, t'(t,.X, u, a=O) = t, "t, x, u, a=*O) = u, 

This yidds 

t' = t, )(' = x + 2at, u' = u(~, x)exp( -ax - a 2t). 

Finally, the concrete meaning of this I-parameter il1variance subgroup. is that if u(t,x) solves 

the heat equation, then so does u'(t', x') = u(t', x' - 2at')exph~x' + a 2t') in the new variables. 

t'and x'. Therefore u(t, x - 2at)exp( -(lX + a 2 t) solves our original equatio~. 

oBy construction, the elements of G induce inner mappitlgs on the solution manifold S 

of n, Le. if F(u) = 0 then F(exu) = O. Introduce an equivalence relurion !!: on S by u} e u1 if. 

there exists sorne g E G,. with corresponding infinitesimal generator X, sueh that u2 = eXu 1• 

The quotient set S/= is called the resolvent system of n. ThIs system may be completed by -

an automorphic (relatively to the group G) system which yields ail the solutions of n. In 
....... 

faet, starting from sorne reprèsentative member u in the class lu] E SI!!:, this automorphic 

system explicita tes aIl the members of the class. 

. . 
The symmetry redu,ction tec.hnjque is a clever way {of obtaining spectal solutions of 

given differential systems, and proves itself to he particularly worth of using when one is 

confronted with complicated difTerential equariol1s, i.e. equations for which no solutions are 

obvious, except perhaps trivial ones (e.g. u = 0). Let G be the synunetry (or invariance) 

-group admitted by a differential system 0: F = 0, and consider a subgrou-p Il c G. Ils 

Eolution space (u = f(x)} is sorne n-dimensional manifold U c JO(Rn,Rm); in (aet U is 

specified as the set of ail pairs (x,u) such that u - f(x) = O. Assume lhat U is non-s\ngular with 

respect to H, i.e. lhat XI H F = 0 (mod 0) is of maximal ranle; the defect of U is then given by 

~:= c.fÏm H(U) - n. If Ô = 0, which amounts l0.the situation when U is invariant under Il, then 

we say that the $oluti~ = f(x) is invariant relative to the subgroup H. From a geometrical 

, 
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point?f view, this means that these invariant solutions are actually associated with soiutions 

of a differential system, qùled the reduced system, 'which defines the manifold OH = O/H. If 

0< Ô :5; m, then u is terrned partially invaria~d rank(U) is called the rank of the particular 

solution f(x), The procedure of reduction by symmetry can he described as follows. Let H be 
, 

an s-parameter group; usually His chosen 10 he an s-parameter subgroup of the symmetry 

group G of the differential system n of order r. Let {(~,(,)} be a given basis of the Lie 

algebra LH corresponding to H and assume that r.(~,Tlv) < n. We first choose a'basi's of 

invariants (Ik(x,u)} of H, 1 ~ k:5; m+n-r •. We then look for non-singular iftvariant solutions 
, 

in the implicit form 

\ ,. 
. 

- .. 

(J = m+n-r., 1 ~ a ~ m. l.'he manifold described bi(1.9) ean be reeast as U: u - f(x) = 0 only if .r 

the invariants Ik are independent of u', i.e. only if rank(aIIIaua ) = m. Suppose that this is . 

indeed the case for the first m invariants Il to lm and introduce a new set of variables va = 
)a(x,u), 1 ~ a ~ m. and yi = Im+l (x.u), 1 ~ i :5; n-r., We can rewrite (1.9) as va = va(y). Tqen 

u. u(1), .... ~(s) can 6e written completely in terms of x. y, v. and the y-deriv~tives of v. 

,Subs'tituting into n: F = 0, we obtain a 'system for v: it is this system that 'we shaH calI the .. ',-

reduced system and that defines .oH' The rank cf an invariant solution, p = n-r •• is precisely . " 
the n.umber of independent vari,bles i~ thlS new system, Obviously, the interesting fe~lture is 

that p < n: the reduced system involves a fewer amount of independent variables; in fact the 

reduced system has r. fewer independent variables than the. initial system has. For partially 

invariant solutions, we proeeed as follows. We first give ô, which must be such that 

max {r.-n, O} ~ô~min{r.-l. rn-I}. We thl!n find the invariant~ lIVe.u) to Im_ô(x,u) of H. 

with rank[aI~aua] = rn-Ô. We set vJ = I}x.u), 1 ~j ~ rn-Ô, and yi = Im_ô+i(x,u). 1:5; i ~ P. where 

p = n+o-r. is the rank of the solutJ.on. The equation of the minimal invariant manifold. 

-co~taining the ,unknow.n partially invariant s?-~_uJi,:)h' as.a manifold of codimension Ô, then 

wntes as vJ = vJ(y), 1 ~J ~m-ô. We reexpress u l
, .. \un-ô ln terrns of x, y, v, and WO = um-ô+o, 

-1 ~ cr:5; 0, This yields a' system for -the m-ôJunetions vj depending on the p variables yi, .... 

yP, as weIl as a system of olfunctions wO' depending on the n variables· x l, ... , xn, The 

resulùng equations then describe aIl partially invariant solutions of defect Ô and rank p, 

I,n practice, one does not seek a11 the (partially) invariant solutions for ail the 

ft. · 
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. 
subgroups of the symmetry group G -of n. Instead, we classify these solutions. The point is 

that if He Gand H' c G are conjugate subgroups, then the (partially) invariànt solutions 

under H and H' can be taken one to another by a transformation by the same g E G' which 

relates H and H' through conjugation. It is therefore enough to investigate the question for an 

optimal sY,stem. Note that sometimes the symmetry group éan he enlarged to contain·some ':

additional discrete symmetries that may possibly reduce an optimal systetb a bit further. One 

should also realize that this çlassification will generally irnply that sorne in.teresting invanant 

solutions will not he obtained directly:'thçy ~an however be recovered by applying s?me 

transformation induced by an appropria te group conj~gation. As an exarnple consider the 

heat equation 'again, with the symrnetry algebra generated by the vector fields Xo to X6(<p). It 

can be shown that an optimal system of generators eonsists of X~ + aXs. Xl + aXS' Xo - ){4' 

Xo + X4, ~o + X2 + aXS' ~, Xs' a E R. as weIl as other classes involving vector fields-of the 

type X 6 alone but we do not bother about these since they are known not to yield any 

invariant s6lutions. Note further that space inversion, x ~-x, is a discrete symmetry which 

permits us to eliminate, say, Xo - X4, since this s~mmetry maps it into Xo + X4. As a specifie 

exarnple of symmetry reduetion, consLder first the generator 

Xo + X2 + aXs = (4t2 + l)dt + 4txdx - (2t + x2 - 2a)du ' 

The invariants associated with this vector field are 
1" • 

~v = (4t2 + 1)1/4u exp[(4t2 + 1)-l tx2 + a tan- I(2t)], 

y = (4t2 + l)-l/lx. 

Seuing v = vey) an~ SUbStitutinl fo; u in the heat eq~aùon yields the reduced equa~on 
Vyy + 'la + y2)v = O. 

fhe solution of this equatio;" of Wehel type is expressed as a linear combination of two 

parabolic cyl,inder functions and we find, upon substituting back in the above equation 

relating v with u, that this gives us the following invariant solutions 

u(t,x) = (4t2 + 1)-114 (k l W(-a,xI.J8t2+z') + k2 W(-a,-xl.J8î2+2 )']exp[ -tx2f(4t2 + 1) + a tan· 1(2()]. 

As a set'ond example, consider the generator Xo - X4 =dt - 2tdx + XUdu ' The invariants are 

1 
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Proceeding as above. we find that the reduced equation is an Airy equation 

v yy - yv = O. 0 

and consequently that IDe invariant solutions are expressed in tenus of linear-eombinations of 

Airy functions: 

u(t.x) == [k1Ai(x + (2) + ~Bi(x + (2)]exp(xt + !r3) . 

We shaH use this techniquepfsymmetry reduction extensively in parts of the next chapter in 

order to find speciai solutions of the Kadomtsev-Pe"tviashvili equation, sorne of thern being 

n6t obvious at all. f' 

Arfirnport~nt application of the knowledge of the symmetry group of a differential 

system is that of finding conservation laws when the system can be derived frorn sorne 

variational principle. In fact. Noether has given the algorithm for constructing the' 

conservatjon Iaws for the Euler-Lagrange equations early in our ~entury (see NOE!)). 

Consider the variational problem associated with the functional 

A[u].=J~ L(x. u, ...• u(k»dx. (1.10) 

whose solution is prescribed by requiring that the variation al derivative of A[u] vanishes 

identically; this yièlds the Euler-Lagrange equation 

il: BA[u] =E(L) =0, 

where E is the Euler operator with cornponents given by ECl = (-DJ)dli)uCl
J. For example. if L. 

has the dependence L(x.u.ux)' fIen the ~uler-Lagrange equation is 
.. . 

E(L) = dL/dU - Dx[dLfcJux] 

= i)Lld~ - d2L/i)xdux - ui)2L/duëJux - uxxi)2LfcJux 
2 = O. 

A local transfonnation group Gis called a variation al symmetry group admiued by A[u] if 

this funct.ionaI is invariant under G(k). In infinitesirnal fonn, this criterion is that G is 

admitted by A[u] if, and only if, 'v'(x, u, ...• u(l,» e ]k(Rn.Rm),'and 'IX =~i(x,U)dldxj + 

e. · 
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, . 
Tl"(X.U)d/dU" belonging ta the Lie algebra of G. (pkX)L + LDiv~ = O. Div is the total 

divergence operator with components'Divi = Di; thus Div~ = Dil;i, An i~portant theorem is 

that if 0 is a variation al symmetry group admitted by A[u] then Il abo is a symmetry group 

admitted by il: E(L) = O. It is to be emphasized that the converse is not true. Consider a 

differential system n: F(x. u, ...• u(k}) = O. By a conservation law we mean a divergence 
j 

expression 

, DivP = 0 (mod Q), (. {1.II) 

where P(x, u, ...• u(k}) = (P~ •... , pn). When consjdering dynamical systems, as many 

differential systems of physics are. one of the independent vanables, usually denoted t. is 

distinguished from the other ones and (1.11) takes the form DtT\+ V·D =0, where V is the 

space éomponent of Div. T is called the conserved density and Dis called the flux associated 

to T. The physical significance of the locution conservation law is that the integral 

JcI> T(x, u, ... , u(k»dx, 

where cI> is bounded, is a constant of the motion, provided that D (mod Q) 18<Z> = O. As 
• 

mentioned in the Introduction, Noether- established the connection bet",:een groups of 

generaIized symmetries admitted by an appropriate differential system and the corresponding 

conservation laws. Here we ~all restrict to the special case when the symmetries are pure 

geometric symmetries associated to a I-parameter group. The important result from the 

applied point of view is the following theorem , 

Noether's Theorem: Let G be a lOCal I-parameter variational symmetry group adrniued \ 

" by a functional A[u] of the fonn (1.10), Let X = ç'(x,u)dldX' + 

ll"(x,u)d/du" be an infinitesimal operator of 0, with characteristics 

QŒ=llŒ_l;iu"j' Then there exists a ~ector (pl .... ,p") such t~lat 

DivP =.Q·E(L) = Q"E"(L) is a conservation law for E(L) = O. 

A corollary to this theorem is that if L has the special fonn.L(x,u,u(I». then Pis explicitly 

given by 
) 

pi = Q"aUau"1 + ~iL = (n" -~juaj)dUaU"i + ~~ . (1.12) 

0, 
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f \ 

We point out again that it may very weIl be the case that not aIl the 1-parameter subgroups of 

the syrnmetry group admitted by a differentia! system 11 in the fonn of sorne Euler-Lagrange 

equation L(E) = 0 should he variational sythrnetry groups admitted by the corresponding 

functional A[u]. Therefore one mu~t be carerul to check the admissibility of a given 

symmetry before actually constructing the would he conserved densities. It is however . . 
known that Noether's theorem i.s a lit~e bit too restrictive as far ~s construction of 

conservation laws is concemed. In fact, a theorem by'Jbragimov (see AND 1) gives thel 

necessary an~ sufficient condition for the existence of corl'servation }a~s; it states that if A[u] 

àdmits G as a variational symmetry group, then the vector P given ~y (1.1 P provides. a 

conservation law if, and only if, the extrema! values of L are invariant under G. A slight 

generalization is pennissible, Consider sorne functional A[u] = J Ldx. A vector field X acting 

on JO(Rn,Rm) is defined to he an infinit~simal divergence syrrunetry of A[u] if there exists g. 
vector n(x, u, u(l), ... ) = (nI, ... , nn) such that V'(x,u) e'JO(Rn,Rm), (pkX)L + Divç = Divl1. 

If X is an infinitesimal divergence symrnetry then it also generates a syrnmetry gr,Q.Up 

admitted by E(L) for the functional A[u] = J L(x, u, u(l))dx. The associated conservation law • 
, 

to such a symmetry is not specified by the condition (1.11) but rather by 

Div(P - Il) = 0 (mod il), 

" 
where P is dtfined as in (1.12), and n is such that it saûsfies the equation 

DTIi=çiaUdxi 
1 

Cons~rvation laws, as we now realize, clearly have a group theoretical nature. We should 

meption that there are other rneans to construct them, although the se are indirect ways. For 

instance, infinite families of local conserved densities can sometÏ.Q1es he found for special 

nonlinear completely integrable equations derivable from sorne variation al princip le, e.g. the 

celebrated Sine-Gordon equation equation, if their Backlund transfoI1Qations are known. 

Backlund transfonnations played for an important. part in our understanding of many 

rionlinear. ~tial equations, especially in the case of<Oliton equations. In practice, they 

are a P?werful means of constructing non trivial ,solutions from given trivial ones: typically, 

solitons are constructed from the zéro solution. Backlund transfonnations are often viewed 

'" 1 

. 
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as rules w~ich relate solut~ons of a pair of differential systems. A cJassical example of such a 

ttansfonnation is given by the Cauchy-Riemann relations which indeed give us such a roIe, 

as it relates pairs of solutions of the Laplace equation. In their historical context, these 

transfonnations arised from the study of surfaces with constant negatiye.curvature by Lie, 

Bianchi, Backlund, and Darboux; such swrfaces are characterized by the well known 

Sine-Gordon equation oU tx = sin(u). Backlund's resuIt was that two surfaces of constant 

negative curvature -l/a2, associated'io functi?ns u ahd v, are related by the following pair of 

equations: 

B(a): 
Vt - Ut = 2a sin[(v + u)/2] , 

v x + Ux = 2a-1 sine (v - u)!2] . 
(1.13) 

Due to the invariance of the Sine-Gordon equation under the group of dilatations, t a~d x can 

be rescaled in order to absorb the constant "a" and (1.13) then reduces to Bianchi-Lie's 

,result. Backlund transformations are aIso usefuI for obtaining infinite Iattices of solutions by 

means of a superposition fOImula. Thus for the Sine-Gordon equation, consider a given 
- ' 

solution Uo as weIl as two solutions ul and u2 obtained through (1.13) with B(a~) and B(~), . , 
respectively. Then there exists a fOllrth solution u whic,h is related to the three above 

solutions according to tlJe foll~wing "Bianchi diagram: l 

(1.14) 

One may easily show, using (1.13), that u possesses the following implicit expression in 

tenns of the three other solutions , 
o 

This type of role is known as a permutability theorem. It is to be, pointed out that such a 

property does not characterize aIl nonlinear equations: it is rather exceptional. 

. , 
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We now formally define what are Blicklund transformations. Let N. M. P be smooth 

manifolds. Practically; M and P will stand for the splfée§ of the old and new dependent 

variables u and v, 'respectively. Consjd~r then a smooth mapping 'If: Jl(N,M) x P -+ JI(N,P) 

leaving unchanged the local coordinates on N and M; thus '!' is completely determined, 

locally, ~ it can be assigned a representation y(l)=~l)(x,u,u(l),v). '" is called'a Backlund 

map'lf its integrability conclltions con tain a differen~al system Z· on J2(N,M) xP. If there 

exist~ferential system Z on J2(N,M) such that Zx Pc Z·, then '" is called an ordinary 

Backlund map. In additio~, if tlte imagq. of pl,!" such that the diagram 

pl", \ 
]2(N~M) x P ----_\_\ -- J2(N,P) i' 

.. 
,,2, x id j j x2 

1 

Jl(N,M) x ~---~~~ Jl(N.P) 

" 
, 

commutes. is the zero-set of a system Z' on J2(N,p), then the correspondence between Z and . . 
Z' is caUed the Backlund tFansformation determined by the ordinary Backlund map '!'. 

Furthermore, if Z and Z' are describing a same manifold. one then speaks of a self (or auto) 

"" ~' Backlund transformation. . • 

(. "', There is t best atirithm for finding a Backlund transformation. '!'he oldest known 

" 

method~ due, Backlund and Clairi!1, and is also very tedious. For insta~ce consider two 

systems Z,"cl ' d~fined .on J2(R2,R), IntrOduce the quantities p = ux• q = uy ' r = uxx' s = uxy' 

d à' (. ,'./, , l , , , , " d' d fi l' f t = uyy' an Iso p = u x' q = u y' r = u xx' S = U xy' t = u YY' u an u stan 'or so utlons 0 

Z and Z', respectively. The Backlünd map can be locàlly Written in the foim 

. f( ,r ') p = x,y,u,u ,p ,q , q = g(x,y,u,u',p',q'). 

Its integrability condition i~ 

'Py -qx = éJf/éJy + gdf/dU + q'éJf/dU' + s'éJf/dp' :t- t'df/àq' 

- éJg/éJx - fàgléJu - p'àg/dU' - r'dgJ()p' - S'dg/éJq' == b. 
\ 

et • 
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o 

The technique thon consists in àifferentiating this expression up to the point where u'.no. 

longer explicjt1y appears. This will yield functional ~xpressions fOr 'Som; ~higher'derivatives 
"of f and g. These may then be integratécÎ back to'giv~ the explicit dependence of f a~-g. A 

• '1-. c 0 

second procedure, which bas been very popular a few years-.ago, is due to Wahlql}ist and 

... , 

. Estabrook (see WAHl.) and is called thè prolongation method. It works on Pfaff systems of' 

differential forms equivalent to the giVen differen.tial.system. If pro\lCd to he very use fui for' 

equations as various as the Sine-Gordon equation, the KdV and modified KdV equation, the

nonlinear cubic Schrôdinger equation. etc ... Other techniques do exist (sec ROOT), f8r ~ 
instance adapted to Hirota's ~ilinear formalism. 
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CHAPTER~Q Q 

Symmetry structure ~nd invariant solutions 

~ of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation 

> -, 

.. 

o 

-~ 

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, many special solutions of the Kadomtsev

Petviashvili, or KP for short, equat\on ha,ve been found. The most famous ones are the 

soliton and multi-solit~ solutions, rational, quasi-periodic, and similarity solutions; ripplons 

and soliton rèsonances dre other ex amples (see several references mentioned earlier). In the 

present chapter we show that there exist exactly three non-equivalent classes of.re?uctions to 

differential equations in two independent 'variables, and therefore three corresponding ... 
non-equivalent classes of invariant--solutions of the KP equation. There also exists a large 

number of reductions to ordinary differential eqlJ.3il'Ïons, or to algebraic ones. We sl)all'give 

one representative of é'ach c1ass. As we explained in the preceding chapter, any invariant 

solution, e.g. the special solutions mentioned above, can be mapped' to the ones·we give 

through sorne particular conjugation, and mayœ also through an addition al transfonn~tion 

due to the discrete symmetries of the equation. 

The present chapter consists of two pans: Part 1 deals with th~ syrfun~tries and the ~"'\ 
invariant solutions of the KP equation itself and is divided into 'three sections. In the first we 

give and study the symmetry structur; of the equation. We state wh~i the 'L~e algebra of 

symmetry is and then recOnstruct the corresponding local Lie group, of transformations 

leaving the KP equation invariant; from now on we shaH speak of the KP symmetry group 
, ,~ 1 

and algebra. We explicitly specify the fonn of the' transfonnations induced by this group on 

the.space R3 x R' coordinatized by the independent and dependent variables {t,x,y; u}; the 

action 'lf à generic element of the group is seen to be q~ite complicated. We then proceed to 

study the structure of the KP symmetry algebra in more details. We ~stablish a.L~vi 
decomposition and give a physical fin~te-dimensional subalgebra whi~h has been' used in 

other works to generate similari~ solufions of the KP e,quation.-An important fact is that the li 

KP symmetry algebra is infinite-dimension al and we show, as the main result of this section, 

that a certain s~balgeDr~ of it, also i~nite-dimensi0Ital, can actually be embedded into an 

affine loop algebra; this feature is a rerparkable property which is ,shared by only a few 

. " 

• 

et • 
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equations that we know of. The sècosd section is devoted to a classification of 

low-clirilensional subalgebras of the KP symmetry algebra, namely those of dimensions ope, 

two, and three. As explained in the preceding chapter, we are intere~d in finding the 

conjugacy classes of subalgebras under the adjeiint action of the KP synunetry group, i.e. the 

group of inner automorphisms of the KP symmetry algebra. 'This is ~rtaken because 

these classes will. provide us with the optimal systems that we shalf neèd afterwards in order 

to perform symmetry -reduction. As a socondary goal, we do this as an .. example to 

demonstrate that the tools develoRed for classifying subaIgebras of finite-dimensional Lie 
" . 

jÙgebras can also ~ applied to infinite-dimensional_ones. We limit ourselves to subalgebms 

,of dimensions at most equal t<Y thre~ince, in view of looking for invariant solutions. 

subalgebras of higher dimensions are not needed. . 
, 

Symmetry reduction is finally perfonned in the third section. -We first use the one

dimensional subalgebras and show, as we stated before, lhal lhree distinct reductions are 

p(,ssible. The reduc~d e~uations involv~ two independent variables and are the Boussinesq 

equation, a once-differentiated Korteweg-de Vries (KdV for short) equation, and a linear 
1 

equation. Each solution of the Boussinesq equation will provide a family of KP solutions 

'that depend on three arbitrary funerions 'of the rime variable. Each solution of the KdV 

equation yields a family of KP solutions depending on two arbitrary functions. As for the 

linear equation, it can he solved explicitly. Its solution involves two arbitrary functions of 

time and it provides another family of KP solutions, involving altogether three ar~itrrut 

functions. We also briefly discuss the physical meaning of those
O 

solutions. We end by 

discussing symmetry reduction using two and three-dimensional subalgebras; for example , . 
we give the p.articular reduction to the Painlevé equation of the nrst kind. 

rl> 

In part II we present a new way of applying the symmetry redjJction technjque, the 

novelty consisting in considering both the Kf> equation Md its Bllcklund transfonnation. We' 

ilctually consider a patentia! fonn of the KP eqùation, referred 10 as the PKP equaûon, since 

the Bllcklund transformation is best defined for this equation. We begin by giving the 

syMl11etry algebra of the PKP equalion which. and not surprisingly, resembles lhal of the KP 

equt'ltion. In fact the PKJ? symmetry algebra has a very similar structure. -the essenlial 

diffelence' being a pair of addition al vector nelds that reflcet that the KP equation is a 

} 
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.. 
differentiated rm .of the PKP equation. It is again an infinite-dimensio~al algebra and we 

point out that, again, tbere exists an embecjding into a particular affine loop algebra. The 

l::orresponding symmetry group has a more complicated action than tbat .of the KP symmetry 
;, 

group and we do not reproduce the general transformations, since we shaH not use- them. In 

fact we only use the group to generalize the Backlund transformation By introducing two 
.p 

arbitrary functions of the time variable; these functions are the analogues of the parameters 
• -..r • 

that appear in the Backlund transformations for sorne soliton CQUatioos like the sine-Gordon 

equation. Our next step is to give the joint symmetry al.gebra of the PKP equation with its 

3,$sociated Backlund transformation. This algebra is four-dimensional and has four distinct 

classes of non-conjugate one-dimensional subalgebras. We then use represëntatives of these 

classes and perform symmetry reduction. In each case the resulting reduced system consists 

of a reduced PKP eqmitibn and an associated reduced Backlund transformation. Solutions of 

the KP equation can then be constructed according to the following scheme. We start from a 

gi ven solu tJon of the reduced PKP equation and get a new one through the use of the \educe~ 

Backlund transformation. This new solution can then be mapped to a PKP solution ~ 
, finally, can be integrated once to give a KP solutio,!. One of the four possible reductions is 

r 
of particular interest as it yields a new kind of solution to the KP equation. This solution, 

which we have termed splitton, is related, in some way, to soliton resonances. 

\ , . , 

( 
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Î. Symmetry structure or1he Kadomtsev.pêtvi~shvili equatian 

- 1. The infinjte-dllnensjonal symmettY structY,[e 
'1 , ' 

We consider the Kadomts~v~Petviashvili equations given in the standard fonn ' 

(2.1) 
, 

where Cf = ±l distinguishes betwe~n the so-called KPII and KPI equatio~s, respectively (sée 

Introduction). The KP symmetry algebra L KP has first been derived by Schwarz, using a 
'0 

symbolic package w)itten in REOUCE (SCJ-Il); we shaH use his result, corrccting ~ slight 

misprint, which we have checked with our own MACSYMA written p,tckage (see CI I~ 1). A 

general element V of LKP has the form 

v = X(O + Y(g) + Z(h); 

X(O =- fal + [~xf' - ~~rr"]dll. + ~yf'ay - r ,i",Cfy2f'" - ~xf" + !uf')du ' ' 

Y(g) = gay - ~uyg'dll -.~Uyg"du ' 

Z(h) = hall + !h'ou' 

(2.2) 

where f;: f(t), g == ~(t), and h li h(t) Br.c arbitrary real smoolh functions in some open intcrval 

UeR; primes indicate derivatives with respect to t. The commutation relations fOf (his Lie 

algebra ~ easy to comp'ute. W~ obtain: _ \ 

[X(fl), )((2») = X~flr2' - f) 'f2 ), 

[X(O, y (g)J '= y (f-g' - ~f'g) ~ 

[X(O, Z(h)] = Z(th' - ~f'h), 

. [Y(gl)' Y(g2)] = ~CfZ(gl'g2 ~ 81g2'). 

~ - [Y(g), Z(h)J ::: 0 • 

[Z(h 1), Z(h1») = o. 

-
(2.3) 

Wc emjlhasize that il is because of these relations lhat (2.2) fonn a Lie algebra only if f(t). 

.. 
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49 , 
g(t), and h(t) are real smooth functions. From (2.3) it is also clear that-the algebra, LKP = 

(X(f),Y(gj, Z(h)} admits a Levi decomposition"(see Chapter one) 

~=S~N, . (2.4) 

wherè the symbol Et denotes a semi-direJt sumo N ~ (Y(g), Z(h» is a solvable nilpotent ideal 

in LKP' namely t]le nilradical (or maximal nilpote~t ideal). S = (X(f)} is a simple Lie algebra. 

In order to see that, obs~e that S is isomorphic to J(R) = {f(ç)a" 1 f9 COO(R)} , the algebra 
.. ~ 

of derivations of the real line; this algebra is simple according to a theorem of Cartan (see 

CAR2, Theorem XI, p.893) .. The isomorphism is given by the·mappil'1g f 

'JI: J(R)-----+) S 
• 

f(ç)af, ~ X[f(t)] • 

Given LKP we can reconstruct the KP symmetry group G KP; integrating the 

infihitesimaI operatot's V = X(f) + Y(g) + Z(h) give~ by (2.2) yiel~s a general I-parameter 

'subgroup of the identity component of the group. We begin with the simplest case, namely 

when f(t) = g(t) = 0, and h(t) arbitrary. Followingtr(1.4) we have to solve the first-order 

system of ordinary differential equations 

dt"'/dÂ. = 0, dx"'/dÂ. = h(t"'), dy"'/dÂ. = 0, du"'/dÂ. = !h'(t"'). 

Integrating and requiring that we get the identity transformation for À. = 0, we find 
• 

t~=t, x"'=x+Â.h(t), y"'=y, ' 

u"'(t"', x*, y"') = u[t"', x'" - Â.h(t"'), y.] + ~Â.h'(t·). 
(2.5) 

Thus if u(t,x,y) is a solution of the lSP equation (2.1) th en u"'(t"', x*, y"') aIso solves (2.1) in 

the variables t·, x"', y •. !he second case is that for which f(t) = 0, g(t) ~ 0, h(t) arbitrary. Th~ 

system 10 solve is ' . 

dt'" /d\ = 0, dx· /dÂ. = h( t"') - !O"y'" g'( t"') , 

• dy·/dÂ. = g(t·) , du·/dÂ. = ~h'(t"') - ~cry"'g'(t·). 

Integrating and imposing appropriate init\al conditions for À. = 0, we obtaill the following 

transformation formulas: o 

., 

eé' • 
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t" = t , x· = x + [h(t)'~ !oyg'(t)JÀ. !og(t)g'(t)À 2 , y. = y + Àg(t) , 

U·(t·, X·, y.) = U[t·, x· - )..h(t"') + !Àog'(t·)y", y. -) .. g(t·)] 

+ (~h'(t·) - ~g"(t·)[y· - Àg(t"')]} À - ~O"g(t·)g"(t"')À2. 

(2.6) 

, j Finally, consider the generic case when f(t) ~o, with the functions g(t) and h(t) being 

arbitrary. In order to obtain the group transfonnations we must integrate the ,equations 

. ' 

, 

-27du· = =~. 
4oy"'2f"'(t"') - 6x·f"Ü"') + 18u"'f'(t·) - 18h'(t"') + 12oy"'g"(t"') 

Introducing the notations 

rt ds 
ct>(t) == Jto f(s)' Jt'" 

G(t'" ,t) = [f(t)]2/3 t g(sW5/3(s)ds , 

o '" • 

H(t"',t) = [f(t)]l/3j: [ !0"r-7/3g2~s) + h(s)r-4/3(s)J~s , 

we obtain the transformations 

• t"'(t) = <1>-1 [À + <1>(t)] : 

'" ... ( f(t"'(t»,\ 2/3 
y (t,y) = [y + G(t (t),t)] f(t) J J • 

"'( ). = ( f(t"'Ct)') 1/3 { H( "'() ) _ 2oy2[f'(t·(t» - f'(t)] 
x t,x,y. f(t) x + t t ,t 9fCt) . 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 
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.(. • .) _ (f(t(t·»)2/3_{ [(.) (. • ~) (0 * .)] 2x·[f'(t(t·» ~ f' t· ~ u t ,x ,y - . u t t ,X t ,x ,y ,y t ,y ------=~ 
f(t·) 9f(t(t·»213 fi t )113 .. 

4a • - y (2G(t"t)[3f(t(t·»f"(t(t~» - f'(t(t·)2 J 
_ 8lf(t(t·»4f3 f(t·)2f3 

- 9f(t(t·»g'(t(t·» + 3g(t(t·»f'(t(t·» + 3g(t·)f(t(t·» + 9f(t·)g'(t·) - 6g(t*)f'(t·)} 

. 2 

4ay* (3f(t.)f"(t.) _ 2f'(t·)2 + ('(t·)f'(t(t·» + 2f'(t(t·»2 ~ 3f(t(t·»f"(t(~·))} 
8lf(t(t·»2f3f( t*)4(3 

400(t(t+) t*) 
- '[3f(t(t·»g'(t(t·» - g(t(t·)f'(t(t·»] 

27f(t·)2 . 

where <1>-1 denotes the local inverse of the function <1> and 'Yhere 

t(t·) ;= <1>-1(_).. + <1>(t·» , t 

-2(3 
y(t*,y·) = [y. + G(t(t.),t·)] (g(t(t·) ) 

_ f(t*) 

, 

... . 

(t
* * *) _ ( f(t(t· If3 { • H( (.).) 2ay+2[f'(t(t·» - f'(t+)] x ,x ,y - x + t t ,t ---.:.--~--

f(t·) 9f(t+) 
# • 

_ ' 20)'+ [ G(t(t.),t*) f'(t(t·» _ 3g(t.) + 3g(t(t+»(f(t(t·»y2l3] 
9f(t·) \ ,b • f(t·) 

. -

_ 20 [~\\\ «("),t.)2 f't(t+» + 3G(t(t.),t*)g'(t(t.»0(t(t·» )2(3]} . 
9f(t·) , f(t·) 

\ "1 

\ 
L. ft' 

(2.7b) . 

... 

(2.7c) 
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Fonnulas (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) thus give us new solutions (u·) from known ones_ (u). In 

particular, if we start from the trivial solution u = 0, then (2.7) provides a family of solutions 

dependi_ng on the arbitrary functions f(t), g(t), and het). We should also point out that 

formulas (2.7) represent the action of the most generàl1-parameter subgroup of G KP; in 

order to get the action of the whole group, we would need to label the funetions f(t), g(t). 

and h(t) with three parameters Àl' ~, À:3 instead of the single group parame ter À. 

Besides the Lie symmetries that we have just looked at. the KP equation is also 

invariant under certain specifie discrete transfonnations that cannot be obtained by integrating 

the infinitesimal transfonnations (2.2). These dlserete transformations are the reflections Ry 

and Rtx defined as 

x~x. y~-y. u~u, 

(2.8) 
Rtx : t~-t, x~-x. y~y. u~ u. 

We shaH discuss the systematie classification of low-dimensional sub~lgebras of LKP 

in the next section. For the moment we may point out that ail the obvious physical 

symmetries of the KP equation are aetually obtained by restricting the arbitrary funetions f(t). 

g(t); and h(t) to be first-order polynomials in the variable t. Indeed, in obvious notations, we 

then get a subalgebra gene~ated by the following veetor fields: 

T=X(1)=dl , 

Y=Y(1)=ay , 
A' 

X=Z(l) = a", 

0== X(t) = t.dt + ~Xd" + !yay - !Uau ' 

R == Y(t) = tdy - ~ayall ' 

B == Z(t) = ta" + !du ' -

(2.9) 

Thu-s T. Y, X generate translations, D generates dilations. R has some properties of a 

rotatiqn:and B yields a Galilei transfonnation in the x-direction. Integrating, for instance, the 

veetor field R, we obtain the transfonnation 

t· = t, x· = x - !aOl.y + ~À2t). y. = y + Àt, 
( 
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This transformation has been extensively used, e.g., by Segur and Finkel (SEGUl) to - , 
"rotale" solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries equation into solutions of the KP equation. The 

dilatation symmetry D == X(t) has been used to generate similarity solutions of the KP 

equation (for instance see REDI, NAK2). The infinitesimal operators (2.9) fonn a basis of a 

six-dimensional Lie algebra Lp = {D, R, B,X,Y,T}. This algebra has a five-dimensional 

nilpotent ideal N = {R, B, X,Y,Tl (the nilradical). The commutation, relations for Lp are 

given in the following table. 

D R B X Y T 

0 0 !R ~B 1 -~Y 
- -T -!X 

R 1 0 0 O· 20X -X -3R 3 

B -~B 0 0 0 0 -y 
-

X !X 0 0 0 0 .0 

y !Y - ~oX 0 0 0 0 

T T X Y 0 0 0 

lt is a relatively simple matter to classify and construct aIl the subalgebras of Lp through the 

use of known classification methods; we shall not present the se results here since we thmk a 

classification of aIl the low-dimensional subalgebras of the infinite-dimensional symmetry .. 
algebra of th.e KP equation is both more interesting and more useful for performing 

symmetry reduction{see the next two sections below). 

Another finite-dimensional algebra, not contained in Lp, can he obtained by restricting 

~p to be generated by the vector fields of the fonn X(a + bt + ct2), a,b,c E R. We thus obtain 

the algebra sl(2,R) with generators C = X(t2) = t2dt + !(tx - !ay2)dx + ~tydy +~(x - 3tu)du ' ~nd 
D, T defined as above. The commutation rules are 

[D,TJ=-T, [D,C]=C, [T,C]=2D. 
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C generates a type of confonnal transfonnation: 

t* = t(1 - Ât)-1 , 
o 

y* = y(l - Ât)-4/3, 

* _ [ 40).,y2, ](1 )-2/3 
o x - x - 3( 1 _ ).,t) - Ât , 

* [ 4Âx 8Ây2 [2(1 - 0) - (2 - ~)Ât]] (1 ''\ )4/3 
U ~ U + --+ - Ilot • 

1- Ât 81t(1- Ât)2 • 

, -, 

A most interesting feattllre of the KP symmetry algebra (2.2) is that it contains a 

subalgebra that can be embedded inib an affine loop algebra. ln faet, let us cOllsider the . . 
subalgebra Ln c L KP obtaine,d by restricting the funttions f(t), g(~), and h(t) to be Laurent 

polynomials in the variable t. A basis for this subalgebra is provided by 
, , " 

[
40 2n 2n] 

- - n(n - 1 )(n - 2)y2 ln-3 - - (n - l)xt"-2 + - ut"-l a 
27 9 3 u' 

. , 

20 40 
Y(tn) = tn a - - nytn-Ia ' ... - n(n - l)ytn-2 a 

y 3 x 9 u' 

2n 
Z(tn) = t" a + -.t"-lé) x 3 , u' 

where neZ. The commutation relations of this subalgebra Ln are'(see (2.3» 
r 

[X(ln), X(lm)j = (m - n)X(tn-tm-l) , 

lX(tn), Y(tm)J = (m - !n)Y{tn+m-l) , 

[X(tn), Z(tm)J = (m - !n)Z(ln+m-l) , 

LY(tn), Y(tm)] = !<J(n - m)Z(tn+m-I ), 

[\'(tn), Z(lm)] = [Z(tn), Z(tm)J = 0 . 

(2.10) 

" 
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Let us now consider· the following set of vec~or fields: 

ô = Xdx + 2Ydy - 2Udu ' Q: ~f::. y = dy , X = dx ' 

A=-cry2dx+Xdu ' S-y~u' P=y2du ' V=du ' 

(2.11) 

These form an eight-dimensional Lie algebra Lü with the following nonvanishing 

commutators: 

[Ô,A] = 3A, [Ô,Y] = -2Y , [Ô,P] = 6P , .. [L\,Q] = Q, [L\,S] = 4S , 

[Ô,X] = -X , [Ô,U] = 2V , [A,Y] = 2oQ, [A,Q] = -S, [A,X] = -U , 
z; 

[Y,P] = 2S , [Y,Q] = X, [Y,S] = V . 

'This Lie algebra is solva~le, its nilradical is spanned by (Y,~, P, Q, X, S, U), and i~ 

contains a Îlv~-dimensional Abelian ideal spanned by (P, Q, Xt St U}. It should be noted 

that'Lü is not a subalgebra of the KP symmetry algebra. Lü can be embedded into a simpie 
\ 

Lie algebra. The simple Lie algebra of lowest dimension that contains a five-dimensional 

Abelian< subalg~bra is A4 (in Cartan's classification), in particular sl(5,R) in our case. 

Indeed, it is easy to verify that the traceless matrices , 

30 -a op s u 

0 0 -a q x 
... ~ 

0 0 -30 -2oy 0 " ,.:!. == 

0 0 0 -0 -y 

0 0 0 0 0 

provide a representation of the Lie algebra Lü with the prescription that the matrix 

representing Ô is obtained by setting Ô = 1 and al~ other en tries equal to zero in .s, similarly 

for Y, etc. We observe that the Abelian subalgebra spanned by {P, Q, X, S, VI is contained 

in a maximal Abelian subalg9bra of sl(5,R) with Kravchuk signature (2,0,3) (see SUPI, 

WIN 1 , PA T3). Let us now establish a natural grading on the algebra Ln' by. attributing the 

degree "n" to a monomial tn and the degree lt (0 $ Il:$; 4). equal10 the distance from the 

di~gonal in .s to eleme!1ts of Lü' Thus d has degree O. A and Y degrée l, P and Q degree 2, 

eO ft 
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S and X degree 3, and U has degree 4 (the usual grading in the weight space of sl(5,R». We 

now construct a loop algebra oili of (2.11) following the procedure usuall y applied to simple 

Lie aIgebras (KAC!). Thus, setting 

X(tn) = tndt + !ntn-1l\ + ~n(n - 1)tn-2A - t,crn(n - 1)(n - 2)tn-3p -' 

Y(tn) = tny - ~Onln-lQ - ~CJn(n - i)t"-2S , -(2.12) 

. 
we see that tbe vector fields X(t"), Y(t"), and z(tn) fonn a Lie algebra isomorphic to the 

subalgebra LJt of the KP symmetry algebra whose commutation relations are given by 

(2.10). Each elemeQt has a well-defined degree in the grading, namely n-1, n+ 1, and n+ 3 for 
"-

X(tn), Y(tn), and Z(tn), respectively. From the embedding constructed above for Lo into 

sI(5,R) and from the representation given by (2.12) for the Lie algebra LJt, w~ see that LJt Îs 

a subalgebra of tlfe affine loop algebra A4(1) WitllOut its centre: 

.The Levi decomposition (2.4) aIso holds for LJt' Indeed, from the commutation rule, (2.10) 

we see that N = (Y (tn), Z(t")} fonTIs a nilpotent ideal. The elements X(t")" form a Lie algebra 

isomorphic to the Z-graded algebra 8 = R[t,r1 ]d/dt. A ba~is for ô is given by the collection 

~f derivations defined by dk = tk dldt with commutation relations 

As we restrict ourselves to Laurent polynomials, i.e. functions with only afinite number of 

non-vanishing éoefficients in their Laurent expan~ion. it follows directly from the above 

commutation relations that 8 is simple, i.e. il admits no nontrivial ideal. Let us fi~ally remark 

that the relationship between 8 and the algebra of regular vector fields on SI has recently 
. . 

been investigated by Goodman and Wallach ~GOOl), who also s(udy the Virasoro algebra 

whi~ is the universal central extension of 8. It is finally worth menlioning lhal, Jollowing 

our study of the KIl equation, it has been found that other integrabJe nonlinear equalions of 

physic:al interest in 2+ 1 dimensions also have infinite-dimensional symmetry groups and, 
; 

moreover. have sorne specific Joop structure, for instance the Davey-Stewanson equation 

. .. 
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and the so-called modif!ed KP equation (see CHA2). However no equations in 3+ 1 

dimensions have been yet shown to present such a feature; for instance the equation 

following the KP éqpation in the KP hierarchy of the Kyoto School (see, e.g.~ HM!) does 

have ·an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra as its symmetry algebra. but this algebra hides no 

loop structure (see DORI). In fact, it is conjectured that the KP equation is_ the only equation 

of the whole hierarchy presenting this featu~. 

2. The low-dimensional subal~bras qf the Kr symmetty a1eebra 

In orde; to perform symmetry reduction to obtain invariant solutions of' the KP 

equation we first need to know the low-dimensional subalgebras of the KP symmetry al'gebra - , 

~p. More specifically we need subalgebras that correspond to Lie subgroups having orbits 

of codimension 3,2, 1 in the 4-dimensional manifold JO(R3,R) coordinatized by (t, x, y; u) . 
(see Chapter one). We obtain aIl the required subalgebras and also derive a better . " 
understanding of LKP by classifying ail its one-,.two-, and three-dimensional subalgebras 

ioto conjugacy classes under the adjoint action of the corre'sponding KP symrletry group 

Qu~ other, words we shaH construct op.,timal systems of subalgebras from which we shaH 

he able to calculate appropriate subgroup invariants. 

2.1 - Classification of the I-dimensional subaleebras of ~ under the adjoint action of GKP 

Here we show that there exists exactly three conjugacy classes af one-dimensional 

subalgebras of LKP under the adjoint action of GKP ' with representatives respectively 

spanned by X(1) =T, Y(l) = Y, and Z(1) =X. The approach we undert{lke is in aU respects 

similar to the one followed in the classification of the suba1~ebr~s of fir\.ite-dimensional Lie 

algebras; for more details on this approach see PATl and references therein. The difference 

between the finite- and infinite-dimensional cases arises in that in the latter case one obtains 

equations for the arbitrary functio.ns labeling the group elements (whose adjoint action is 

-\ 
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- used to c~st the geQerators of the suba1gebr~s Înto nonnal fonns). These replace the pure 

algebraic conditions on the parameters labeling the elements of the fmite-dimensiooal group. 

We shaU use the explicit form of the finitè transformations_ of the variab.les (t, x, y, u) 

associated with each of the infinitesimal generators X(F), YEQ). Z(H) (-i.e. exp~(F), 

exp).. Y(G), expi..Z(H), respectively). +kéy are re.:;pectively obtained by setting f = F, g = h = 0 ,.. 
in (2.7); g = G, h = 0 in (2.6); and h = H in (2.5). We point out that the adjoint action under 

. sorne given group element eA can be calculated through the weU'known Baker-Campbell 

Haussdorff (BCH) formula, 

00 

eA• y = eAVe-A = l <I>(k)/kl , <1>(0) = Y, ~(i+l) = [A,~(i)] , 
k=O. 

except wh en A contains X(F) as one of its terms. In fact, using the BCH formula in the 
, -

particular case when A contains a term Fat will give us an infinite series of tenns, and 

therefore an infinite family of differential conditions on the function F, whereas the explicit 

calculation of the adjoint action through the transfonnations on the variables will yicld a 

single manageable functional çquation as a condition on F. As an ,alternative to the BCB 

fOrq1ula, we canlîîso calculate the adjoint action as follows. Consider an arbitrary function 

f(x·) of the transfor.med coordinates x·e M under the actio~ of the group element eA E G, 

and lét'V = w(x)'~ belong to'ils Lie plgebra L, V being the u~uaJ gradient operator ~n the 

variables "x"; Y is aIso a vector field on the manifold M. Then 

'1 [eAYe-Af](x.) = eAVf(x) = eA[w(x),Vf(x)] 
(2.13) 

where J(x;x·) is the Jacobian determ1nant associated to the transfonnation ,,--+ x·. There . 
are tlue~ cllSes to be considered when. classifying the one-dimensional subalgebras, generated 

by typical elements of tlJe form Y = X(i) + y (g) + Z(h), ioto conjugacy classes. 

.. Case i. . f = 0, g = 0., h ~ O. We claim that Y = Z(h), with h(t) ~ 0, can al ways be transronned 

into X = Z( 1) by an element of GKp• Actually, the nature of tne commutation . . 
relations (2.3) for elements of LKP is indicative of how'we should proceed. 

Clearly, acting with oxp[l.Y(G)} or exp[AZ(H)] serves no purpose. However •• 

• 
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exruU(F)] induces a new vector field of the type Z and that is what we want. In 

fact, we can choose.F(t) so as to normalize h(t) to "1 ", identically, in Z(h) by ac'ting 
~ . 
on it with (exp[XX(F)]). (the adjoint action). Indeed we get 

'" J.. { F(t·) ] 1/3 d 
(exp[)J{(F)JhZ(h(t» = h(t(t·» -
.' 0 F(t(t·» dX· 

(2.14a) 

+ ~[F(t(t·»] ~ [ h(t(t+»[F'(t+) - F'(t(t+»] + h'(t(t+»] ~. 
3 F(t·) 3F(t(t+» dU· 

Now, il has been shown by Neuman ~(see ~Ul) that ther~ always exists a 

function F s~ the following functional equa't\on:, . 

F(t(t·»I/3 = h~t(t·»F(t+)I/3 . - (2. 

It is then easily verified that (2.l4b) together with its differential consequ~nces 

wh en substituted into (2.14a), yields (dropping the stars) 
. , 

. (exp[)J{(F)]} ~Z(h(t» = Z(1). (2.14c) 

The existence of a solution to (2.14b) may be argued a posteriori as follows. 
1 ... ,.. .,. 

SUl'pose that, for sorne function h(t) '70, (2.14b) has no solution F. Then it should 

follow that symmetry reduction by the correspondÎng Z(h) would yield a reduced 

e,quation that could not be equivalent, under the action of any element of G KP• to 

the equation obtained by reducing the KP equation by Z( 1), namely llyy = O. But we 

shaH see below, wh en we shall cQnstruct aIl ,the solutions of the ~ equation that 

are invariant under the action of a one-dimensional subgroufl of G KP having orbits 

of codimension 3 in the space ~rdinatizèd by (t;x, yi li), that symmetry reduction 
~ '< 

under the subgroup correspondiAg t? any Ï]lfinitesimal generator V = Z(h), h -:i:. 0, 

always gives rise to a reduced equation that is equivalent, under the action of ân 
" 

element o~ G KP• to the linear equation Uyy = O. Thus we arrive at a contradictio~, 

~d therefOle ~ solution to the fUnctiOna1:equati:l14b) must exist 

... 
( 

•• • 
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Case 2. i = 0, g * O. We tlaim that V = Y(g) + Z(h), where g(t) * 0, can al ways be 
-1 

transformed into Y(l) <by sorne element of the KP symmetry.group. Indeed, the 

form of the commutation rules (2.3) for L KP tells us how to proeeed. First, we aet 

on V through a conjugation by a group elemenrè· Y(O), aiming at getting rid of the 

function.h(t). Speeifically, using the BeH formula (the series stops at order one: 

\1'k> l, <t>(k) == 0), we obtain 

(exp[Â. Y(O)] } * V = Y(g) + Z(h) + ~crÂ.Z(G'g - Og') . (2.15a) 

It is then straightforward m~er. to show that if we make the choice 

O(t) = cg(t) - ~cr~"lg(t) f ~ h(s)g(s)-2ds , (2.15b) 

where c is an arbitrary constant, as the functi~n labefing the element Y(O) of the 

KP symmetry algebra, then we obtain that (2. 15a) identically reduces to .,., 
(exp[Â. Y(O)]} * V = Y(g) , 

Now, as it is again suggesled by the commutation rules (2.3) for the algebraeLKP' 

we can attempt to find out a function F(t) such as to allow us to normalize g(t) to 

"1" in Y(g) by acting on it with e)J{(F)*. As a matter of faet, using fonnula 

. (2.13). we actually obtain 

(2.15e)· "'. 

By Ne"tants result (N~Ul) we know that, given g(t) *0, there will always exist a 

functio F satisfying the functional equation, . , 

F(t(t'»2i3 = "g(t(t'})F(t')2i3 : /' (2.15d) 

... ,. 
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As in. preceding case,Jt. is easily verified that this èquation and its differentral 

consequencesr when substituted into (2.15e), yields (dropping the stars) 

eÀ4(F) ... Y(g) = Y(1). (2.15e) 

Thus we have found a pair of funetions OCt) (2.15b) and F(t) (2. 15d) such thàt the 

generator V = Y(g) +Z{h) is shown tÔ be equivalent to Y(l) through the composed 

adjoint actions of two one-parametér subgroups of the KP symmetry group as 

follows: 

eX(F) ... [e Y(O)* VJ = Y(l). 

. \ ... 
Case 3. f;!O. We now c1aim that V =X(t) + Y(g) + Z(h), with f(t) ;l!:O, CaD aIways be 

" 

transfonned into X(l) by sorne element of the KP symmetry group. The main steps 

are as follows. As suggested by the co~mutation rules (2.3) for ~P' we first act 

on V with è.Y(G) ... in order to transform the function g away from V. Indeed, it 

may easily he seen that the BeR fonnula yields 

eÀ Y(O) ... v = X(i) + Y(g) + Z(h) - Â Y(fG' - ,'G) + ~O"À.Z(G'g - Gg') 

- !crÂ2Z[G'(fG' - ~'G) - O(fG' - ~f'O)'] . 
(2.16a) 

If we make the ehoice 

(2.l6b) 

where cl is an arbitrary real constant, as the function labeIing the element Y(O) of 

the algelxa LKP, then (2.16a) identically reduces to eÂ Y(G). V = X(i) + Z(h) .The 

sêcond step consists now in acting on X(f) + Z(h) with a group element of the type 

eÀZ(H); we calculate 

èZ(H)*[X{t) + Z(h)] = X(O.+ Z(h) - ÀZ(fH' - !f'H). "(2.16c) 

.# .. 

Here we choose the functlOp. H(t) as . 
(2.16d) 

( 
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where C2 is an arbitrary real constant, as the funeti<§li labeling Z(H). The result 

(2.l6c) then identically rrAiuces t~ eÀZ(H).[X(f) + Z(h)] = X(O. As our final step 

'we act on X(O with èX(F).; after a tedious but otherwise straightforward 

calculation, we explicitly obtain: 

[~ (.» f( ( .»F(t''') - F(t(t·»] [2 • dl. a 2. a ] , + l\t t + t t ~y -+3 x --3U -
, . F(t(t·» dy· dx· au· 

; ...:.._~. -~'rJ7'I>-ttr~ 
_ F(f(t+))[ f(t(t.» ;f(;(t.» F(t·) - F(t(t·»].' [~ • 2 ~._ ~ x. ~ ] 

F(t·l F(t(t·»~. ax· au· 

(2.16e) 

\ 

We choose the function F(t) such that it satisfies the funcùonal equation 

F(t(t·» = f(t(t·»F(t+). (2.160 

As in the preceding cases, the existence of a solution to (2.160 is guaranteed from 

Neuman's result, and it is then easily verified that (2.16f) and its differential 

consequences, when substituted into (2. 16e), yields (dropping the stars) 

(2.16g) 

Thus we have founda pair of funetions G(t) (2.16b) and H(t) (2. 16d), as weIl as a 

third function X(F) satisf)'ing equation (2.16f), such that the generator V = X(f) + 

Y(g) + Z(h) is shown to be equivalent to X(1) through the compos~d adjoint actions 

of three one-paiameter subgroups of the KP symme~ group as follows: 

eX(F). {eZ(H).[e Y(G). V]} = X(I). 

Our proof of the existence of three conjugacy classes of one-dimensional subalgebras 

of4P under the adjoint action ofGKP with representatives spanned by XCI) =T, Y(1) = Y, 

and Z(1) = X is thus complete. To summarize, an arbitrary one-dimensional subalgebra of . 
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LKP is conjugate, under the KP symmetry group GKP' to precisely one of theJollowing 

ones: \ 

LU = (X(1)}, LI,2 = (Y(1»), L I,3 = (Z(I»). (2.17) 

2.2 - Classification of the two-dimensional subal~ebras of LKP 

It is a weIl known result (see, e.g., JAC!) that precisely two types of two-dimensional 

Lie algebras (RI' R2 ) exist, both over the fields Rand C, namely Abelian algebras and 

solvable non-Abelian algebras, satisfying, in an appropriate bâsis, the commutat9r equation 

[RI' R2] = RI . We shaH take RI in one of the three possible forms established above in the 

preceding' section 2. f. and let R2 be a general element of the KP symmetry aIgebra. The 

procedure to find the subalgebras will consist in fIfst imposing the above commutator 

equation and then to simplify R2 by using the isotropy group of RI in the invariance group of 

the KP equation. 

A) Abelian aIgebras. 

A.l) R1 ;:X(1)=T; Wetake R2 =X(f)+Y(g)+Z(h). Requiring that [Rl'R2]=Obe 

satisfieeJ and using the commutation relations (2.3), we find f'(t) = g'(t) = h'(t) = O. 

Hence R2 = aX(l) + bY(l) + bZ(l). We then replace R2 by R2' = R2 - aRI' this has the 

effect!~f setting a = 0 in R2 . Conjugating by eP" Y(t) + J.1Z(t)], if b '# 0, we can arrange 

for c to vanish; if b = 0, then we put R2 = Z(1). We thU8 obtain two distinct aIgebras, 

namely (X(1), Y(1)} and (X(l), Z(1)}. 

A.2) RI = Y(l) = Y. We again takç R2 =)f(f) + Y(g) + Z(h). The con.dition [RI' R2] = 0 

implies f'(t) = g'(t)o=O, hence ~ = aX(l),+ bY(l) + Z(h). We are forced to set a = 0, or 

we would reobtain the precedent case. We can arrange for b to vanish by redefining R2 ~ 

throu~h a linear combination with RI' and we therefore obtain another algebra (actually 

a family of them), namely (Y(1), Z(h)}. It should be noted that the remaining freedom 

in the KP symmetry algebra, namely the invariance of (Y(1)} under dilations and time 

translation still could he used with the consequence of giving arbitrarily chosen values 

\ 
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, to any two of the Taylor coefficients of the funetion h(t). Hereafter we choose not to 

lift such trivial redundancies for the equivalenee classes of subalgebras labeled by 

arbitrary funetions. 

A.3) RI c: Z(l) =Z. We,take ~ as before. Requiring that it commutes with RI' we find that 

it must take the fonn R2 = aX(l) + Y(g) + Z(h). Ifa;t.: 0 we reobtaio ease (A. 1); if a =0 

and g(t) ;t.: 0, we th en recover ease (A.2). The final possibility is a = 0 and g(t) = 0, for 

which we obtain the algebras {Z(1), Z(h) 1 h'(t) ;t.:0}. 

B) Non-Abelian algebras. 

B.l) RI =X(1) =T. We take R2 =X(f) + Y(g) +Z(h). Requiring [RI' R2] = RI implies that 

f(t) = 1 and g' = h' = O. Conjugating by eP" Y(1) + IlZ(l)J,we can transform away the . , 

funetions g and h. We thus obtain a single algebra, namely (X(l), X(i)} . 

. 
B.2) RI = Y(l) = Y. Imposing the appropria te commutation relation we find that R2 must be 

of the form R2 = ~ X(t) + aX(l) + bye!) + Z(h). We can eliminate b by redefining R2 

through a linear combination with RI' and transform a and h(t) into 0 through a conju

gation by ePX(l) + Z(H)]. The new algebra is hence (Y(l), X(~t)}. 

B.3) RI =Z(l) =X. The commutation relation [Z(1), R2 ] = Z(1) yields R2 =X(3t) + aX(1) 

+ Y(g) + Z(h). We then conjugate by e[ÀX(1) + Y(G) + Z(H)]; this permits to make a, 

g(t), and h(t) vanish, and we therefore get the algebra (Z( 1), X(3t) } . 

Let us summarize the results. Every two-dimensional subalgebra of LKP is conjugate 

under GKP to precisely one of the following algebras (with the reservation that any t:W0 

functions h(t) and eah(t - P), where (l and J3 are rear' constants, give equivalent algebras): 

L2.I = (X(l),Y(1)}, 

L2•2 = (X(l),Z(l)}, 

L2.3h = (Y(1),Z(h)}, 

L2.l = (Z(l),Z(h)lh'(t);t!:O); 

'(2.18) 
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2. Non-Abelian a1eebras (satisfying [RI' R2] = RI ): L2,5.= (X(l), X(t)}, 
.,.. 3 
L2,6 = (Y(I),X(,t)}, (2.18) 

L2,7 = (Z(1),X(3t)}. 

2.3 - Classification of the thrçe-dimensional suballlebras of ~p 

'It is a weIl known that a real three-dimensional Lie algebra (JAC!) cao be either simple 

or solvable. We will consider these two cases separately. 

A) Simple Lie Subalgebras. 

Let us first allow for complex coefficients in the vector fields and construct the algebra 

sl(2,C). This algebra has a two-dimensional non-Abeliao subalgebra {Rl'R2}' The commu

tation relations of sl(2,Q-can be written as [Rl'R2l = Ri' [R2,R3l = R3' and [RI,R3l ;" -2R2 . 

We shaH identify (R I,R2) with one of the nOQ-Abelian algebra~ i~ (2.18), ~.e., cqnsider it to 

be in stand~d form. 1 

, 1 

A.l) L 2•5 : RI = X(1), R2 = X(t). We take R3 = X(i) + Y(g) + Z(h). Imposing Jhe sl(2,C) 

commutation relations, we find R3 = X(t2). 1 
i 
i 

.4..2) L 2•6 : RI = Y(l), R2,=X(~t). "'(e t'!ke R3 as above. It is easily seen that t~e commu-

taùon relation [RI' R 3] = -2R2 cannot be satisfied. i 

A.3) L2.7 : RI = Z(I), R2 = X(3t). We again take R3 as above and, once ~ore, ~e commu

taùon relation [Ri' R 3] = -2R2 cannot be saùsfied. 

We thus have obtained a single cIass of sl(2,C) algebras, represented by (X(1), X(t), 

X(t2)} (set also the physical subalgebra Lp in Section .1). Restricting to Teal coefficients, we 

recover the aIgebra sl(2,R), but not su(2). 

) 
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, 
B) Solvablé Lie Subalgebras 

A solvable three-dimensional Lie algebra alw~ will.have a two-dimensional Abelian 

ideal (see Refs. MUB 1 and PA 1'2 for a classification of Lie algebras of dimension ~ 5 into 

isomorphy classes). Unless the three-d~rnensional algebra is Abelian or nilpotent, this ideal is 

unique, up to conjugacy under inner automorphisms. We assume that the ideal {RI ,R2} is 

already in standard fOl;m, as given by the Abeftan algebras in (2.18), and look for a third 

element R3 = X(f) + Y(g) + Z(h) that acts upon the ideal according to the following equation: 

M = [: :] 
(2.19) 

The real matrix M in (2.19) can, by a change of the basis of the (RI' R2} space, be taken into , 

a standard form and further simplification can he achieved by rescaling R3' Finally, R3 can 

itself be simplified by transformations in GKP that leave the algebra (RI' Rz), as a vector 

space, invariant. Let us run through this procedure for each two-dimensional Abçlian 

subalgebra taken from the list (2.18) . 

.d.l) L(J Ri = X(l), R2 = Y(1). We first impose equation (2.19); using the LKP 

c~~~utation relations (2.3), we th en deduce d = ~a, b = c = 0, and thus fi~d R3 = aX(t) 

+ aX(1) + pY(l) + yZ(I). Since X(1) and Y(I) are elements of the algebra we can 

always set Cl = ~ = O. If a ~ 0 we apply èZ;( 1) in order to transform yaway; we 

therefore obtain a diagonal action in (2.19). If a = 0 we can always choose y= 1 and 

obtain the abelian algebra (X(1),Y(I),Z(l)}. 

B.2) L2.2 : RI 7 X( 1), R2 = Z( 1). From the commutation relations (2.3) and (2.19) we 

fmt obtain R3 = aX(t) + bZ(f) + yY(l) [up to linear combinations ~ith X(l) and Z(1)]. 

If a ~O we apply eÀ. Y(l) + J.lZ(t) ,and transform away b a~d y, we obiain R3 = X(t) and 

a diagonal action in (2.19). If a = 0 we must have b ~ 0 in order not to recover case A 

above. If1=0 we obtain the nilpotent algebra (X(1), Z(l),Z(t)}. If'Y~O we apply 

e'J...X(t) and the discrete symmetry ~ from (2.8) to obtain a second nilpotent algebra, 
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namely (X(1), Z(I), Z(t) + Y(1)} . . 
B.3) L23H : RI = Y(l), R2 =Z(H). The commutation relations (2.19) imply c=O and thus . ( -

R3 = aX(~~) + a.X(1) + Y(g) + Z(h), with the following constraints on g(t) and H(t): 
r 

g'(t) + ~crbH(t) = ° , 1 ~ 

(J'at + 2u)H'(t) + (2d - a)H(t) = O. (2.20) 

In this case we consid~r each nonnal fonn of the matrix M in (2.19) sepaf'ately. 

(B. 3.1) [a = 0, b = 0, c = 0', d = 0]. M is the null rnatrix. The constraints (2.20) then yield 

the Abelian algebra (Y(1), Z(H), Z(h)} (with the restriction.that the functions h(t) 

and H(t) be linearly (functionaIly) independent) if a:;J!: 0, and we recover the 

subalgebra (X(I),Y(l),Z(1)} fora=O. 

1 

(B.~.2) la = 0, c = 0, d:;J!: 0] or [a:;J!: 0, c = 0, d = 0]. In this case the action of R3 on the ideal 

{Rl , R2 } is, decomposable, but not Abelian. Consider first the case a = ~, d i= O. 

Then a:;J!: ° and (2.2f) irnplies 

f = c\, H(t) = e-~t/a , g(t) = go + (3crab/2d)e-dt/a . 

Changing the basis in the ideal {RI - (b/d)R2 , R2 ) we diago.naIize M. Pelforming 

then a conjugation byeÀ. Y(O) + J1Z(K) with appropriately chosen functions G(t), 

K(t), and constants À, Il, we g~t the decomposable algebra (Y(I), Z(e-t), X(1) J. 
~ Sirnilarly, putting a:;J!: 0, d = 0, we obtain, aft~r sorne rather tedious calculations, a 

further (inequivalent) decomposable algebra, namely (Y(1), Z(t1l3), X(~t)}. 

(B. 3.3) [a = 0, b = 1, c = 0, d = 0]. M is a nilpotent rnatrix. If a "# ° we th en obtain H(t) = 1 

"1; and g(t) = go - ~Ol. Perfonning a cOQjugation- by a group êlement of the form 

eÀZ(K) ~ith the function Z(K) appropriately chosen, we obtain the nilpotent 

algebra (Y(1), Z(1),X(l) - ~crY(t)}. If a= 0, then we findH(t) = -~crg'(t), g(t) and 

'th(t) being arbitrary; we obtain a farnily of nilpotent aIgebras (Y(1), Z(-!crg'),Y(g) 

+ Z(h» 1 g'(t):;J!: O}. It is t? be noted that the dependence of g(t) and h(t) cannot he 

transformed away and each pair (g(t), h(t)} therefore provides a different conju

-gacy class of aIgebras. 

, . 
, . 
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(B.3.4) [a ~ 0, d ~ a, d ~ 0]. Mis diagonalizable. We begin by putting a = 1 and transfonn 

away a by using li. translation along the variable t. This yields f = ~t and the 

cotlstraints 3tH'(t) = d -2d)H(t), g'(t) = -~crbH(t). Coajugating in an appropria te 

way by è Y(O) + JlZ(K), we obtain a one-pararneter class of algebras, narnely , 

(Y(l), Z(t(l-2d)/3), X(~t»). 

(B.3.5) [a= l, b=l, c-=O, d= 1]. M has a Jordan forrn (since c=O, thiS is the only , 

remaining possibility). This last case, after conjugating by an appropriate group 

elernent of the form eÀZ(K), gives the algebra (Y(I), Z(t-2/3), X(~t) - ~crY(tI~)}. 

BA) L24H: RI = Z(1), R2 = Z(H). The commutation relations (2.19), in this case, yield the . . 
following constraints on f(t) and H(t): 

f'(t) - '3[a +bH(t)] = 0, f'(t)H(t) - 3f(t~'(t)] = 3[c + dH(t)]. (2.21) 

Moreover, we can take linearocornbinations of 2(1) and Z(H) that will take the rnatrix 

M into sorne of its-standard forrns; these cornbinations are Z} (H) = aZ(l) + PZ(H) and 

~(H) = "(Z(l) + 8Z(H), with a&- P'Y~O. A further conjugation by sorne weIl chosen 

group elernent èX(F) will then take ZJ into Z(I), and ~ into Z(H'). We thus assume 

thatM is aIready in standard form, and examine each of these forrns separately" 

-,l 
1 CB.4.1) [a=O, b=O, c:::!O, d=OJ. M ig the nuU rnatrix. We obtain one new Abelian 

(B.4.2) 

algebra, namely (Z(1),Z(h),Z(H») with-the constraint that 1, h(t), and H(t) be 

linearly inde pendent functions. > 

[a = l, b = O,'c = 0, d = OJ. M has a decomposable ~m. This yields 10 one new 

decornposable algebra, (Z(1), Z(t1/3), Z(3t)J. 

(B.4.3) [a = 0, b = 0, c = 1, d = 0]. No new algebras are obtained frorn this case. 

(B.4.4) [a = 1, b = 0, c = 0]. M again has a decornposable forrn. We find one new one

parameter class of algebras, narnely (Z(1), Z(t(1-<1)/3), X(3t) J. 
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(B.4.5) [l, = 1, c = -1, d = a]. This case cgITesponds to a c~mplex action on the ideal, i.e\ 

M could be diagonalized over C but not over R. From the constraints (2.21) we 

see that we must have f(t) ~ O. To solve these constraints we depart from our usual 

procedure and first perform a transformation eX(F) + Y(G) + Z(K) in order to take 
. ~ 

the elements RI' R2' and R,3 into sorne new elements SI = Z(h l ), S2 = Z(h2), aud 

S3 = Z(1), respectively, where hl (t) and h2(t) are arbitrary functions. The commu

ta.tion relations [SI' Syl = aS I + S2 and [S2' S3] = aS2 - S} now imply 

h'(t) + ah l (t) + h2(t) = 0, h2!(t) - h1(t) + ah2(t) = O. 

Solvipg and performing an appropriate time translation, we obtain the algebras 

(Z(e-atcos(t», Z(e-at sin(t», X(1)}. 

(B.4.6) [a = 1, b = 0, c = l, d = 1]. M has a Jordan form. We obtain a single class of Lie 

algebras, represented by (Z(1), Z(-! ln(t», X(3t)}. 

To conclude this section we present in a unified manner a list of representatives of aIl 

conjugacy classes of three-dimensional subalgebras of L KP' ordered by their, isomorphy 

c1ass. The solvable algebras are aIl given in the order {RI' R2' R3}' where N = {RI' R2} is 

an Abelian ideal and the action of R3 on N is given in (2.19). In each case we specify the 

composition of the matrix M. '" 

1. Abelian al~ebras ~ [a = 0, b = 0, C = 0, d = 0] 

L3.1 = (X(1),Y(1), Z(1)}, 

L3.2h,H = (Y(I), Z(h), Z(H) 1 h(t);ê Â.H(t)}, 

L3~3h,H = (Z(1),Z(h), Z(H) Il, h(t), H(t) are independent}; 

2. Decomposable non-Abelian al~ebras : [a = 1, b =0, c =0, d =0] 

L3,4 = (Z(e-t ),Y(I),X(I)}, 

L3•5 = (Y(l), Z(t l/3), X(~t)}, 

L 3,6 =: (Z(l), Z(t1/3), X(3t)}; 

.. .~ 

(2.22a) 

(2.22b) 
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3. Nilpotent ahlebras : [a = 0, b = 1, c = 0, d = 0] 

L3,7 = (Z(t), -Z(l),X(l)}, 

L3,8 = (Z(t) + Y(1), -Z(l), X(l)}, 

\ 

L 3,9h.g = (Y(1), Z(-~crg'), Y(g) + Z(h(t» 1 g'(t)~O}; 

4. Dia~onal action on igeal : [a = 1, b = 0, c = 0, d':i: 0] 

L3,1O' = (X(1),Y(1), -X(t»), d =!, 
L3,1l = (X(l), Z(1), -X(t»), d =!, 
L

3
,12 d = (Y(l), Z(t(1-2d)/3), X(~t)}, 

L3,lJd = IZel), Z(t(l-d)/3),X(3t)}, d':i: 1; 

5. Complex action on ideal : [a ~O, b = 1, c = -l, d = a] 

L3,1/ = (Z[e-at cos(t)], Z[e-at sin(t)]~ X(1)}; 

6. JoWan action on ideal : [a = 1, b = 1, c = 0, d = 1] 

L3,15 = (Y~l'), Z(r~), X(~t) - Y(1ot1/3)}, 

L3,16= (Z(1),Z[-~ln(t)],X(3t)}; 

7. The simple Lie aJ~ebra sl(2.R) 

L3 18 = (X(1), X(t), X(t2n. ,-

... ~~ .. 

(2.22c) 

(2.22d) 

(2.22e) 

"" (2.220 

(2.22g) 

Thus aU isomorphy classes of three-dimensional Lie algebras, except su(2), are represent~d 

in the list of subalgebras of the KP symmetry algebra. 

The figure on next page is a diagram showing all the one-, two-, and three dimensional 

subalgebras of LKP• The lines represent how each subalgebra of dimensions two and three 

were obtained from subalgebras of dimensions one and two, respectively. We point out that 

the line between the subalgebras L I•3 and L2.3H actually represents two Hnes. Indeed, when " 

we constructed two-dimensional non-Abelian subalgebras from the one-dimensional 

subaigebra (Z(1»), we ornitted the algebra K = (Z(I),Y(g(t»} because it is in faet conjugale 

to L2.3
H = (Y(l), Z(H») through an appropriate conjugation by sorne group element of the 

form eU.(F). Hence the !ine from L I•3 to L2.3H should rrrst pass by K. 
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It is easy to vèrify for each case that there are indeed no redundancfes in the above list 

except for the possibility of "renortnalizing" one of the arbitJlry functions in an aIgebra by 

the transformation h(t).~ eah(t - P). The différent Abelian algebras are mutually non

conjugate sinee a general element of L3 1 can be conjugale to X(l), Y(l), or Z(1), ORe of . , 
L3.2h,H is conjugate to Y(1) or Z(l), and ~element of L3,3h,H is always conjugate to Z(l). 

The functions h{t) and H(t) cannot he changed in either case without destroying the standard 

fonn of Y(I) or Z(l), respectively. In the decomposable case the ideal (RI ,R21 an~ the 

two-dimensional solvable subalgebra {RI' R3} are weIl defined and distinguish hetween the 

three cases. In the nilpotent case the centre R3 is uniquely defined. It distinguishes L39g,H 
" ,-- ' 

from the other two. An clement of L3,7 can he con~gate to X(1) or ~(l); and an element of 

L3,8 can he conjugate ~o X(1), Y(1), or Z(1). In~ther solvable cases the Abelian ideal is 

uniquely defifled and therefore suffices to distinguish between different n'lUtually isornorphic 

cases. ~ , . 

{ 
\ 

In the next section we shaH use these low-dimensional subalgebras of the KP 

symmetry algebra to perfonn symmetry reduction on the KP equation and find invariant 

solutions of this equation under the several subgroups of GKP corresponding to tlYe. LKP 

subaIgebras that ,Je just constructed above. 

r 

3. Invariant solutions of the Kadomtsev-Petyiashyili eQuation obtained by symmetry 

reduction 

In this section we will apply our knowledge of the KP symmetry group and its 

subgroups to construct ail the solutions of the KP equation that are invariant under the action 

• of a one-rumensional subgroup. We will aIso briefly look at solutions .invariant under the 
, 

action of the two- and three-dimensionaI subgroups. In doing so, we aIso complete the proof 
~ 
of the assertion in section 2.1, namely that there exist precisely th.ree orbits of 

one-dimensional subalgebras of the KP aIgebra. The one-dimensional subgroups all have 
t,\. • 

codimension three i'; the space coorrunalized by (t,x,y,u), The method.ptovides solutions 

that depend on three! two, or one arbitrary functions of the variable t, in addition to the 

arbitrary functions that may appear in the solutions of the reduced equations. which are 

.. 

> ' • 

\. 
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... themselves partial differential equations in two (rather than three) variables. We will proceed 

as indicatcd in Chapter one, namely we fmt pick up a representative of an equivalence c1ass . \ 

of conjugate subalgebras, spanned by vector .fields ~i}' and find a basis of functional 

invariants {la} by solving the system Xi l = O. For our one-dimensional subàlgebras of LKP 

we find three independent invariants, two symmetry ,variables ç(t,x,y) and ll(t,x,y), and in 

all.cases it is seen that the solution to the KP equation takes the fonn 

u(t,x,y) = u(t,x,y)q(ç;rl) + ~(t,x,y), (2.23) 

where ç, 11, as weIl as u and 13, are known functions. The function -q(ç,ll), its'elf a subgroup . 
invariant, is a priori not known and iS,subject to a partial differential equation in the variables 

ç and 11, obtained by substituting (2.23) back into the KP equation (2.1): this equation iS 

known as the reduced equation (see Chapter one). The entire symmetry group can then be 

applied to the solution (2.23) to optain a l~fr class of solutions . 
\ 

Two equivalent approaches can be adopted, at this point, for symmetry reduction by a 
1 

one-dimensional subgroup of GKp. )\ flIst one is to make use of the classification of one-
. ' 

,~dimehsional subalgebras of LKP which e established in section 2 of the present chapter. 

, We then go ~rough the above procedu ùsing the representativès of each conjugac~lass of 

elements. Thus the subalgebra LII generated by the vector field X = dt' implies t~ ç = x, 
~ , . . 

11 =y, a= 1,13=0, and we find that u(t,x,y)= q(x,y), where q satisfies the Boussinesq 

equation. Similarly, for the' subalgebra L1.hgenerated by X = dy , we find ç = x, 11 = t, u = 1, 
\, , 

~ = 0, and d ce that u(t,x,y) = ,t), where q satisties the KdV equation. FinaIly, for L;.3' 

with X=dx ' we obtain ç=t, ::r.y a= 1.13=0, and u(t,x,y)=q(t,y), satisfles the linear 

ese ases we then apply the transformation (2.7) to get aIl 

imensional subgroup of the KP symmetry 

group. The sblu~ions depend on up to three arbitrary functions. A second\completely 

, equivalent procedure is to perform the same reduction using a general element rf L KP' y = 

X(f) + Y(g) + Z(h), and, as usual, considering separatcly the three cases (1) f(t) = g(t) == 0 but 

h(t):I:- 0, (2) f(t) = ° with g(t):I:- 0, and (3) f(t):I:- O. No furthcr group transformation is 

necessary in this case. We shaH apply the second procedure, mainly because il will continu 

the results e~tabhs~d ,when classifying the Qne-dimensional subalgebras of the ·KI? 

sym':lletry algebra; namely ail the equations obtained when reducing by the gcnerator of a 

, . 

~ . , 
té • 

• 
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one-dimensional subalgebra under a'transformation of the, KP symmetry s.roup are equivalent 

either to the Boussinesq equation, a once differentiated KdV equation, or â linear equation of , 

. second order. Let us list the results in each cases . 

li' 
Case l,: f(t) = g(t) = 0, h(t):;: O. Solving the equation Z(h)I = 0, we find the following set of 

_~ three subgroup invariants: \ . . .. 

Il = t , 12 = Y , 13 = U - 2xh'(t)/3h(t) . 

We thus have the two synimetry variables ç = t and T\ = y, and the fonn of 13 yields 

u(t,x',y) = <!>(t,y) + 2xh'(t)/3h(t) . '. (2.24a) 

Substituting (2.24à) in the KP equation, we find that u is a solution of the KP 

equation, for a sufficiently smooth function h(t), if, and only if, the funcûon <!>(t,y) 

, satisfies the second order linear equation ) 

3cr<pyy + 8h"(t)/3h(t) = O. 

_ Redefining <1> ~s q(t,y) - 4cry2h"(t)/9h(t), (2.24a) and (2.24b) reduce to 

u(t,x,y) = ~(t,y) + 2xh'(t)/3h(t) - 4cry2h"(t)/9h(t) , 

(2.24b) 

(2.24c) 

(2.24d) 

Integrating (2.24d) we obtain a family of solutions of the KP equation depending o,n 

thr~e arbitraI)' functions of the variable t: . 
. , \ 

u(t,x,y) = !Xh(t)"lh'(t) - ~ay2h(ttlh"(t) + K(t) + L(t) . (2.24e) 

'Case 2: [Ct) =0, g(l) ;t:O. Solving the equation [Y(g) +Z(h)]I =0, we find the following three 

invariantS: 

Il = t, 12 = x - yh(t)/g(t) + ~cry2g'(t)/g(~)j' 

, <.> 13 = u - ~yh'(t)/g(t) + ~(Jy2g"(t)/g(t) . 
" , 

...... 
We thus have the two symmetry variabl~= Il = t and ç =12 , and we write the 

• 
function !let,x,y) as 

. \ 
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u(t,x,y) = ~(Ç,11) +!yh'(t)/g(t)_~oy2g"(t)/g(t). (2.25a) 

Substituting (2.25a) in the KP equation, we find that u is a solution of the IQp 

equation: for sufficiently smooth functions g(t) and h(t), if, and only if, the function 

~(Ç,11) satisfies the following nonlinear equation:"; , 

[4<1>çTJ + 6(~<I>ç) + <l>çççç] + 3c:(h/g)2 <l>çç + 2(g'/g)<I>ç - 4ag"/3g = 0 • (2.25b) . 
This equation is a once-differentiated KdV equation with additional extra tem1S. It is 

- . ' 

possible, as in the 'preceden(lcase, to get rid of these tenns by slightly modifying the 

basis of invariants. In faet, redefining ç, 11, and <1> as 

t 

ç ~ g-l/2(t)ç, 11 = t 4 Jo g-3/2(s)ds , 
(2.25c) 

th 1/2(' ) (~) 6[xg(t) - yh(t)]g'(t) + 2ag'(t)2 - 9ah(t)2 
'1' = g- t q ~,11 + ------------

18g(t)2 

'\ 

the expression for u(t,x,y) and the reduced equation (2.25b) simplify to a pure KdV 

'equation: 

2 
- xg' ah2 (2gh' - g'h)y a(g'2 - 2gg")y 

u(t,x,y) = g-l!2(t)q(Ç,11) + - - - + + ----
3g 2g2 3g2 9g2 

(2.25d) 

(7.25e) 

Case 3: f(t)"# O. We proceed as before. As the calculations are very tedious for this case, we 

just present the results. Solving the equation [X(f) + Y(g) + Z(h)]I = 0, we find the 

invariants, the syrnmetry variables, the reduction transformation for the solution 

u(t,x,y), and substitute this information in the KP equation. The result is a 

Boussinesq equation with, here again, parasitic terms. It is possible to redefine the 

basis of invariants and we fina1ly obtam 

t 

11 = yf(t)"2!3 -J g(s)f(st5/3 ds , 
o 

J 

_ .... ' , . 
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t 

ç =..f(tyl/3[X + !Oyf(t)-l g(t) + ~cry2 f(t)-I[(t)] -f [!crg(s)2f(syS13 + h(s)f(sy413]ds , 
o 

(2.26a) 

+ ~jàf(t)-2[2f'(t)g(t) - 3f(t)g'(t)]y + rr,\-crf(t)-2[2f'(t)2 - 3f(t)f"(t)]y2 , 

~
ith the function q(ç,ll) satisfy'ing the pure Boussinesq eqllation: 

qTJTJ + (q2)çç + ~qççç = O,. (2.26b) 

The lasses of solutions of the KP equation presented in (2.24), (2 25), and (2.26) 

depend on one, two, or three arbitrary [unetions of t, in addition to the arbItrary functions 

possibly appearing 111 the solutIons of the reduced equations, as HJ (2.24e), for instance. ln 

general, they will diverge nt infinity unless the functions f(t), g(t), an h(t) are appropriately 

restricted. 

\ 

We shaH now proceed to list so~e special cases of the above solutions that are of 

physical interest and illustrate how f(t), g<!), and !1tt) ought to be chosen 50 as to preserve 

decay at infinity. Boit! and Pempinelli (see BOB) have shown that the similarity solutions of 

the potential Boussinesq eqllation, 

obtained by seuing q = wç in the B~ssinesq equation (2.26b), are of the form 

w(Ç,ll) = q>[ç -1l~o/3i] - ~agl1l2 + holl..Jaïf + ~S + k, (2.27) 

\ 

where gl ' ho, and k are arbitrary constants. The equation 'satisfied by w reduces to an 

ordinary differe~tial equation for the function <p, which is equivalent to the}jfst Painlevé. 

tt:anscendent equaùon if gl :1:- 0 and to the equation for t~e Weierstrass p-function if gl = O. Il 

follows from (2.27) that 

(2.28) 

satisfies the Boussinesq equation (2.26b) and therefore that the function u(t,x,y), as given by 

(2.26a), is a solution of the KP eqllation. Furtherrnore, it is also clear from (2.26a) that if we 

start·with a solution of the Boussinesq equation which is bounded at, infillity, then the 

.' 
. , 
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corresponding solution of the KP equation will possess the same property only if the 

functions f(t) and g(t) reduce to constants, say fo '# 0 and go' while the function h(t) remains 

arbitrary. We thus obtain two classes of solutions of the KP equation depending on one 

arbitrary function h(t) by performing a Galilei-like transformation, involving an arbitrary 

function h(t) on the solutions of the Boussinesq equation arising from similarity solutions of 

the potential Boussinesq equation. They are explicitly given by 

where P1(ç) is the fIfst Painlevé transcendent function, and 

u(t,x,y) = -2fo-213 j;J(X, g2' g3) + §crfo-2g02 + ~fo:lh(t) + ! ' 

(2.29a) 

(2.29b) , 

where P(X, g2' g3) is the Weierstrass elliptic function. Notice that certain restrictions must be 
imposed upon the constants go' gl' g2' and g3 in order to ensure that we shaH obtain real 

solutions of the KP equation. In particular the above solutions only can be real for the KPII 

equation, Le. when cr == -1. In addition, lump-type solutions of the KPII equation are , 
obtained from (2.29b) when g2 = g3 = 0, since we then have p(X, 0,0) = X-2. From (2.25d) 

we see that if we stan ftom a solution q(ç"rl) of the once-differentiated KdV equation that is 

bounded, the corresponding solution of the KP equation will share the same property if, and 

only if, the functions g(t) and h(t) are constants, say go ~ 0 and ho. This solution is given by 

u(t,x,y) = go-l/2q (Ç,,11) - ~crgo-2ho2, 

Ç, = go-l!2(x - yhc/go) , 11 = go-3f2t . 
(2.30) 

Solutions of the once-differentiated KdV equation (2.25e) can be rotated ioto solutions of the 

KP equation. This property has been extensively used by Segur (see FINI, SEGU!) in his 

construction of KP solutions of genus 1 (see Introduction), which he obtains by rotating 

.... . -" 

, 1 
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cnoidal wave solutions of'the KdV equation according to'(2.30). Of course, soliton and 

similarity solutions of the KdV equatioo also may be transformed into solutions of the KP 

equation, having physical significance. For ex ample, the similarity solution of the KdY 

equation (BOI2) 
, 

q(Ç,l1) = -(~t)-'2/3[V2(z,J.!) + y z(z,J.!)] , 

where z = 22/3ç(31l)"l/3, and V(z,J..!.) is the second Painlevé transcendent function satisfying 

V zz(z,J.!) = 2y3(z,J.!) + zV(z,J..!.) + J.!- ~ , 

gives rise to solution of the KP equation via (2.30). In view of the transfo~ations (2.25) 

and (2.26) it is quite possible to obtain bounded solutions of the KP equation from solutions 

of the Boussinesq or KdV equations that diverge asymptotically. One way of obtaining such 

solutions is to perform a different choice of symmetry variables than the ones described 

o above and thus to reduce to a different partial differential equation in two variables. wê have 

proven that any choice is equivalent under the action of the KP symmetry group to one of the 

three choices discussed above. It is however possible for the group to transfonn bounded 

solutions of an equation into unbounded solutions of an equivalent one. For example, let us 

choose the following symmetry variables: ' , 

1: = ~ ln[(go +tgl)/go) ' 
(2.31a) 

yho + ay2g1 ],. 
go + tgl 3(go + tg l ) 

where go' gl' and ho are constants; 'this choice is different from, but equivalent to, (2.26). It 

is easy to show that 

(2.31b) 

will satisfy the KP equation if, and only if, 'Ô(ç,1:) satisfies the following nonlinear evolution 

equation: 

(2.31c) 

Bounded solutions of this equation have been obtained by Calogero and' Degasperis (sec 

CALf) using the inverse scattering method. They are given by 

o , ). 
ç, 
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-ô(~,1:) = -ô\ç - Z \1:), p *(1:» , 

-ô*(p,q) = 2q[2Ai'(p)Ai(p) +q{Ai(p) }4G(p,q)]G(p,q), 

G(p,q) = (1 +q[Ai'(p)]2 - pq[Ai(p)]2y2, 
. (2.31d) 

where Ai(q) çlenotes an AIry function. The solutions of the K.{' equation defined by (2.31) 

contain the solutions obtained by Nakamura (see 'NAK3) as a special case. 
\ 

, 1 
We have shown that the use of one-dimensional!subalgebras of LKP makes it possible 

~ 

to generate large classes of solutions of the KP equation. For this particular equation the 

higher dimensional subalgebras are of lesser use. Indeed, consider the two-dimensional 

subalgebras, aIl of which are listed in (2.18). Perform1ng symmetry reduction with any such 

algebra N = (RI' R2), we obtain, when looking for functionalïnvariants, a system of two , 
linear fIfst-order partial differential equations: 

RI I(t,x,y,u) == 0, R2 I(t,x,y,u) == 0 . (2.32) 

Typically this system yields a single symmetry variable ç and an expression for the solution 

of the KP equation, similar to (2.23), having the fonn 

u(t,x,y) = a(t,x,y)q(ç) + ~(t,x,y), (2.33) 

where a, ~, and ç(t,x,y) are explicitly known. Substituting'(2.33) in_to the KP equaÙon we 

actually obtain an ordinary differential equation for q(ç). The solution (2.33) can th en be 

transformed, by a general transformation of the KP symmetry group, into a more general 

solution. However, one of the two opera tors in (2.32), say Ri' win al ways coincide with 

one of those used above to reduce the KP equation to the Boussinesq equation, (2.26b) the 

once-differentiated KdV equation (2.25e), or the lin~ar equation (2.24d). The other operator 

R2 then provides a further reduction. In other words, we do not obtain new solutions but 

particular cases of those discussed above. As for symmetry reduction by three-dimensioQal 
"" 

subalgebras of LKP' it is clear that we only obtain trivialities, namely that u(t,x,y) adopts a 

constant form or the lik~. Let us only give one example of a reduction by a two-dimensional 

subalgebra, namely L2.1; this particular reduction neatly yields the solutions expressible in 

terms of the fIfSt Painlevé transcendent and Weierstrass elliptic functions. Equations (2.32) 

.. J.. cH' • 

J 
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then writes 

dtI(t,x,y,u) = 0, dyI(t,x,y,u) = O. -- (2.34a) 

From these we deduce that u(t,x,y) = -2q(x), where the factor "-2" is introduced for 

convenience. Upon substituting this into the KP equation, we obtain an ordinary differential 

equation which can he integrated twice to this other one: 

q" = 6q2 +Jlq+v. (2.34b) 

Three independent types of pairs (Jl,v) are to be considered. The first one is (Jl = 0, v = 0); 

equation (2.34b) then reduces to q" = 6q2 and has the solution go (x - kl' 0, k2), where k} an~ 

k2 are arbitrary real constants. As a second case we corrs~der Jl == 0 and v ~ 0; equation 

(2.34b) is then amenable to the form q" = 6q2 + ~ and has !~e solution f.J (x - k~, l, k2), _ 

where k} and k2 are again arbitrary real constants. Finally, the third case corresponds to 

choosing Jl ~ 0; equation (2.34b) the~ reduces to the well-known equation q"::: 6q2 + x 

which has the solution P1(x), Le. the fust Painlevé transcendent function. 

In part 2 of this chapter, which follows, we shaH reconsider the problem of symmetry 

reduction for the simultaneous system made of the KP equatien (in potential form) together 
\ 

with its Backlund transformation. 

, 
7 
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ll. A generalized Backlund transformation and its simuItaneous 

symmetry reduction with the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation 

As previously mentioned, the purpose of this second part is to ~ombine together two 
~ 

of the" important features of the KP equation. The first of these is the existence of an infinÏte-

dimensional symmetry group GKP of point transfonnations leaving the equation invariant; 

this is essentially what we have srudied in part 1 above. The second feature is the existence of 

a Backlund transfonnation for the KP equation (see CHEI and LEVI) that can be used for 

the purpose of generating new solutions from known ones; in particular, the soliton solutions 

of the KP-equation are obtained this way from the trivial solution. We shaH begin by 

showing how the symmetry group of the equation can he used to actually generalize the 

Backlund transfonnation ln a non-trivial manner, in particular by introducing two arbitrary 

functions of the time variable "t" in its fonnulation, and ultimately we shaH show how to 

practically use this generalization for constructi,ng a variety of solutions, specifically by 

applying the symmetry reduction technique, as before, but with the essential difference that, 

here, we'shall red,uce both the equation and its associated Backlund transformation, As seen 

in the Int;9duction, a Backlund transformation is always written as a set of relations which 

involve the derivatives of the concerned functions. In our case these relations form an 

over-determined system of partial differential equations for a function u(t,xp) such that its 
, \ 

x-derivative w(t,x,y) = ux(t,x,y) doeS satisfy the KP equation. This system is rather tedious 

to deal with and consequently, it will be to our advantage to rather deal with an equation 

which is closely related to it, namely the so-called potential Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (PKP) 

equation which we write as 

(2.35) 

where cr = s2 = ±1 is defined as before. Thus we may get solutions of the KP equation (2.1) 

by simply differentiating solutions of the PKP equation (2.35) with respect to the variable x. 

The Backlund transformation associated to this PKP equation can he written in the following 

, fonn (see LEVI, BOB): 

• 0 , . 
.. 

et ft 
/ 

, 
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~ 
S(U-V)y - (U+V)xx -(U-V)(U-V)x =0, 
~ . 
4(u - v)t + (u - v)xxx + 3s(u + v)xy + 3(u - v)(u + v)xx (2.36) 

+ 3(u - v)x [Cu - V)2 + (u + V)x] = 0, 
l 

If one ,of the functions in (2.36), say u(t,x,y), is a solution of the PKP equation, th en the 

two equations in (2.36) are com'patible only if the other function v(t,x,y) is also a solution.' 
1 . 

Thus equations (2.36) transform a solution u into a solution v; see Chapter one for the exact 

meaning of that. If we set u(t,~,y)'= 0, then v(t,x,y) will typicall! be a soliton-type solution. 

The symmetry algebra LpKP of the PKP equation exhibits sorne slmilarity, in its 

:' structure, with the symmetry algebra LKP of the KP equation. We obtained it, using the same 

! computer package as before (see CHAl); a general element ~p has the fom1 

v = X(O + Y(g) + Z(h) + P(k) + Q(l) , 
< 

X(f) = fd t + !yf'dy + [!xf' - §s2y2f"]ax 

- [~uf' - ~xt'f" + :f7S2xy2f'" - ,hy4f""]au ' 

Y(g) = gay - ~s2yg'ax - [~s2xy'g" - rtry3~"']au ' 

Z(h) = hax + [~xh' - ~s2y2h"]au ' 

P(k) = ykau ' 

Q(l) = lau ' 

(2.37) 

, , 

where f(t) , g(t), h(t), k(t), and I(t) are arbitrary smooth functions over sorne open 
~ ': ... <to 

neighbourhOod of O. The commutation rules in LpKP are easily calculated; one obtains 

[X(f}), X(f2)] = X(fl2' - f} 'f2) , [X(O, Y(g)] = Y(fg' - ~!,g) , 

[X(f), Z(h)] = Z(fh' - !f'h) , [X(f), P(k)] = P(fk' ~ f'k) , 

[X(f), Q(l)] = Q(fl' + !f'l) , [Y(g}), Y(g2)] = - !S2Z(glg2' - gl 'g2) , 
(2.38) 

• 
['{(g)l Z(h)] '= - ~s2p(2gh"+ g'h' - g"h) , 
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[Y(g), P(k)] = Y(gk) , { [Y(g), Q(l)] = 0 , 
- J 

[Z(h1), Z(h2)] = !Q(h1h2' -. hl 'h2), [Z(h), P(k)] = 0, 
(2.38) 

[Z(h), Q.(1)] = ° , [P(k1), PE~)] = 0 , 

[P(k), Q(l)] = 0, 

The subalgebra (X(f), Y(g), Z(h)}, with k(t) = l(t) = 0, is to be compared with LKP; the 

additional vector fields P(k} and Q(l) are characteristic of the fa.ct that we are considering the 

potential form of the KP equation. The general action of the corresponding symmetry group 

GpKP is quite complicated and we do not need it for our purposes, so we shaH not present it. 

-However we list the action of each one-parameter subgroup associated to the subalgebras 

spanned by (X(f)}, (Y(g)}, (Z(h)}, and the two-parameter subgroup associated to the sub

algebra (P(k), Q(l)}; À and Il stand for real group parameters, independent of t, x, y, and u. 

1) (X(f)): 1 

t* = <l>-lp" + cI> (t)] , 

y* = e-2H(I)!3y, 

x* = e-H(I)!3x + ~s2y2H"(t)e-4H(I)!3, 

-( 

t 

cI>(t) = f 0 f(z)-ldz, 

H = In[f(t)/f(t*)], 

u*(t*, x*, y*)= eH(I)!3u[t(t*), x(t*, x*, y*), y(t*, y*)] - ~(x*)2H'(t*) 

+ [)-s2x*Cy*)2[3H"(t*) - H'(t*)2,] 
-

- ~\-7[9HJ}t+) - 9H'(f*)H"(t*) + H'Ct*)3], 

where: t(t*) = cI>-l[cI>(t~ - À], 

y(t*, y*) = e2H[3y*, 

x(t*, x*, y*) = eH!3[x'" - ~s2(y*)2. 

(2.39a) 

In particular, setting f(t) = 1 or f(t) = t, we obtain time translations or space-time dilatations, ' 

respectively. ". 

. , 

... ~ 

\ ,. 
" 

\ 

o \ 

\ 
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2) {Y(g)}: f-

y'" = y +Àg, 

x* = x - !ÀS~yg' - !À2s2gg', 

u*(t*, x"', y"') = u(t"', x· + ~ÀS2y*g' - iÀ2s2gg', y* -Àg] 

- ~ÀS2x*(2y'" .I~g)g"+ IrÀ(y*)3g'" - ';''A.2(y'''p(g'g'' + gg"') 

+ ('[jy* - t7'A.g)À.3g(g'g" -+- ~gg"'), 

(2.39b) 

where g = g(t) == g(t"'). In particular, we can obtain translations in the y-direction and 

so-called quasirotations by putting g(t) = 1 and g(t) = t, respectively. 

3) (Z(h)}: , -
(2.39c) 

'\ 
where h = h(t) = h(t"') In particular, h(t) = 1 and h(t) = t correspond to translational 

! • 

invariance and Gali1ei invariance in the x-direction, respecüvely. 

4) (P(k),Q(l)}: 

... 
t = t '- . 
. ", 

y = y, 
.(2.39d) 

This last case is characteristic of the potential Jorm of the KP equation. From the 

commutation relations (2.38) we can analysf" t&1e structure of the PKP symmetry algebra. We 
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arenot deeply interested in that since. once again. from the KP equati~n point of view, we 

gain nothing new with respect to the results aIready obtained in p~t I. Let us just mention a 

few poiots. First. LpKP admits a Levi deeomposition. just as LKP does, in the {orm LpKP = 

SœR, where S = (X(f(t»} is simple, and R = (Y(g(t». Z(h(t», P(k(t», Q(l(t» lis a nilpotent 

ideal. The other point worth mentioning is that we find again a loop structure, obtained in the 

same manner as precedently.Jndeed, developing the functions f(t), g(t), h(t), k(t), and let) 

into formal Laurent series,we get an infmite-dimensional subalgebra Ln'. We consider the set 

of veetor fields formed by taking the coeffiei~nts of the diverse powers of the variable t in the 

expressions for X(O, Y(g), Z(h), P(k), and Q(l); this set is a 13-dimensional Lie algebra, 

with a 12-dimensional nJlpotent subalgebra (the nilradieal) and an 8-dimensional maximal 

abelian ideal, and can be embedded into the Lie algebra sl(9,R). This implies, in analogy 

with a simillp' result for Ln' that Lx' is then a subalgebra of the affIne loop algebra A9(1) 

without its centre: Ln' C (R[t,t-1]®sl(9,R) }EBR[t,r1]d/dt. 0 

We now study how GpKP aets on the Backlund transformation (2.36), by composing 

~l the transformations from (2.39); by constru~tion, aIl the se transfonnations leave the PKP 

equation invariant. The subgroup correspunding to (Z(h), P(k), Q(l) 1 also leaves invariant 

the Backlund transformation. However the group action inCluced by Y(g) and X(O does.not. 

In faet the subgroup correspo~ding to these two infinitesimal generators change (2.36) into 

the following expressions. 

s(u-v+p)y - (u+v)xx - (u-v+p)(u-v+p)x=O, 

. 4(u - v+p)t + (u - v + p)xxx + 3s(u +v)xy + 3(u - v + p)(u + v)xx 

+3(u-v+p)x[(u-v+p)2+(u+v)x] =0, 

(2.40a) 

where p = R(t) + yS(t), and R(t), Stt) are two arbitrary functions of the time variable that ean 

he expressed completely in terros of the arbitrary functions f(t) and g(t) in the vector fields 

X(O and Y(g), respectively: 
l ' 

R(t) = -!Às3g'(t·(t»e-H/3, 

Set) = ~s3H'e-H, (2.40b) 

H = ln[f(t)/f(t·(t»]. 

. . 

et ." 
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A point to nole is that this introduction of arbitrary functions into the expressions for the . 
Backlund transfonnation by means of Lie transformations that leave the original equation 

invariant, but actuâlly modify the Backlund transformation, is completely analogous to the 

introduction of arbitrary parameters in the Backlund transformatioQs for sorne integrable 

equations in 1 + 1 dimensions. Thus the Lorentz invariance of the Sine-Gordon equation gives 

rise to a real parame ter in the corresponding Backlund transformation; similarly, the Galilei 

and dilatation invariances of the nonlinear cubic Schrodinger equation are jointly at the origin 

of à complex constant occuring in the Backlund transformation associated with this equation 

(see HAR 1). A second point of importance is that a permutabilty theorem (see Chapter one) 

does hold for the Backlund transformation (2.40a) (s~e BOB and NAKl). Starting with a -

~olution uo(t,x,y) we can perfonn two chains of consecutive transformations depending upon , 
two ar~itraI): functions Pl (t) and P2(t): 

B(PI) B(P2) 
uo ..... , -----+) ul ------+> U , 

B(P2) B(PI) 
uo-----~) u2 '------+> ut. 

The permutability theorem 'tells us that ut = u, identjcally. Writing down aIl four _ 
- -

transformations corresponding to the above diagrarns and eliminating the y and t derivatives, 

we obtain that u is uniquelyexpressed interms of uo. ul' and u2 as 

(2.41) 
i = 1,2, 

b \ 

where Un is an arbitrary solution of the PKP equation, ~d u i and u2 are generated from uo by 
- . 

- Backlund transformations with functionallabels,pl and P2' respectively. Formula (2.41) 

generalizes a result of ref. BOB, having the same form, with Pl and P2 being real constants. 

We now set v = 0 identically in the Backlund transformation (2.40a), < 

s(u + p)y - Uxx - (u + p)(u + p)x = 0 , 

4(u + p)t + (u + p)xxx + 3suxy + 3(u + p)uxx + 3(u + p)x[(u +p)2 + ux] = 0 , 
(2.42) 

" . . • • 
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and look for solutic;>Ds. Since wt: are not âble ~o ~o.Ive dir~~t1y·thi~,overdetermined sy~tem ' 

(when brought to a system -(pr the function u{t,x,y) alône, this is evelI more complieated-than 
~ ~ 1 • r. 

o the PKP equation itself), we shaH therefore proceed in an indirect, manner through the use .of 

the symmetrireducti~n technique. First we find.thejoint symmetry algebra LI of the PK.P 

equatiûn with its associated B..iicklund transfûrmation (2.42) (in fact the first equatiûn 
-

_ suffices, because of the built-in compatibility ~etweçn the twp "components" of the 

.. 

'1-" .t 

transfûnnation). This 1S easy tû do, using again the MACSYMA package, and we obt<\in the 

fûllowing set of generators, . _. l , 
, , 

" . Xl = ëJx 1 ( ~ 

(2.43) 

with commutatiûn relations 

[Xl' X'21 = [Xl'X3 ] = [Xl'X4 ~ =,[Xt, X3 ] = 0, 

[X2, X4 ] = _~s2XI " [X3' X4 ] = X2 ~ , 
. . 

{Xl' ~2' X 3} is' an abelian ~ubalgebra. The fun~ons Rtt) and Set) are dêflned -as before. L] • 

is a subalgebra of LpKP ;" indéed we have '. . , . <II, .1-
, . ,., -

X2 = :(1) -cfjS) , 
X4 = Y(t) - Q(\S - ~s3) • 

Xl =.Z(1) , 

X; = X(1) - Q(R') - P(St) , 
, l ' - ~ 

The action of the côrr~spon~ symmetry group GJ Is easily constructed. One' finds the . 

f~llowing actions fûr the (me-p~ameter s,ubgroups. " . . ~ • 
, 

Xl: 't*=t,~ x*=x+À, y"=y, u"(t",X*-À,y*); , 

X2 : t* = t, x* = x, - y. ,= y + À: u*(1'\ x*, y* - À) -.ÀSEt*); ,t 
.... . . ..." . t = t + 11., ,2' = x, y = y, , . . 

u·(t· - À, x·, y.) - [R(t·) + Y*S(t·)] + [~(t· - À) + y·S(t* - À)]; -, 

K 4 : t* = t,. x· = x - ~(Â.y t ~ Â.2t), y. = y + Àt, 

u·lt~, x· ..: ~(ÀY* - ~ À2t~); y. - Â.~"] - À(t· _}s3). 

\ o 

• Q 

.. ... 

.. 

, . . 
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'Arbitr~ o~e: and two-dimens~ona1 subalgebras of the Lie algebra (2.43), are rsily sh,?wn to 

be co~jugate under the adj~i,~t actio~- of Gj to' preéisely one of lhe following algeyras .• 

~specliV~ly (with a e R): ..... 1, ... " 

\, . 
•• 

.,. 

'-~ MIll = {X4 ~aX3J/. , , 

0, . 
l-dimen~io~al 0 subalgebras : 

r.. ' / 
MI,21 = {Xj + aX1). 

. ' 0' 

2-dimensional subalgebras : 

M I,3 = (X2 )· 

M1,4 = (Xl); :' -/" -' :~~ . 
M2,;a = (X4 +aX3 .XI ). 

M2.2a = {X3+aX1 .X2}, 

M2,3 = {X3 .XI }, 
, • _ ••• .101-<. 

",,' <TfIJ'~ .. ,- -./1 - ~ 

~ ... ;=:,{X~. )Ç.lt·:-'~ 
'.. .. • 1 

.' ~ 

,... . 

. -

.J. ~,~ , 1 

We shaIl perform symmetry reduction of the' PKP "@quation simultaneously with the 
o ~~ 

Backlund transformation, under the- S'pbgroups c6rresponding to the one-dimensional 
, .. ~ El 

.. 

subalgeoras ln the a~ve l,ist (symmetry reduction_ upder two-dimensional subgroups does ~ 

not provide us W,iOl ànything new). using a representative Y of each cJass. In each \case. 

symmetry reductiori yields a s~lution in the form - \ 
• • ù . 

. u(t.x,y) = aF(ç,T}) + p, (2.44) .. 
/" ./,. 

~herè,the symmetry variable~ ç and Tl. as weIl 'as t~e functio!1s a and pare functions of the 
~ 

variables t, x. and y, completely determined by invariJUlce requirements: 

1) 

. . "' '-- . , 
y = Xl ' We find ç = y, T} = 1, and a = 1. P = 0; thus (2.44) becpmes u(t,x,y) = F(y,t), , 

, " 
The ,PKP equation is reduced to the linear equation F yy = 0, and the (fifsf component 

of the) BKcklund transfonnation to Fy + S(t) =0, the.function S(t) being defined as 

above' .. These two réduced equations are e,asily solved and we finalJy obtain 

y(t,x,y) = H(t)'- yS(t), (2.4~) • 

. , 

1 

.é • 
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where H(t) is an arbitrary function. . ' 
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,2-) ,Y = X2 + aXl• Ile R. This representative is conjugate to Xz. Hère, we rirst find that 

r . ~., 

(2.44) takes the fo~ u(t,x,y) = F(ç.t) - yS (t), where ç =x - ay. ·Substiluting this into 

the Backlund transformation, we osee that the· function F(!;.t) must. satisfy tt Riçcaû . 
• 

equ~tion: 

where H(t) is an arbitrary function. Sj)lving this equation, resubstit\lting the resuit into " 

, the PKP equation, and adjusting so that the latter be satislJ.ed, )lie finally find t~at' ,,'. 
) .. t. J • .i'" ........." CI 

u(t,x,y) = Ktanh {~K[X: ar. 7".(~s~J(""2~-+{K~lt:"rbJ J :"R(t) - yS(t), (2.46b) 
":.f 1 (\ ., 1 otA,~", iY~ • 

1 ~ •• ; • t,ct." ~- f'i' t • # 1 ~ 

'V7hëre la, b, and K are constants, solves the PKP equation; this solutions fepres~nts a' • 
"kink". The corresponding solution of the KP eQuation is the usual soliton solution: 

(2.46c) 

. "-
.. S) y = X4 + aX2 + bXl' a,be R . This representative is conjugate to X4 • Here, we first 

~ ,\ 'i> ... r 
, . find that (2.44) takes the fonn r • 

u(t,x,y) = [3{t + ~-1/3 F(ç,t) - yS(t) + 2S3y[~(t + a)]"l, 
, . (2.47a) 

ç = [x + ('S.,.,2yz - 3by)[3(t + a)rl ](3(t of' a)]'lll. Il 

The Backlun9 trMsfonnation and the PKP equatioQresl!eetively reduee to 
o 

Fç = ~Fz - [3(t+a)]l/3[R(t) + bs(t+a)"l]F - 2[ç + h(t)], • (2.47b) . 
,\ .. Ft;:-,lfbfs2p(t+a)l7~F~ - ti(t+~t.l[J~\ç~"3Fç2:.~çFç +2~L- «1>(t),' (2.47e) 

GI ~ (' .,h ..,'-q 'OP '". , .. Ir 
... ., ..... f' 

" where h!t) and. <l>(Q are funetions of l .. Their forai is determined bY-iequiring 1hat 

equations (2.4.7b) and (2.47e) be ,compatible. Once this is done we can then solve 

,.". .. 

~ .j -.,...l. & t ,. 

(2.47b,c) and hence the PKP equacton in tenns of Airy functions (see ABRI). Notiée, '. 
, 

in tuis context, that t~e1Yccati equation (2.47b) can be cOlwerted into a Schrodinger 

. equation with a, linear (in the variable ç) potential and that (2.47c), upon the 

substitution F = v~ , Ieduces to â membèr of the class o,f nonJinear evolution equations, 

,. 
. u 

'. 

9 
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S;ué.died 6y Cal;gero an~ Degaspens (see CALl), ~,ontaining' the cylindx;ical . 

Korteweg-de VrieS equation. The correspoqding solution of the PKP equation is thus 

given by (2.47a) with ' 

F ~ -2W~ W- t + [3(t + a)]-I/3[ R(t) + bs(t + a)" 1 l, 
W = JlAi(~) + vBi(z), 

, 
• 1 

• (2.47d) 

1 w~ere Ai(z) and Bi(z) are two independent s'olutlons of the AiryeQ4ation W zz - zW = 0, 
!i" , ~ -

and Il. v, a, b, le, and 'J: are arbitrary constants. 
" 

4) Y = X3 + aX l + bX2, a,be R . This represerltative is çonjugate to X3 + ftoXl' In this 

case, it proves convenient to write (2 .. 44) in the form-
. -

,u(t,x,y) = 2W ç(ç;rl)/W - yS(t) - R(t), " 

ç;.. x - at, 11 = Y - bt. 

là 

where the Backlund transformation and the PKP equation imply that W satisfies the 

heat equation and also a third-order linear equation: 

; 

Wçç - sWll = 0, h f) (2:48b) 

Wççç - bs3W~ç - a~ç'= [çh1(Tl) +h2(Tl)]W, / (2.48c) 

wheréh1 (11) and hi<11) are arbitrary funCtiOI~~ In order to obtain analytical solu,tions of 
1 ~ , 

(2.48) we consider the special case hl (11) = 0, h2(ll)"b constant. The system (2.48) then 
} . 

h~s constant coefficients and cap be solved to yield three distinct types of solutions, 

' ... '" dependin~ on 'whether the ch41'acterlstic equation for (2.48c) has 3, 2, or 1 distinct 

, roots. Thèse solutions are, ~~spectively 

.. 
• 

(2.49a) 

, \ 
f ' 

\ 
- , r .... *t 

" 

.. 

• n 

( 

• 1 
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. 
(2.49b) 

,. -::::1 

- k(ç + s3krl) 
o W(ç,n) = tA} + ~(ç + 2s3kr) + A3[(ç ~2s3k1J)2 + 2s311) Je ~ (2.49c) 

where Ai "~ • and k are constants. The corresponding solutions of the KP equation are 

respectivefy gh:en by 

3 
\ . 

, . 2 
. "",. 2 (X. + (li '("'" (x. J w(ç.n):;:2~.Ai,Aj(ki-kj) el, J, ~~ie 1 

1 <J 1 

. (2.50a)O 

2A 2 2112 
- ~ 3 e . 

(2.50b) 

~ _ • .,' rO 
.,: 

.. , ~he~~ ~i = kls ;t- s3kfl1>, Pi ='ç + 2s~ki11, a~d Ç,11 are defined as in (2.4?a). The 

expression (2.50a) leads to interesting solutipns (sec Figure 1 below) that wt term 

splittons. Such a solution ts eonstituted of three connected solitary .branches whose 

relative orientations aré preserved through time; thus this is a "monobloc~" object . 
(!;. • • 

propagating !9 the 'physical xy-plane. These splittons are related in sorne way to ... 

. so-called salital} resanances, obtained as special cases of two-soliton solutions, by 

sevèral authors for t~e Boussinesq equati'on, the KP equation and others (see HIR3, 

OHKl', MUS1). We point out that we obtained these solutions by applying a 

Backlpnd transformation to a zero solution; they are hence on the s.ame footing ,as 

single usual solit~ns. A quite sirrÎhar pnenomenon has been observed for sorne 1 + 1 

dimensional nonlinear evolution equations (seç AIYl and AIY2). The expression 

(2.50c) leads to singular solutions of the KP equation. 

1 

, . 

, 
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,Figure 1 

The splitton solution, as 

given by fonnula (2.50b) 

with Al = A2 = A) = 1, 

k l =-1,k2 = t1 k) =3, 

ç = x - t, 11 = Y - t. The 

plot gives the splitton at 

time t = O. 
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·5) Y =X4 + aX) + bX2 +cX1, a,b,cE R .-This repres.entative is conjugate to X4 + lloX3• In 
'. 4 

this last case, invarianc r the subgroup corresponding to Y yields 

/ 
~ 

ç = x - ct/a + a-1s2yt - §a-2s2t3, 

11 = Y - bt/a ~ ~a-2t2 , 

. . 

(2'.51a) 0 

where the function W again satimes two linear equations: the heat equation (2.48b) 

and the following third-order linear equation: 

(2.51b) 

wher~ h~ (~) and hi1'Ù are arbitrary functibns. We have not obtained any analytic 

solutions of the system (2.48b), (2.51 b). 

The above results may naturally be combined with those obtained in the flf;;t part of the 

chapter. In fact,. we have constructed a net of solutions for the KP equation and one may 

obtain infinitely' ,?any &"olutions by applyi~g .. in any order and in any combination (in 

principle), Backlund ,transformations, symmetry redurtion on the KP equation .alone or 
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"together with ,its associated Backlund transformation, group or subgroup aetio,ns on 

solutions; in addition, one may aIso obviously use the results_obtained by applying symm'"etry 

reduction to the redu.c~ equations àssC?ci,ated to the KP ~quation, é.g., the Boussinesq 

equation and the Ko~eg-de Vries equation. ," ~ 0 .. 
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J CHAPTER THREE 

Integrable nonlineai equations for water wavès 

in channels of varying depth imd wi~th 
\ 
\ 

As we saw.earlier in the introductory chapter, water waves provide us with ~xceUent . , 
examples of S'olitary waves and experiments c1early show that the shape of sucB waves (by 

" this we understand the fonn of the curve defined by the wavecrests). is much dependent on - . 
lhe topography of the oceanic bottop1: O'Ier fiat bottoms, waves are usually encounterec:fin 

groups of essenlially straight fronts moving with a relatively constant speed; such is the case, 

for instance, for the wave fronts occuring ~n the. Andaman Sea ,,<rtl~' described in OstB 1. 

'Theories based on a pur~ constaiU coefficient KdV equation, or slight perturbation thereof .. 
L'-

provide good enough models for this kind of geophysical sitllàtion. These exhibit' sorne -~. 

validity also for ;aves propagating through channel-like configurations, with possibly sorne 

modulatitin in depth as long as the variations progress along the "axis" of the channel, i.e . 
. ~ 

.. aIong the direction of propagation of the waves. The KdV equation is aIl the more interesting 

- for the above purpose because, from the analytlcal perspective, it also is the prototypa.....of a , . 
quite large famlly of so-called nonlinear soliton equations which one can solve exactly . , 
through, say, the inve!?e scattering transform procedure. S.traight ~olitary wave fronts are 

however a very speci<Vi phenomenon and it is cel tainly not unco~mlon to observe many ~wave 
tfron,ts which do exhibit some curvature. A typical example is that of the Strait of Gibraltar as 

shown in Figure 2, below. This is a rough drawing bas'ed upon observations made [rom 

photographs talçen on octpbér ll,c 1984, by the U.S. Space Shuttle cr~w of Mission STS 

41-G. The most prominent surface features on the photographs were crests bpwingleastward 

into the Mediterranean ~ea. These disturbances (i.e. the. Hnes in Figure 2), 'are the surface 

manifestations of a packet of several internai waves moving with an appr~ximate speèd of , . 
1.5 meters ~er second, also eastward; their amplitudes are deduced (recall froin ART2 that 

the amplit?de of an interna! wave is relilted to that of its associated s\:uface wave) to be more 

than 200 meters. \' 
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Figure 2 

Surface manifestation of 

internaI solitary wave!j. \ ." 

emerging from the S trait 

of Gibraltar into the Me

diterranean Sea with an , 
approximate speed of 

1.5 mis. " 
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IQ ordér to model suçh wave's, one cannot use tfte KdV equRtion,any~re because of 

the one-dirnensional character of this equation. This problem can be circurnvented by 

con.s~deri~g its two-dim.ensional generalization" namely the Kadomtsev-PetvIashvili equation. 

Thi/other eql~atio~, however, also treats'an idealized situation"n,an]ely waves moving in a 
, s . 

shaUow two-dimensional fluid of constant depth. In fact the two-dlluensional character 

'gained with existing ,lllodel,s ~ased on this equation is only a liberty on the direction of. 

propagatlon of straig{lt waye fronts:"even .though th~ KP equation do ha~e' solutions with • 

nontrivial behaviour in, both space, dtrections that can be obtainç~ by using the ~ymmetry 

• ,group GKp.'7he alternative for inducing g~nuine two-- dUllensionality is to allow the KP 

equation to have non-constant·coefficients; this is aiso a problem since the, obtained equatioi'l 

th en becon\~s non integrable for a. general geophysi~al topography. The purpose of the 

present chapter is to attack this problem an~è If we cannot éharacterize the integrable cases 

for realistic g~ophysical situations by examimng the applicability ·of certairi .nonlineâr 

integrable equations which will be t:>btained From a more general KP-like equation. Our 

approach diffets,from previous works in the following aspects. First, we staft from the basic 

~quations of hydrodynamics, but allow for ~bitrary vorücity and consider channels (or· 
, -

straits) o~ arbitrarily varying shape; in "principle this means that possible configurations, 

_ include meandering rivers. SeCond, we shàll consider th~ propagation of waves, in particular . , 
of solitary waves, in straits or channel s, som~what wider than their depth (for instance, note 

.that the width-to-depth ratio for the Strait of Gibraltar is of about 20), characterized by 

. , 

; -1 
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.-
varying depth and width, when this propagation 'is essentially non çme-dimensional. It mal 

thus be important to iake into account perturbations which propaga~e in the transverse 

direction but are of much longer wavelength than the main wave longitudinal wavelength. \ 

The modeI that we shall derive, it must be pointed out, is also valid when the sid~ boundaries 
, \ , 

are removed (i.e., brought away to infinity) and is thus applicable for wave propagation in 

plalll ocean or o~her unhmited "bodies of flmd of varying dfpth. Third, ou~ basic 

approximating hypothesls will be chosen ~n such a way .~hat we,tan take as mitial co~dition 

f~r our resulting- nonlil'lear equation a soIitary wave and' th us be able to follow ils e~olution 
;-

from the shallow water unidlmensionaI situation in a ~trait into the deepe~ and wider _open 

o~èà-n. We also wish to remark that aTthough we r:.~strict the mode! to surface waves for a 

~ single layer of constant density fluid, the sam~ ideas could also be'applied to stratified fluids 

so as to be able to describe internai waves; we shaH come back to that point later. 

. . 
. Ln the first section, we begin from the basic equations 'of hydrodynamics, the Euler 

sy&tém, allowing for arbitrary vorticity, but no viscosity (one then has to staJ ~ut from the' 

i Navierl.Stokes system and things get mpre complicated), and arbitrary boundary conditions.-, 
We make use of thc standard multiscale (or stœtchlng) perturbation theory (sce FRIl) and 

restrict ourselves to the type of situatIOn that leads, in the limit of constant depth, no 

vorticiry, and removed side boundaric'i, to the pure (by this wC.Q1ean that its coefficients are 

. pure'real constants) KP equation, i.e". the equation fGr long waves of small amplitudes 

, moving plcdonunantly along a single directIOn in shallow water. Vnder quite general 
~ 

;tSSumptIOns, namely quasi oùe-dllllensionai long waves in shallow water, we shoall then 
, . 

procced to derive a rather complicated nonlinear wave equation that wc have termcd the 

generalized Kadomtsey-Petviashvili (or GKP for short) equatlOn, tog~thcr ~ith som~ 
boundary conditions that must be satisfied on the side boundarics of the chanQel. Naturally, 

these çonditions are absent if tpe mediUI~ of propagation has infinite extensi~n; th:se 

conditIOns also vanish if the side boundaries Val y very slOl~ly Îlrthe direcuon of propagation 

.so that, there too, we recover the case of an infini te body of water: in the' following, we shaH 

tYPlcally refer to this situation as the no boulldaries situalloll. The GKP equation differs . ' . 
radically [rom the pure KP equation in that it fealures sorne add~tional terms, but àIso in 

havillg variable co.cfficients that depend'Ol1 the space coordinates via the functions describJng 
, , 

the drth and the vortiC.ity. The GKP equation is thus genericà!ly. n~:)J1 llltegrable, Note, 

r 
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moreover, that the boundal)' conditions would interfere with-the integrability, even for the 

KP equation itself. 
• Il 

. " 
Instead ,of trying to solve the obtained equation and the ass,pciated boundary eonditions 

through ~àrne numericnl 'scheme, although this would be-of i~terest by itselr, we look for 
, • 1 

. conditions under wh~~h it rè~uces to one of the following kn'awfl ta be integrable equations: 

the pure KP equation, the KdV cquation, or the cylindrical KdV (yKdV for short) equation, 

this is the object of the second sëction. We' do this by performing certaltl rather general 

tran~formations of bothVhe depend\nt a!.ld indepen~ent variables, and making physical 

assumptions whenever necessary. In g~neraI, it will be seen that integrablhty is recovered at 

a priee. Wh en the side boundaries are absent, ~he requirement of in!egrabilüy will iInpose 

certain con~traints on the vorticity function as weIl. When the side boundaries are involved, 

as in the case of strai.ts, wç, shaH be forced to impose constraints ,relating the functions 

describing the depth and the.width,"and th~ vorticity functions will then be determined in 

terms orthe boundaries. otMoreover, if we· wish to reduce the boundary cond1tIons lO a form ~ 
~ , 

that can be dealt with, satisfied analy.tically, and that does not.interfere wIth the lIsuai fonn of , " , , 

integrability, we must, at least in some cases,.mtroduce secular terms in the perturbation 

~xpansion, The con~raints that wc must impose 111 order. to obtaÎr{ integrable equations can 
, '. 

/ 

be viewed as predicuons. Indeed, thc.1I1tcgrable geophysicallOpographies that thcy prescribe '\ 

are just the conditions under which we should expecnolitons to be observcd 111 straIts dr to 

emerge from straIts into oceans. In section 3, we shall consider a few of these iHtegrable 

, topographies and construct the explicit atzd exact solutions that cOI;Tespond to them. Among 

- these, let us mention the cases wh en the depth function is quadratic, logarithmie, or 

hyperbolic-tangent in the longitudinal cO~)fdinates. The first twc> situations cou Id model 

" 

. . 
waves emerging fIo}n straits into the sea (the Strait of Gibraltar, for ex ample) and th~third . 

one could be applied to waves 'crossing an area wher~ a more'or less steep depression (or 

elevation) occurs. 
,.' 

The fourth, and final, section deals with a more mathematica~ topic. It will be spent on 

the construction and analysis of the conservation laws associated to the GKP equation. In . , 

contrast with the pure KP equation which is known to possess an infinite number of local .,.,.. . . ' 

_'conservation laws, we shaH see that the GKP equation only allows for a few. That is not 

'0 
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very sÙlprising since this""equation is, ;il so~e sense: condilionally integT!ble. Moreover, the .. 
b ~~ .f 

conserved quantities that<Ve sh~lfdèrive wiI1.generically exhibit som~ dependence'on the 
geophysi,Fal cbaracteristics of the medium of prop4gation . .... 
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.1. D~rivatiofi of the generalii~d KP eql.lation 

and the associated boundary cohditÎons 
• J • • 

., 

We con,s}der a c,hannel (or strait) o( aibitrarily varying dé'pth and width, wi~h i:fttom 

and sides çlescribedby a given funétion E(xl , x2' x3) == 0 (see Figure 3)~The channel cQntains ~ , ~, 

a:honiogene6us incompressible inviscid ideal fluid sub~çt to ft gravit y force only. This fluid 

iS'charac;terized by a constant density p, a pre~s~re field p., and an Eulerian velocity field (in 

- the following, ve~tor fields 'YiIl be denoted by boldface cha:acte~s)Û.r; ==(VI·" v2*, v3·) with 

. its curt giv;n by ç. = V· x vt:rhis'last quanti~y is the local vorticity: measurin'g a locai rigid-
. " . 

body fotàtion with angular velocity ~ 1,·1. \J'nder these assumptions the mass consenratioJl 

equation is 
\. 

v ... ·v· = 0, 

and the Euler equations of motie," goveming the dynamics of the flow are 
C'I- '.., tA. 

pùv·/éh· + p(v··V·)v'" f V·p· -+- Plt=O, (3.ib) 

( 
~ ., 

., where g == (O,O,g), g ,being the gravit y constant. The symbol V· stands fo- the gradient 
, . 

oQerator in the variables xl' X2' a~d x3 (in that order). ?quations (3.1a) and (3:'lbt.f0rm a, 

nonlinear cou pied system defin\ng the velocity field and the pressure within the fluid. In 
~ f - • t.o 

addition to these dynamioal eqpatioI1s, certain boundary conditions must be satisfied. Eirst, 
.::' . . -

the boundâry layer on the free. surface does not experience anymechanicai stress; this implies 

nô pressure jump and vanishing tangential velopity on the free surface. Thus we have (the 

variable Tl stands for the elevation of the fluid level with respect to its undisturbed height)( 
~::::~~.oI,. /:1~,.. ... ~ ~ ...... ~ - , 
~ '\ ~~: 

• ~O 
P 1 ~3 =,,·(xl' x2, t·) ~ , 

.. 
( On· • art· • a11· • ) 1 ~~vl -+v2 -- - v2 =0. 

• at' aXl . .dX2 X3 = ,,"'(xl' x2, t·) - • 

's~concf. ~eCiJ:ppenneabilitY cliJnJon on the ~ide and bottom boul1~aries is taken into acco~nt 
by requiring J ~ l 
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Figure 3 , " { . 

The three projections of the channel (or strait). The qudntities.h (Xl' xÛ and 

l±(xl. x3) characterize the depth ànd the width, respectively. Thè cross-sec

tion of th~ chann~l is givén by the functional ;elation. E(x1 " x2 ', ~3r-= O . 

• 

..,. 

\ 

t3 .. 2b} . . . . 
We aim at descnibing a situation in which solitons are observed; the pertùrbative approàch 

. -
should hence yield equations which- have soliton-like solutions, such as the KdV,equ ion, . 

the KP equation. or similar equations (see ABL1. CALq. In order to de!ine the pe rbati-ve 

.. 
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1"Parameter we introduce dimensioIiless variables and equations. Let Ho be an average measure 

pC the depth of the channel; the.average velocity of the gravit y waves will then be Co = '" gHo '. 1. ,. , 

Fm:tlrer, let No he li characteristic average ~ave amplitudè. Lx an average.wavelength (or 

• 

width of a"solitary wave), an.d Ly a length over which perturbations of the wa~e frcult " 

manifest themselves in a direction perpen~cul~ to that of the wave propa&ation. Given the~ 

quantities, we introduce nondimehsional 'variables by the f~llowing rescalings: 

p·,=pgHop, . " . 
Xl = Lxx , 

'" L -2H 2 Vi =co x 0 Vi ' 

Tl'" =NoTl , 

x=Ly ~'" t 2 y' 

'" CL-IL -lH 2 v2 = 0 x y 0 v2 ' 

t"'=c'- I L t 
_ 0 'f' 

, . 

X3 =Hoz, 

'" L -lH . v3 =cO x 0 v3 ' 

(3.3) ,. 

- r· =l'-L -IL -lu. r 
"'1 ïJ x y A_~ "'"1 ' C2'" =coLx-2Ho Ç2; • r '" =c L -2L -lu -2r 

"3 0 x y"~ "3' 

1 • 

The approximation that leads to a KP equation is obtained by considering ton'g waves with . -' 

small amplitudes in shallow water, with",wave crests that vary slowly in the perpendicular 
. r 

direction. More specifica}ly, this can be achieved by assuming -
_-t 

(HolLx)2=ae, (HolLy)2=o:J3e2 , .' 'No/Ho=')t. (3.4) 
:~ . Q. ) 

where E is a smàll parameter and a. 13, 'Y are constants of the order of .tbe unit y . The implied 

'condition Ly »'Ho imposes that for our approach to be valid, the width of the channel must 
. "-

be larger ~han its depth. The fundamental equation, ·(3.1~ and b~;mndary conditions (3.2) can 

be rewritten in terms of the rescaled dimensionless variables defiAed through (3."3) as .. 
follaws: 

1 • 

( )' 2 2 2R 3' - - 0 P,x+ aevl,t+Y3vl,z +aE vlv1,x+a .. e v2v1•y - , 

. " 22 2 3 p,y+ae(v2,t+v3v2,z)~ae v1v2,x+ a J3e V2V2,y=O, (3.5) 

P, z + ae(v3• t + V3Vj. zJ + a2e2 
VI v3, 1l + ~J3 e3 v2v3. y =:-1. 

• • 
am( 

PI . =0, z = ')t1l 

--.. (3.6a) 

.. 
( 

-' . 

\ 

.. -
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(3.6b). 

(3.6C') 

• 
ç=Vxv, (3.od) 

, 

where V = (iJ/dX, a/dy, a/az). Further restrictions must be imposed on the functi6n S. In die . - ~ 

à. linear approximation of the perturbative C*Pilllsion we require that the above system should 

yield a wavelike solution, moving in the 'x-direction, Le: the longitudinal direction of the ' 

\ chann~r strait. In' order to ensure such behaviortr we'.must-.solve the equ~tion E(x,y,z) = 0 

~-for z and then,require that z be a slowly varying functioq of x,' and for future need, also of y . 
.' . 

More specifically, the depth should be given in the fonnl . , 

. . z = -h(ex, ey) . 

~ For a genuine channel with steep sides we must div ide' the crqss-sectional area into three 

parts, as illusttated in Figure 3. The above form for z Will apply everywhere, except close to . 
the side boundaries. There, on the conttary, we s~all assume that we have steep waIls.and 

thai we can solve ~he equation E -= <> for the variable y to obtain explicit expressions for the 
~ , ~ 

functions y = l±(x,z) that describe both walls. Since the wavelike solution should depend 

explioitly on the form of thé side boundaries, we must aIso require that the functions l± 

should be slowly varyink functions in the regian of the channel which is very close to the 

'sides. Specificalry, we ask mat / 

l± = ~(e;x, e2z). . Il 

" . 
, Under these restrictions we.can rewrite the boundary,condition (3.6c) as 

~ , " r 
[a[f3V7-Vll±ex]-V3~e2z)1 . 1 ( 2) =0, 
• . ' , , y = ± EX, e z 

'. 
• 

\. 

In view of the perturbative approach that we are undertaking in order to get a wave equation 

we must pay care about the lime domain (or range) of\ralidity of the resulting equation. This. 

question is crucial and demand that we choose in appropriate s~tem of coordinates. With 
~ CI • ~ • 

~ .. 

et 0, 

. , 

, 
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our present choice, the origin is ftxèd; ~ oHserver \,ositioned at this point will therefote look 

at a wave gOiniaway fro~ him: as time goes ~n an increasing lack of precision will thus ~~. ~ 
?Ccur. In order to palliate to this problem we shall introduée a moving frame. To do sa, lèt us 

frrst express v. p, and T) as formaI power series in me small parameter e: 

00 

v(x, y, z, t) = L vi(x, y, z, t)~i, 
Î=O 

, 00 

~> p(x, y, z, t) = L pi(x, y, z, t)ei , 

i=O 

00 

l1(x, y, t) ='I T)i(x, y, t)ei . 
1)=0 • 

.. 

We then substitute (3.8) Into (3.5), (3.6a), (~.6b), (3.7), and proceed to _~~lve these < 

iteratively up to frrst order.' We find that the wavC1 amplit'lde 11° must satis"fY the w3ve 

equation, 

.'" . (~.9a) . , 

toge'ther with the bo~ndary condition 
.. . 

P 110 - 1. - ,,0 l ' = 0 
y ~, ex x y = l:t(ex, e2z) .• 

(3.9b) 

~ genèral solution .of equation (3.9a) valid ~t least ~o order e2 is obtained ,in ~e fonn 

T)°(x, y, t) = hl/4(Ex,ey)rr-(X+) + f--<X-)], " , . (3,IOa) 

- X± = R(x, y, e) ± C(ex, y;E)t, . (3. lOb) 
, li 

J 
.' 

J x d C(es, y,E) 
R(x~ y, e) = s ~h( )' 

X ES, t)': 
. 0 

. 
. 00 

C(6XJ. e) = 1 +. ! Ci(ex. ~)ei. ' 
i=l 

(3.10~l 

(3.lOd) 

" 

, If aC!8(t."C.)"# 0, then'secular terms :will appear in the solution of (3.9a) at order e2, or at ~ome 

" . 

11 _ 

f ..... 
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higher order. Thus, in"particular, if we have dCtfd(CX) '# 0, then the pertu~bation series (3:8) 

is~~iewed as meaningful ~or times t « 1/c2 only. Therefore, in the future, whenever 

, 'po~ible, we shaH set the auxiliary function' C(EX, y, ê) = 1. As we' shaH see, this a priori . . 
arbitf.ary functio~ is needed in order to reduce the equations describing wave propagaqon in 

straits of nonconstant cross-section to integrable equations with boundary conditions that can 

he explicitly solv-éd. ' , 

The functions p. are thus far arbitrary functions whiçh remain to be detennined by Pthe 

inittal conditions. We also observe that (~.9a) re~ains ,valid as long as the higher-order 

corrections, including the nonlinear interaction terms in E in the expressions for v, do not 

play any'r~le. This is the ca,se as long aS,t« c,l. For a long tÏine scale t-c,l we must take' 

. into account the inter~ction ôf the waves with themselves. 1'0 do so we introduce the wave . . 
,frame through the following transfonnation Df the coordinates: 

x = R(~, y, c) -,O"C(EX, y, c)t',-

Y=y, Z=z, T=cx," 
(3.1) 

, , 

where 0' = ±l for right- and left-going waves, respectively. We shaH ch<1t>se 0" = 1 but note 
~ 

that the re~ults for 0" = -1 are rocovered by changing the signs of the the velocity field 

cornponents in aU formulas. This wave frame is a coordinate frame that follows the zeroeth 

approximation of the wave (its linear cornponent).)t should be stressed herc that the 

tnrnsfonnation (3.11) is so chosen that the physical variables x and t go over to T and X, 

respectively. The variable T, although propOItional to the physical variable x, will formally 

play th'e role of tIrne in the evolution-type equations that we shâll be deriving. In particular 

o th'is will allôw us t~ obtain KP- or KdV -like eq'lmtlons wlth variable coefficients (dependlng 

. on T). The Cam;hy' problem (or these equations can in rnLny cases be sol'ved analytically 

[ABLl, CAL,l, ECK1]. The Cauchy data at T=To will correspond to data measured over 

sorne p~riod of physical time t'" at one, pomt XI
O !lllS corresponds to Che usual physicaI case '\ 

when the data comspond1l1g to surface or intclI1al waves are measured using instruments 
o 

e installeq at one fixed p.osition 111 space. 

We now exp and the auxiliary quantity C(ex, y, E), the depth function h(ex, ey), and the 

side func'tions Ï±(ex, E2Z), expressing everything in tenns of the·new variab!es (3.11): 

. . *, 

.. 

. " 
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C(Y, T, e) = 1 + L Ci(Y, T)ei , 
i = 1 " 

00 

h~eY, T) = L hi(T)yiti , 
i~O 

00 .. 

l:t(t2 Z, T) = L l:t imzi t2i 
• 

i:= d 
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(3.12af . 

, 
(J.12b) 

• Cl 
(3.I2c) 

This provides us ~ith an expan~ion for the function R(x, y, t). in (3. 1 Oc). t'lotice t1]at these 

quantities are sucli that R(x, y, e) is of order t- l whereas dRl~x and aRldy are of(order eO; this 

is the rea~on why we are setting h = h(eY,T). Thus we obtain the foUowing vector field 

transformatiQSls: 
1 • " 

di = hO·I12 dx + e(dT + Bo(y,irydx] + e2 BI (X,Y,T)dx + 0(e3 }, 

ay = a y + Ao(Y,T)dx + EAI(X,Y,T)ax + e2A2(X,Y,T)dx + ~(e3?: 

âz = az '. 0 

(3.13) 

. 
dt = -[1 + eCI (y,n + e2 CiY,T)]dx +.o(e3 ). ""f , . , 

The quantities Ai(X,Y,T)nand Bi(X,Y,T) are aB expresseq in tenns Qf the C.i(Y,T) and the 

hi(T); below we shaH neëd only the explicit expressions for Ao '!illd Bo : 

(3.14) 

It should be pointed out that B l' 'Al' etc., cont~in an explicit dèpendence on the variable x, 
Que-to the secuJar terms discussed above. Perforrning the ttansformatio'n, we obtain a new 

system of equations written down with respect to the wave frame cotrdinates; to order e2 we 

have 

/ 

• 

• 

\ 
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la ' ho' Px + e[Bopx + PT - av1•X + av3v l ,Z] 

'" 4- ~~ [BtPX - aCI vI X + a2 hO·112y1v1 xl = 0, 
, Il ' •• 

Py + Aopx + dA1px - av2•X + av3v2•Z] 

+e2 [A2pX - aCIv2X + a2ho·lavlv2,xh=0,· . , 

" Pz + 1 + m:[v3v3•Z - v3•X] + ae2 [aho·'II7v1 v3•X - C;v3•X] = O. 

\ The bou'"nâary conditions transfonn into 

"'1 =0, 
z= EYI1 1 

[v3 + m:2 Ylho'] 1 . = 0, 
< " Z=-h(f.eY) " . , , 

\ .. 

[aflv2 - av1l:t 0' - V3 Î± 1 - u 2(nl:t l' + 2v3 1± 21! l' = O. 
• • , , • ~ Y=4(T,e2Z) . -

(3.15a) 

Note that here, and below, primes denote differentiation for a fu;"ctiQn of a singI~ vari~ble. 
'. , 

_::-~ '~o derive a nonlinear evolution equati9n, we expand v, P, and 11 as in (3.8), substitute in'to 

..-: . (3.1?>..~n~ solve up to orde~, inclusive. the order-eo yie~ds 

, . 

pO=-Z, v
3
0=0, 

-'t.U~V20-VIOl±,O']1 =0. 
y = 1±.0 

'F~oL:rms of order e we :btain 

, pl = 'Yll0(X,Y,T) , 

v 1 Ô = a,Lyho'I/2 [l1o(X, Y,T) + <PocY, Z,T)] , 

v20 = a- 1y[Ao(y,T)11° + f X l1\(s,Y,T)ds ~ 'l'o(Y' Z,1)] , 
xQ1 

v/ = -yho' 1 (T)[Z + ho]llox' 
... 

/ té t: 

./ 

l" 

(3.16) 

, 
• 

" 

, 
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/' .) . .. . 
In the above expressions, the quantities $0 and 'Vo have appeared as integration "constants." 

By aefinition they are indepen'dent of X. I~ vie~ of the transformation of coordinftes (3.11) 

these functions are therefore independent of the.physical time variable t; aIso'in view of 

(3 .• 11), Xo corresponds to sorne arbitrarily ch~sen instant of the physical lime. Below w~ 

shan choose Xo such that the wave amplitude vanishes there, i.e. 110(Xo,Y,T) =0. With sudi 

a choice the components \o(Xo,Y, Z,T), i::: 1,2, are seen to be proportionrtlto q,o and 'Vo. 
respectively. Finally, from the e2 terms', we obtain p2, VII, v21• and v/ III ten11S of 11° ~nd 11 1. 

In Qrder to calculate Til we would have to proceed to higher order in E. We,can however 

eliminate Tl l, f~om the diffcrènt expressi1'5ns of order ~:2 and obtam the wave amplitude 

e.quation and boundary c'ondition for 11 0 (X,Y,T). Dropping aIl dctaiIs, wc present the 

resulting equations: 

The quantity Ao (Y;1) was defined before. The other quantities appearing in (3.17a) are .. ' 

Ml(Y~T) = ~ho·lho' + ~~hOl/2Ao.y(y,T), 

° T 
~(Y,T)::: ~J3hol/2Ao2 + Yho·5!2f q,o(Y, Z,T)dZ - CI•T J hol!2(s)ds, (3.pc) 

f- -ho 1 To 
. 0 ~ 

M3(Y,T)::: ~ho [ho'<PoCY, Z::: -ho ,T) + ho 1/2 J [(<Po/ho1f2)T + P'l'o. y ]dZ] . 
-ho ' 

Note'that seco~ arder also yields expressions for vII, v2
1, and v3

2; these quantities however 

explicitly depend on the next correction 11 1 of the wave amplitude. We shaH calI equation 

(3.17a) the imegral form, of the gelleralized Kadomtsev-Petv/Qs~lvili (OK?) e'quation. It does < 

coincide Wlth the pure KP equation whenever ho(T) = 1, hl (T) ::=0, <Po(Y, Z,T) = 'l'oey, Z,T):;: 

0, an[ C1(Y,T) = 0 (see KAD1). To lowest order in E we obtain frOm (3.6d), (3.11), and 

, 
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l ' 
(3.16) that the physical components. of the vorticity field in the x, .J, and z directions are 

(3.17d) 

Lit us now make s0ll!e general comments on the situation described by equation (3.17a). . 

h 
1. The depth function q(eY,T) was expanded into a fonnal series (3.12b). If the . ., 

• -bottom happens to be symmeu'ic in the x2 direction 4the y direction), i.e. if h(eY,T) = 

h( -E Y,T), then we have hl (T) = O. Looking at equation (3.17a), at the expression for Ao, arl,d 

at (3.17b)-(3.17d)f we notice that the equation and boundary conditions are in this case 
• /II 

insensitive to any variations of the bottom ~n the x2 direction. ror nonsymmetric bottoms, the 
1 '.. ' f: 

function hl (T) figures explicitly in the expression for Ao(Y,T) and hence in Ml (Y,T) and 

M2(Y,T). Thus, if wc are mterested, for instance, 111 waves pr'opagating parallel to a shore 

along a slopiAg beach, then the contribution of the f uncùon hl (T) may be important. 

2. The sides of the strait only figure in t,he boundary condition (3.17b). Moreover, . 
only the leadlI1g tenn Y:o (T) in the expansion (3.12c) figures in the equation (3.17b). This is.-. 

a consequence of the approximations (3.4), wluch include the assumption that the width of 

the strait is much larger than its depth. The variation of the width as a ftruction of the depth is 

. thus imm~al. This contrasts with the usual situarion in a chanIlel, ~here the w~dth and 

depth are comparable and the boundary conditions enter mainly through the ~ffective 

cross-sectional area of the channel (see GRIl). 

3. The vorticity functions <1>0 and "'0 figuring in the components vI ° and v2 a of the 

vefbcity field [see (3.16)] only enter in equation (3.17a) integrated over the cntire depth of . 
the fluid, or via their value at the bottom of the strait [see (3.17c)]: On the other ha11d the 

functions <1>0 and "'0 figure directly)n the side bo~ndary ccmdition (3.17b). Their Z 

uependence Ieads to a decoupling of these boundary conditions' into separate conditionsfor 

the wave Jmplitude 11° and for. the vorticity funcùons . 

, 0 .. 
4. The b~ttom and side boundaries play different roles in our treatment:The shape of . . . 

the bbttom has entered via the depth functions ho(T) 'and hl (T) into the coefficients of 

equation (3.17 a) and ioto the boundary condition (3.17b). The side boundaries; on the other 

té ., 

• 
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hand, ~nly figure in the boundary condition (3.17b). This makes it possible to cons~er twp 

different physical problems. The first corresponds to studying the integrated GKP equatlOn 

"without any boundary conditions; this describes lo~g waves dt- small amplitude In an inflnlte 

two-dimensionarbody of water with varying bottom and nonvanishing vorticity. The second 
! . 

problem corresponds to considering the integrated GKP equation together \:Vith the boundary 

condition (3.17b). This providcs a model fôr long waves m a shaJlow str,ait with varying 

side's and bottom, the strait being allowed to possibly meander along ~ome given direction 

and change its-cross-section, clther 5roadening or narrowing . . ' , 1 • 

. 
5. The coefficients of the integrated GKP'cquation depend on physlcal quantittes such 

as the depth functions ho(T) and hl (T\), descnbing the bottom, and the vorticitt functions • 

CPo(Y, Z,T) and 't'oey, Z,T). In addiuon,.they depend on 'the auxtliary function Cl(Y,T), • ' 

figûring in Ao and M2 . Thi_~unction" as mentlOnned e"rlier, remains at our disposaI and will 

be chosen in each case to simplify.the results, taking into·'account however our previous 

comments on secular tcnns which may occur for certain specifie situàtions, 

, The integrated GKP equation remams meanirgful also when aIl the Y dependence is 

discarded, i,e. when we set 11° = 11° (X,T), CPp = <Po (Z,T), hl = '1'0 = 0, Cl = Cl (T), so that Ao 

= 0; in this case, ,when tJle bottom is flat (ho == 1), we recover the results of Benjamin 

[BEN 1], namely that soli.tary wavcs are possible even in the case of a~'fluid with

nonvanishing vortic~ity. The physical situation that we arc interested in is one in which we 

have bounded solutions at xl =x lo, i.e. T=To, f~instance a solitQ}1. The boundary' 

conditions for the Euler equations (3.1) and (3.2) are completely specifIed by giving, at xl ° 

and for aIl t+ and x2 ' tllè surfacevamplitude 11+ as weIl as the velocity fIeld v+, In view of 

(3:16) this ~leans that we must spé'cify, up to Oldcr E2, the initIal conditions (at T == To) for 

[he'amplitude 11° and tfie vorticity functions <Po ,11'0' Glven thcse initial conduions lt IS clear ~ 

that the integrated GKP equation, being an equatlon for the amplitude 11 0 alonc, is ln princlple 

~ot sufficient ta determine comp'letely the flow at an arbitrary point of spacc. On the 'ather 

hand. we can-Jewrite the integrated GKP equation equivalently as a coupled system of 

equatinns, obtained, on one hand, by differentiating (3.17 a) with respect to X, and on the 
, ," 

other hand by evaluating (3.17a) at X =Xo : 
1 

) 
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. [,,0 + 3 ... .t... ·3!2IT\"O,,0 + 1 ~ ;~'1Jcr ] + 1 Ah 112 .... 0 
'1 T '21"0 \'-:1'1 '1 X E; ° XX)( X '2 .... ° '-Ij yy 

+~[phO-I!2A0110y + Ml 11° + M2110x]x = 0,,, 
(3.18a) 

. '110T(XO) + ~)i10-312rt°(XO)1'\°X(XO) +'ta.hOl/2 T)°XXX(XO) 

+ PhO-I!2AoT)°y(XO) + ~1110(Xo) +' rv;t2T)O~(XO) + M3(y,T) ~ O . 

/' 

(3.18b) 

" 
The boundaty condit~on (3.,; 17b) can be treafed in the same manne! to ~obtain 

" 
[PAol1°-+ T)0y - ho'1121x l± 0'] t = 0, 

, '. ' Y=~O" . , 

(3.19a) 

[p ["'0 + Ao1'\°(XO>l - hO-I12 [T)°(Xô) ~ $0 ]l± 0'] 1 = O. 
- .. ' y=1. 

• . "±,O 

(3.19b) 

For an arbitrary fixed Xo we have a ceupled system of equations for T)o(X,Y;T) and the 
# •• - .. 

vorticity functions $o(Y,-Z,T), "'o(Y' Z,T), -to be solved for soms given initial conditions. 
-. , 

A judicioù' choice of Xo ÏJ1 (3.1~) and (3.19b) makes it possible to decouple the 

system. Indeed, let us choose Xo as a point where the amplitude T)o {X'o ,Y:T) vanishes. This 

, is possible if the perturbation is al~ays bounded, as reqùired by physïcal cônsiderations. If 
, . ... 
we have 

) 

Lim 110 (X,Y,T) c 0 
X --t-C)O 

, 
(3.20) 

, , 

then the choice.Xo =~oo is appropriate. E't}uations (3.1gb) and (3.I9b) th en reduce to 

with boundary condition 

[P'l'o - ~~-112lj>01±.o'11· =0, 
. Y=4 . _.0 

(3.2Ib) 

a linear system relating the vorticity functions. With this cholc~, $0 and '1'0 represent thè 

strea~ velocity of the fluid [see eqùation (3.16)]. ' 

1 

t 

.. 

.. 
-1 
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.P Equation (3.18a) is then simply a nonlineaipartial differential equation for the wave 

... 

1 

\ 

.' 

amplitudé llo(X',Y,T) witPl. initial conditions llo(X,Y,To) and boundary condition (3.19~). 
We shaH .use the term generalized Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation for (3.18a) (this is the 

differeÎltial fonn of the GKP equation). In general equation (3.18a) is nôt integrable, in the 

sénse \hat no analytical procedur; is av~ilable fO:-~ obtaining solutions of the correspo~ding 
.... , 

Cauchy problem. Ho..yever, for a function of three .variables q = q(ç, e, 't), the Kadomtsev-

Petvi~shvili (KP) ,eqmttion 

L q't 4

C ?qqç, + qÇ,çç]ç, .+ uqee :z fl, u=±l, (3.22a) 

. ' 
and for a fun't:tion of two variables q = q(ç, 't), the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV)-equatipn . 

, 

q't - 6q~ ,+ ~çç = 0 
" ~l, "'" \ 

i ~,,,,,I ol" . , (3.22b) 

1 • • 
~' , 

and the cylindrical Korteweg-de Vries (cKdV) eq,uation 

q. - 6q~ + ~çç -4ç~ - 2q :::: 0 . ..,. (3.22c) 

~ 

belong to a quit~ large class of equations that are infinite-rumensional integrable Hamiltonian 

systems. Powerful ~Jalytical techniques are available-for solvi-ng the Ca~chy problem for . .. 
~ese equations, such as the i~ve~se spe,ctral transfarm technique in o0n,e of its' various forms 

(see, e.g., ABLI and CALI). Infinite classes of exact soiutions exist, such as' solitons and 

'multi.solitons, ;>eriodic and quasi-}?eriodic sdlutions,' rational solutions, etc., obtained 

through the m~ans of Backlund transformatio,nt algebraic geo~netry, and man y o'ther 

techniques. Mqre generally, perturbation methods have geen applied tcGfiable-coefficiitnt 

KdV (VC-KdV) equations, namely . . .. 

(3.23a) 

and have provided physically significa,nt results (see ECKl, GRI2, JOH2). Similar 

perturbative methods could also be applied to the,variable-coefficient ~ (YC-KP) equation 

[qt + ~('t)qql; + ql;l;l;]ç + G('t)qee =?, (3.23b), 

• and the ~~able-coefficient cKdV (VC-cKdV) eqmition r 
qt - 6qct; + 'l<;çç - 4ç~ + H( -r)q = 0 . 

.,. 0 

(3.23c) 

'<) 

t 

.' ',.., 

1 

. .., 
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. Our t~hniquF ·i~ the fOl:~Wi:g section ~ll ~ ::fin4 lranSftn'. of the dependent ~d 
inQependent variables that have the effect to reduce the .GKP equation (3.18(1) (0 the VC-K.P 

eqùation (3.23b), the VC-KdV equation (3.23a), or,the VC-cKdV equation (3-:-23c). In . . 
special cases, under certain restrictions on the shape of the channel, we reduce directly to one 

ohhe integrable equations (3.22), Le. the pure KP, KdV, or eKdV equations. 
, -

\ f If "Ye are considering th<? second problem, nâmely waves in channels wit~ boundaries, 

we must âlso transform the boundary conditions (3.19a). In order to be able to solve th'em, 
a .. ,," 

We reduce them to a standàrd fqrm 
• - , 

- . qe l, 1 li 0 , 
..... (3.24a) . 9 =9(~O> -

which is solved frivially by imposing ~ 
rq(~,t) • r (3.2M:» 

for all val~es Qf 9. It is easy to verify thatthe most general tran~formation of 1ariabies that 

will not 'introduce ~~anted t~rms in (3.18a)" i.e.' e'Str~ terms. which dl not appear in 

'. equatiQns (3.22) and (3.23), and clt..lfe llsed to tr~nsform the dKP equation i{1to â VC-KP, r UI 
... ~ , 

, VC-Kdv, or VC-cKdV equation is J _ • .. 
11° (X,Y,T) = R(T)q(ç,9,'t) + S(X,Y,T), 

-
. , 

. . 
, . 

ç;= a(T)X + K(Y,T) , 

9 = U(T)Y + V(T), 

'T 

(3.25) . 
t= f P(s)ds., 

To 
• c 

r 
( . 

. '\ ., . 
If we wish to use known results on ~olitons and other boundèd solutions of the KdV, cKdV, 

and K~ equations, we must aIso require 
. 

q(ç,9,t)~ as, 1 ç 14 00 • .1 (3.26a) 

. 
For physicai réasons we aiso wi.~h (3.20) to be true; these two boundary conditions imply 

" .. " 

S(X,Y,l') = O. .. } (3.26b) 

"1. 

... '0 . \. 
,. 

.t 
~ 

t , 

.. 

-'\ 
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. In sorne cases the requirement (3.26b)-will tum out-to he too restrictive if imposed for aU" 

, ./ ~ 

v.alues.of the variable T. We shaH then impose a wè~er condition, nam~ly ._ 

- ~ 
'I> 

-. Lim- S(X"Y,T) cO 
T-+oo.. " " 
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n. Reduction or the GKP ~quation 
• 11 

to integrable equatio, 

t ... 't 
In this section we shaH carry OlIt the reduciion of the GKP equation to one of the 

- J.' 
equations (3.22), (3.23). The section will he subdivided in two parts. Within the first two . . 
subsections below (II.l and II.2) we shaH consider the problem of reducing the GKP . 1 

. . 
equation to a KP- or KdV:type equation without taking into account the sicle lx>Ul,ldaries, i.e. , • 

considering the fluid to have an infinite extension in die y-direction (as weIl as in the'x poe). 
o • • 

In the second part (subsections II.3 and liA) we transfonn the boundaty conditions into the' 

standard fonn (3.24a) and reduce the G~P equation to a KdV or cKdV -typ,e equation. 

( 

1 - Reduction of the GKP equation to the VC-KP and Kf.equations " 

If n,9 boundary conditions are impùsed, we can always choose. 

~ ~ 
(3.27a) S(X,Y,T) = 0 

in t~~ transformation of variabies (3.25). In arder (0 arriv\ at one of ~he ,equa"tiois (3.22), 

... (3~23) for the new function q(ç,e,t) we ruust aiWays impose a constraint on the ~Orticity 
~ , 

, function ~o' namely 
Q -, 

o . . 
J <Po,yyy(Y, Z,T)dZ = 0, 

,-ho • 

\ 
(3.27~) 

i.e., we can write 

(3.27c) 

where the moments Qo,. QI' and Q2 are completely determined by the Z-integral ot the 
.. 1 "~ / CI • 

vorticity fun~tion ~9 (y,Z,T). On thé ot'h~nd, t~ng into account (3.18a), (3.27a), and 

tRe fact 'that we are ~onsiderin~ bourrded solutions of IDe G.KP equation, we can as sert that, 

'.)" . 

o 

, . 
, , 

" ........... 

-, 

... . 
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-
D' 'in all cases under consideration, eqpa~on (3.2Ia) reduces to , 

. , 

.. 

- . ., --o - . - 0 - • 

- f 'l'o,ydZ =-wlf (<I>o/hol/2)TdZ -Wlho-lnho'~o(Y,Z=-ho,T). 
.ho _ -ho • , . ~-

·(3.27d) 

which defines, up to an arbitrary T-dependent function, the integral over all Z of the vorticity 

func_tion 'l'o' Moreover, it turns out that if no side b0l!ndaries are considered, tÀen the 

auxiliary function Cl(Y,~f) serves no useful physical purpose and we therefore can always 

set Cl (Y,T) = 0, so that 

and we can always seL 
(\ 

a(T) = 1, peT) = ~a1ro 1/2{T) • 
Y 

(3.28b) 

~ Putting \\ -, 

(3 .. 28f) 

in (3.~5), we obtain a YC-KP equation (3.23b)1n the fonn 

(3.29a) .... 

. The function U(T) 'is determined. in terris of the v~able bottom ho (T) and of thé second 

moment Q2(T) of the voI"t;icity function ~o ' by a Riacati equation: 

(V'/U)' = (U'{U)2 + ~(ho'U'/hoU) + 2Q2' • . ' 
(3.29b) 

~ • - & 

The fu~ction V(T) ~s then obtained' by solving a linear equation, in terms of the variable 

bottom J:1()fO, hl (T) ~nd of the f1.rst mom~nt Qf the vorticity function '0 : 
•• 1> -

j 

. , 
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.. 
(3.29c) 1 

It is worthwhile to notice that if Q2(f~ = 0, then ~he Riccati equation (3.29b) is explicitly 

solvable and implies 

. . 
where Uo and U 1 are constants. If we requiré the cQef~cients of the VC-KP ~uaûon (3.29a1 

t~ reduc~ to constants, in order to Obtain a pure KP equation (3.22a), we.must impose . . 
'-. 

UI =0, (3.30a) 

~ and hence the dept!! is given by 

q(Y,1) = 1 + eYhI(n + 0([2). 
., 

o , 

Since a > 0, ~ > 0, the KP equation which we thus obtain correspon~ds to 0' = + 1, which is , 
the KP equation admitting stable soliton solutions (see ABLl~ CALl).lq thls case we h~ve 

R(n = -2a/3"(= cpnstant, 

,; ,. U(T) = (a/3p )112 = constant, 

T ,T 

V'(T) = ~ Il u f hl (s)ds + U J QI (s)ds, 
• To To 

(3.30b) 

• ' T . T .. ) T . 

. K(Y.1)=-~Y J Ql(s)ds-~~-l J (V'fU)2ds-f3-1 J <Jo(s)ds. 
To '1:0 ' To 

.. 

\ 

Notice that even' if the bottom is completely flat, i.e. if hl (T) = 0, the KP equation (3.22a) is 

- not obtain'ciI for a generic vorticity field. The requirement ~f reducing the GJ.{P equation to a_ 

" Kp· equation implies that the vorticity field can have a very lirnited variation in th~ 

1 Y-direction, and in particular the intt!p"al along Z of C30 is constant in Y [see (3.27c»). 

c 
; 

o 

) 
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2 - Reduction of the GKP equatioo 10 the YC-KdY aod .. KdY eQuatiolls . 

. ' 
Let us fIrst consider the reduction to a VC-KdV equatioo (3.23a). We put 

U(f)= 1, 
li • ~ \ 

, 
j 

V(1)=o, 
~ 

(3.31a) 

. and thus we obtain 

1 R' h' - T" 

K(Y,T)=; ~[R+ 4: JY2+ [~+1J ho·
30 hl ds]Y 

o 0 ~ 

T - - < T ' 

- ~ 13 J hol!2 Kl(s)ds - p-I f 'hO,I!2 Qo ds, 
To . To 

• (J.3Ib) 

where the funetioo R(1) satisfies a Riccati equation 

" (R'/R)' = '2(R'/R)2 + ~(R'IR)(ho'/ho) + ~(ho'/ho'>2 - ~(ho'/hO>' + Q2 " 

, and ~(T) the linear equation • 

K2' = 2~ [(R'IR) + ~(ho'/ho)] - ~hO·3!2hJ - p-lho'I12Ql . (3.3Id) 

" -
The traosfonnatioo (3.25), sat-isfying (3.27a), (3.28a), (3.28b) and (3.31), reduces the GKP 

equatioo (3. 18a) to the fo110wing equation 'for q(~, e, t): 

[qt + 9o.,I'j110·2(T)R(f)q(jç + qççl;]~ + 30.,113 qoo + 6o.,lp K2(T)Qol; ~ 0, (3.31e) 
. . 

In particular equation (!ple) admits solutions that are indepeodent of the variable 9; if as 

initial cQodition we put tt = qo(~,t), then (3.31e) reduces to a VC-KdV.equation for q::: q(ç,t). 

If we require that q(ç,'c) should satisfy a pure ..KdV equation (3.22b), we have 10 impose, io 

ad,dition to the equatioI1s (3.31 a), that 

...f.}:32a) 

so that equation (3.31 b) rcduces to 

(3.32b) 

" 

.. 
·f 

, 

\.. 

.. 

-
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(3.32b) 

.~ 
and (3.31d) ta 

K 1 - 9(h 'n. )K. _ 16 -'/lh _ R-Ih -1/2Q t 
2 -, _0'''0 4"2 '0 1 ~ 0 1 . (3.32c) 

Equation (3.31 c) then becomes a constraint relating the shape of the bottom with the second 

mo~ent of the vorticity function <1>0 : 

(ho'/hO); = 5(ho'!ho)2~+ ~Q2 . (3.32d) 

If the vorticity is assu~ed to v1nish, then the beha,:iour of th~ depth function h;(T) is 

detennined by (3.32d): - .... 

(ho'/ho)' = 5~ho:!ho)2 '/ 
, 

Li. ... 

• ï 

-
where cl is an arbitrary constant. The above equation shows that as T ~ 00, ho ~ 0, so that 

the depth is a docreasing function; aIso, for T = cl the bôttom is infinitely. de~p. A similar 

result has been obtained by Grimshaw (see GB-J2) when consid~ring a two-dirnensional 

irrotational fluid over a variable bottom. The presence of the vorticity tenns allow us to get a 

physically more reasonable behaviour of the bottorn, i.e., by introducing an appropriate 
, . 

vorticity field we can model, .in princip le, any be-haviour of the bottom. We finally note that 

the presence of sorne vortic1ty is absolutely. essential in order to get a KdV equation: indeed, 

if Qo = QI = Q2 = 0, th en we are no more able ro go over to the KdV eq~ation for the 

function·q. 

. . 
#' 

.. 
• 11 • 

, 
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~'- Solytion of the boundaJ:Y 'condjtions and reductjoo to a KdY eQ,u~tion 

Let us now concentrate on the GKP equation (3.18a) to&ether with the boundary 

condItion (3.18a). To obtain the boundary condition in the stand~ml foml (3 24a) we"require 

(3.33) 
. 

"1>together with (3.21 b). The boundary condition for thê 4wave'amplitude llo(X,Y,T) 1<; then 
, l ' ~I 

llOy(X,Y,T)1 ,=0. 
y = 1+ 0 • -, 

Wh:n perf~nmng the transfonnation (3.25), we wish tolbtain the boundary condition for q , 

in the fonn (3.24a). In order\o do this wc require Sy =0, Ky =0, U(1')= 1, Ver) =0 in 

(3.25'). We shaH solve the boundary condition (3.24a) in a trivial mannel, namcly hy 

requiring that the transformed wave func.tion q(1;, 0, 't) should be indcpendent of the variablf 0 

in the entire strait, notjust on the boundary. Wc thus set 

(3.34) 

• 
Note that this does not imply that the physical amplitude rl is indepèndent of y. The variable 

X, and hence also 1;, depends on y via the function C(EX, y, c) in (3.1l) an;t (llOc),: 
" . 

The assumption (3.34) is compatible wlth the GKP equallon (3 1 Ha) ollly If MI and 

M2 are independent of Y. Us!ng (3.17c), OUI explc<;~lOn (3.14) for Âo III tCIIl1!'. of CI' and 

the boundary condition (3.33), wc thcn fmd that Âo<Y,T) anù <:I(Y,T) are cOll1p1ctcly 

, deternllned. Introducmg the total wldth l1(T) and a furthcr characteri~l1c 1:(1') of the ~trait by 

putting . 
J 

'I±, 0 (T~ == ~ [2:(1') ± i1(T) l , 

we fllld 

,AO<Y,T) = p- 1ho-1f2 {(i1'/i1)Y + ~r[(r'n:)'- (L\'/L\»)}- O.35} 
" 

since we nltlst have Ao(Y' 1'0) = 0 (sec (3.14) J, we obtain 

( 
(3.36a) . 

c 

1 
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, 
and by an appropriate çhoice of the origin of the' Goordi~ates (Le. in the middle of the channel 

at sorne pôint xl = x l
O ) we make the norrnalization 

\ (3.36b) 
, ~ . 

Equatiorls (3.35) and (3.14) then dcfine C1(Y,T), up io an arbitrary function of T, as 

Cl (Y,T)= Co(T)+~p-l{ho}!2[ho-1!2~'/~]'y2+pho-lQl \ ~ 

J + ho}!2[h,O~!2~(L/~),J:} . 
... 

This equation gives a well-defined result for C1(Y,T) at T= To only if 

~"{T 0 ) = l:"(T 0) =,0, ' (3.37b) 

in addition.to the. conditIOns (3.3p) and ho(To) = 1, h} (Ta) = O. Now, we must also ensure' 

that the function M2(Y,T) in (3.l7c) will be independent of. the variable Y. This will be so 

only if the vorticity function <Po(Y, Z,T) satisfIes (3.27c). Moreover, the second and first 

moments are seen to be c<?mpletely detennined in terms of the geometry of the strait as 

follows: 

Q2 (T) = - ~(S/,1):, 

Q} (T) = - ~ ~'CL/~)'. 

In particular this imphes that . 

• 

( 

In orderto obtain a VC-KdV equation we specialize equation (3.25) to 

where 

TJOO(,T) = R(T)q(ç, 't) - it-1h03!2 [a'(T)/a(T)]X, 

ç = a(T)X + K(T) , 

9=Y. 
. 

T 
't = l a J a3(s)ho l!2(s)ds • 

To 
l 

té • 

.\ 
1 \ 

\ .. 
'. 

(3.38a) 

(3.38b) 

(3.38c) 

(3.39a) 
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Rf[) = a0?~-tl2 hO· I14 , 
fi 

,K'(T) ~ 2!~ f \-lllho-11/4 ( ~ + éA~[(l:./t.)'J21 d., 
To " 

• TC' 

a(T) = ao [1 -al f ~.1/2 ho·714 OS] , 
To " , 

and ao and al are arbitrary constants. Under the assumptions.made above, transformations 

(3.39a) reduce the GKP cqûation (3.18a) to the VC-KdV equation 
1 .. 

, 9y 
q + qq + q l' =0. 

t Cl tJ.I!2 ho9/4 (T) a(T) ç Ç,~ç 
(3.40) 

.. . f, 
If we make the physically plausible assumption that 

~~(Y,T,Z=-ho) =0, (3.41a) 

Le. that the mainstream motion in the xl-direction be va.nishing on the bottom, th en we can 

solve (3.27c) and the boundary condition (3.21 b) for the remaining momcnts of thc VOI1lcity 

functions. They can be expresseù in tcnns of the geoll1ctry of thc channel as follows: 

. If 
+ ~ho'(To)~(To) J ho 112l\2{3[ 11,Q2 (3}} + 1\2 ) + ~Ql't - ~f tJ.(L/~)'f ]ds} 

- To . 
'''"'-

o ., J.
h 

-'1'0 dZ = -Tl P-~ lRo(T) +,Rt (T)Y + R2(T)y2 + R3(T)y3] , 
o < • " 

R3 = ~(h03/2Q2)" 
~ = ~(ho3/2Q2)" 

RI = (ho3/2Q2)' + 3ho'(T o>t1'(To)ho .5/2(T)l\-1 (n {2Qo t' lll\(rJtJ.)')2}, 

. Ro = ~[ ~ho'(To)tJ.(To)ho 5n(f)~.I(f)(2Q(J + 41l\(LltJ.)'J2) ., 

- ho'3/2(T)( f~Q2:E(I:2 + 3~2) + ~QI (I} ,+ /12) + Qok} J, 

. . .. 
• 

(3,41b) 

(3,4le) 
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-
wbere 000 is sorne (irrelevant) constfUlt. The VC-KdV equation (3.40) reduces to a pure 

,[. .. ~ 1 <I~ 1 

KdV equation whene,ver we have , • ," 

9"( 
=-6 . (3,42a) . 

. ) ) , . 
TItts· corresponds to qlJite specifie ~eophysical circumstances. The above equation (3,42a) 

can be solved in order to relate d~T) and "o(T) directly. We actuaIly find ! 
(3.42b) 

and 

... 
(3.42c) 

or equivalently -
(3.42d) 

which, due to the condItions (3.37b), implies 

(3.42e) 

. 
Notice also that for ho'(To) = d we have al = 0 and (3,42a) reduces to' 

. 
d(T) = L1(To}ho-9n(T) ; 

in particular this means tha~ as the strait widens, the water gets shallower. On the other hand, 

for ho'(To) ~ 0 there exists soI~tions of (3.42a) th,at correspond to the usual situation, Le. that 

the stralt gets deeper as it widens, e.g., as it opens up into the ocean. . , 

The crucial role played by the vorticity moments for the derivation of the integrable 

equations is worth stressing. For instance, if we impose 

et • 

, ' 
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then we obtain from (3.38a) that the width of the straitmust he constant, 

i.e. that the strait must be of constant widtl). In additio'n, to obtain a pure KdV equation, we 
l 

. require that the depth function should satisfy , 

, , 
,~ ",Notice that in order to obtain a Kd~ equation while as~uming realistic conditions on the 

'l<....-géometry'ofthe strait, w,t>needed al :;t:Qin equations (3.39b) and (3.42b). Hence wehave 
't' 

- S = - ~TI ho
3/2(a'/a)X :;i: 0 

in (3'.39a). Thus, bounded solutions q(ç,t) lead t~ unbounded amplitudes Tlod(,l) for X -+ 

00. The condition (3.26c), namely 
.' 

,as T-+oo , 
1 • 

is. satisfied if ô?!2(T)~OI/4(T) il!cr<:ase,s with T:T?e appearance of a nonzero f~~on s(x,n' 
-can he avoided by reducing to a cKdV e,9uation, rather than to the KdV equation itself. 

\ . 
'4 - Solutioo of the boundaty conditions and reductjon to a cKdY eguation 

, 1 

We solve the boundary condition exactly as in the previous subs'ection, 50 eqùations 
, '-

(3.33) to (3.38) apply again. Instead of (3.39a) we perform the transformation 

A: · 

1 

llo(X,T) = R(T)q(ç, t) , . 

ç = a(T)X + K(T) , 

9=Y, 

.c' 

" 

(3.43a) 

r 
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, 
In order to obtain a Variable-CO:ffi~ieni CK~VC-CKdV) eq~ation we put 

R(T) = -~ay-Ia2(f)ho2(T'), 

K(T) = - j3-la(T) f \~-If2[ flo + ~:E2 (~ _ !' )2 ] , 
To > 

T' -1{3 
a(T)=~a-Iho'(fo)I/3[l-iho'(fo)l ho

l12 dS]' " 
To 

~ With this choice we have 

't = i, In[(- ~ ho'(To)J T hO
l12 ds] . 

T ' , 0 

(3.43b) 

-
(3.43c) 

~e transformation (3.43a), together with the assumption that q =q(;,'t), reduces the GKP 

equation tp 

• • 
",' This YC-cKdV ~uation reduces to a pure cKdV equation (3.22c) if we impose 

.' . 

• 
In view of (3.43b), this is just a relation between the width and the( depth of the strajt. It can 

easily De solved and yields the relations (3.42c) and (3.42dl: expressing the function 8(T) in 

terms of the depth function ho(T), or vice versa. The pure"cKdV equation (3.22c) can be 

solved, e.g. by the inverse spectral transform method, and the bounded solutions q(ç,'t) of 

( this ~quation cean th en be transformed by (3.43a) into bOllnded wave amplitudes llo(X,T). 

\ 

• 

, 

, d 
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III. Examples of exact solutions 

In this part we airn at consltucting, in an explicit manner, a few exact solutions of the 

GKP equation by using some of thè reductions, devised in part II, taking this cquation into 

simpler integrable equations of KdV type. The GKP solutions that wc sha.ll thus obtain 

below can be viewed as deformations of functions satisfying thcsc intcgrable cquations. The 
, v 

practieal motivation of what we present here is to show, through thcsc cxamp1cs, that the 

GKP equation, within its theoretieal limitations, providcs us with a Icalisl1c descrIption of 
o • 

soJitary surface waves propagating o'(er geophysical regions chat acterized by non-flat 
-

topographies. In view of the many measurements and observations conductcd throughollt the 

oceans by many oceanographers (see Introdùction and rcfcrcnces mcntioncd thercm), the 
l ' 

9KP ~quation indeed proves to be of particular interest ~ince, by construction, its solutions 

'represen t waves that exhibit sorne nontrivial curvature, transversally to the direction of 

propagation; such a behaviour, as we previously explained, ~s nôt allowed by theories based . 
'\ . 

on the KdV equation. 

We ree1fll that reductions of the GKP equatio.f1 were perfomled through the following 

transfom1ation~ ofvariabl~s [equation (3.25)]: ,> 1 

\ 
llO(X,Y,T);= R(T)q(t;,e,t) + S(X,Y.,T) t 

t; ~ a(T)X + K(Y,T) , 

e = U(T)X -t V(T) , 

T 
't = j P(s)ds. 

To " 

- . 

The quantities R(T), S(X,Y,T), a(T), K(Y,T), U(T), V(T), and p(T) are functions specifie 

for each reduction and wel1 defined in terms of the oceanographie topography; wc :,ha11 

specify them later. We also recall [rom (3.26) that wc ask that the fUlletioïls q and S be 

'vanish~ng asymptotically with respect to the variables S and T, rcspcctively. These 

requirements are necessary in order to guarantee tllat the Solulion~ be asymptottcally 

eonverging, as any physital solution should be. In Jaet, we shaH be interested in solutions q 

.. 

1 

\ 
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. . ( . 
of the KdV equations that are of sQIitary wave type. 

!n what follows, we shaH consider situations corresponding to three distinct types of l 
geophysical topographies, coresponding to three different behaviours of the depth function 

ho, namely when its shaije is quadratic, tangent hyperbolic, and logarithmiç in the 

longitudinal variable x. Wc always assume that hl (T) is zero; if, for instance. we would want. 

to describe waves propagating along a sloping beach, then we would s,et it differently. For 

the first rwo cases, we shaH assùme ,that the side boundaries are absent. In view of the nature 

C)f 'i>ur perturbatkm scheme, it is to be noted that thlS does not exclude the actual presenc~ of 

these boundaries, i.e. if the channel is sufficiently wide as well as shallow and the depthis 

slowly increasing near the sides, then the 'Side boundaries have no rneasurable influence on 

tfie behaviour of the wave within the validity range admitted by the pertufbation scheme, 

--namely at and sufficiently near to thC"x-axis. Foc the logarithmic shapeçI bottom, we shaH 
-

<treat both cases where the.boundaries_may ormay not he present. In the latter case, recall that 

there thén exists a quit~ restrictive constraint between the depth function and the width 0 /' 

functions (actually the total width ~(T) of the chfnnel) which must be satisfied in order that 

the reduction to the KdV equation he possible. • ... 
. ( 

W.e point out that eve~ though the formulas describing the reductions ~bove considered 

were weIl defiR.ed, there arises a practical problern when inverting the reductions. fndeed the 

transformation formulas involve integrals which are typicaHy.difficult to perform because the 

.... 

• integrands are typically cÔmplicated functions expressed in teups of the depth function, "and . . 
therefore the class 'of depth functions for which we can get results analytically (i.e. without 

using numerical recipes) proves to be quite limited; the above choices fall withirrthat class. . 

" , Let us beginawith the case of no side boundaries: Note that our results will be r 

éxpressed in terms pf the variables X, Y;and T, the wave frame coordinates, relate~ to the 

physical variables by equation (3.11); recall that T and X really play the roi es of space and 

time, respectivefy. Recall also that the function S(X,Y,T) can be chos<:n, with no restriction, 

to be \,'anishing identicaIly. F~rther, the function Cl may be set equal to zero as wel1; thus 

C(Y,T) becomes independent of Y (C = 1) and ~on desirable secular.terms disappear from 

the perturbation scherne. Referring to section '1l.2, the remaining functions appearing in 
~ 

.-. ft 
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(3.44) are 
.' 
'\ U(T) = 1, V(T) = 0, 

} R(~ = -,(2~3~)ho2(1), 

127 
..... 

a(T) = 1.. p(n = ~ahol/2(T). 
K(Y,T) = -(9no'/4~hQ3f2)y2, 

(3.45) 
'< 

, 

whére it is ~mplicit1y as~umecl.that the functien KZ and. the vorticity moment QI vanish, and 

00 is set to zero.as it does not play any important physical role; the moment Q2 is detennined 

by the constraint (3.32.d). We point ~ut that the Feductioo generated by: (3.45) ts 

consequently not the most general one that-yields the KdVequatioll. but iris sufficient for 

~ our purposes: The generic one-soliton solution of the KdV equation' is (see, e.g., CAc!) , 

. q(ç,'t) = _~V2 sech2 [v(~ -1;g) -4~ ..' - 1 

wheçe v is sorne reai const~nt. Performing ~e trans~omn.ation (3.44) we get the foll~wing '- -

def9rmed solito? soIlltion of the GKP equation:' 

l1o(X,Y,T) = (4av2/3y)ho
2(T) sech2 [vH(X,Y,T) - v~], 

(3.46) 
. T ' 

H(X,Y:T).= X - (9ho'/4~ho3/2)y2 -! av2 J hO
l12(s)ds. 

-, ' To 
" 

F.rom now on~ without loss of generality, we set the phase factor ~ 10 he zero. If the depth 

function ho(T) is smooth e!,-ough (actually slowly vatying) th'en we observe that the wave 
~ 

amplitude aUrons a local maximum wlfen H = O. Thus, solving this equation for fixed values 

of X (Le. ,7timé), we 09tain an equation for the ërestoof the defonned~lhon solution of the . 
G.KP equation: C> 

• • T " 

y.2 = a~ho312(ho~yl (X - !av~J T h~l/2(S)d~) . 
- 0 

l , , 
(3.47) 

\, 1 .. .. 

When ho is a constant, q.47) is no lon~er valid, but H = 0 the'n just ?escrif?es a straight tine: ' 

as H is independent of Y, and we thus recover the description of the·usual standard KdV 
.. , .... '" - ' 

soliton. ,Note that 'Our transformation (3.44), (3.45) èan be ':Ised Witll qny KdV' solution' 

q(~,'t); here we have chosen q to be the one-soliton solution but we could have 'collsidered 
, , 

quasi-Jmriodic solutions jcnoidal funclÏops) as weIl. 

( 

, 
f 

\ 

, 
) 
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1 - Case of a parabolic depth function 
, 

, f'- -

Our IJfst example of oceanographie topograpby is tha! of a depth ho{T) given as a - , 
quadratic (unc~on of the variable T, '\ 

ho(T) ~ 1 + a2 T2 , (3.48a) 
-lit' 

where "a" is a constant characterizing the-rate of steepness of the bottom; it is physically 

re~sonable to choose it to 'be relatively small, especially if we want- to use formula (3.47). 

Without any loss of gcnerality we ean set To = O. We have chosen the fonn of ho(1) sucb thatr , 
ho(O) = 1 and, mOfe important, such that ho'(O) = ,0; thus we are able\to connect this solution, 

al T=O, to a sIraight solitary wave satisfying the pure KdVeq~ation in the domain TSO. 
• 1 • 0 

According to equation (3.47), the wavecrests are then described by 
,".-

~ ~ ~ 

- The curves defined by (3.48b) Jlfe illustrated on the uppèr hand ,graphs of Figures 4 and 5, 

where we have plotted Y as a function 6f the variable T, for~ fixed values of X. In the~e 

figures, and the oth\!!'5 tb~ will follow, the lower hand graphs represent the geophysical 
• ~ .. _ r 1 

configuration of the bo(tom; note however that the scales of Y and ho(n are not equal. We 

have chosen the following constant values: a = 0.05 and a = P = V =" 1. These curves 
, c 

represent the time evolution of a wavecrest for positive valuès of 1, beginniÏlg at the instant T 

= O. Note that for X ~ 0, the cre . given.by, T = 0 and is therefore a straight line identified 

with the Y-axis; this is consistent""wi h the fact thOat th~ GKP solution is a pure KdV solitonic 

- .front for negative values orTo Fi re 4 shows that as -"time" X increases, the waveerest 
. 7. -.' - - -

begms to acqurre some curvature and qmckly takes ~he fonn of a bell. Eventually, as seen on 

.~ 

Figure 5 which is drawn for values of Je takel1 at a much larger scale, the wavecrest gets 6' 

pinched and evolves ioto a horseshoe curve. This pinçhing effect,' which occurs for large 

enough valùçs of X, is not physical; it simply reflects the limitation of the validity range of 
r -
. the so!ution along the Y direction. As rime increases, this lateral validity range decreases and 

it is thus a sig~ that the solution.(3.47) is-a good description only for a limited period of rime; 

equivalently, we can say that this solution lacks pre.cision as the depth gets larger and larger. 

We al.so· point olt that the fact that the non fiat features of this solution are essentially 

.t • 
, i 

, , 

. -
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. . 
localized around r = 0 is a oatural coo~equence of· the perturbation scheme yielding the GKP 

," .. equation: the expansion is done in a sufficiently smaU domain around Y = O. lt is ho.wever . ~ 

worth mentioning that these horseshoe-like solitons are very reminiscent of the type of 

solitary waves seen to emerge (rom the Strait of Gibraltar into the Mediterral)eàn Sea (see 

" Figure 2 and LA VI). . • 

v 
t 

/ 

T -

II=-h.:::::T)===.~=-__ . ~"~ __ '"T 

.' 

1 

• 

Figure 4 . 
, Solutio.n..o&-tbe GKP ~uatien associated with a boltom of the ro~ 1 + (nT)2 with 
'a = 0.05 and a=. p = V = 1. The curves represent the "time" evolution of the shape 

:jof the wavecrest from X = 0 to X = 0.1. The last cu.rve meets the T-axis at about 
T = 0.15 and Y ranges from -14.05 to 14~o5. • 
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v...." 
f . , 

_____ .T. 

.. 

r,(T) . · 
'--~ 

T • 

_.. Figure 5 
Soltttion ofthe GKP equation associated with a bottom of thl fonn 1 + (aT)2 with 
a = 0.05 and Œ= P = V = 1. The curves represent the "time" evolution of thç shape 
of the wavecrest from X z 0 to X = 120. The last curve meets the T-axis at about 
T = 86 and Y ranges from -54.5 to·~4.5. 
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2 - Case Of a byperbolic tane;ent geptb function 
~ 

-
J 

As oür second exanfplè, 1er us consider a dept,h function shaped' as a hyperbolie 1 • 

tangent of the ,fonn. 

ho(T) = A + Btanh[Il(T- K)] . (3.49a) .. 
For tbe sake of physical plausibility, we shall,;specify ihis fom1ula a tittle bit more, We 

actually tequiTe that the foHowing conditions he s~tisfied: 
l 

ho(O) = I, Lim ho(T) = B, ù'im ho'(T).= O. 
T ~ 00 ITI ~ 00 - ' 

The last condition is an iden;ity which is already satisfie~e two otheTs determine the 

values of the copstants A and B. Wc thus get ., 
~ , 

h (T) = l+ôtanh(IlK) + (ô- ]~tanhlll(T- K)J 
o . • 1 +'tanh(IlK) ~~ . 

\ 
u , 

(3.49b) 

} 
FinallYI making a further ch.ang~ of variables r = e2J.1(T:">, with rl, = e-2J.t", and introducing tlle 

quantity ro = 1 + (1-ô)e-2J.1K', the deptp function then writes as 

ho(~) = (ro+ôr)/(r+l)_ (3.49c) 

In this fOm1, ho descripes a bouom which varies from deplh ro, when T -+ - 00 (i.e. r ~ 0), 

down to ô when T ~j!.o (Le r -+ (0), the va-riation bcing esscnlially localizcd aroulld T = K 
(j 

with a relative steepness charactcrized by the constant J.1, ln VICW of the calcul/Illon of Ihe , . . 
integral defining the variùblc 1:, it is ncccssa!J' to require lhat (1) > (J. thi~ 1" l'()n"I~lcnt with 

. ph"ysical reahty, namely lhat the boltom rCIll'\liJ\ al~ay" \ll';IllCr grd under Wolin, Ol)l,(~rv~ 
that wc shaH not connect the ~olution C(;Ifc~pondlllg 10 thl" type of gcophY\ll.d ~11lI.lt 1011 with 

an illÎlIalKdV solilOnlC front, due 10 the fOf/Ho[ the deplh IUllc()(}f}. Ill\ lk.lf that the <iKP 

so!ution will asymptotically tend 10 ~uch ~ollt()n ~ollltl()n\ (\Vith Iwo <!1\llll( 1 illllplllllde~), 

being cssen~ially diHclent from them onl)' for valm'" of T nedl of 1\. I"ur tl!t'fIllOlc..-+t' l!'> cusy 

to show that ho'(T = 0) < 2~1/1 0(0-1 )J; thu .. If the ratc of !'>lccplic"" JI, ~tlfllC\l'Jlt\y ~Illall with 

respect to the final dCÏHh, then the GKP -solution i'iollCar 10 the KdV !'>o\ution cvcn al T:: O. ft 

is constqucnlly reasonable to choose. hcre also. To = O. Note lhai othcr (ncgallve) valucsJor 

\ 
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\ 

To are also p:nnitted; To -'-}'oo is however forbidden because the integral defining the variable 

:r"then becomes singular. Perfonning the transformation of variables (3.44), we then obtain 

that the wavecrests are defined by the following expression: 

(3.49c) 

The curves defined by this equation are iIIustrated in Figures 6 and 7. As in the previous 
l ' 

case, we have plotted Y as ~ function of T, for severaI fixed values of the variable X. Wc 

have fixed (5 = 2 and 0: = P = J..l = v = K = 1. As predictcd above, for values of T near zero, 

Figure 6 clearly shows (see ~he curve furthest to the left) that the wavccrest IS aimost a 

vertical straight line and therefore very near to a pure soliton; the same 15 truc for large 

enough values of T. As a matter of fact, when a solitonic frollt departs flOm T = 0 

rightwards, its cutyature increases and attains a maximum when the wave IS crossing the line 

of steepest descent of the bot tom, at T = le. We observ~ that the magl11tl~de of this éurvature is 

quite small, exc~t when Y becomes ~uffIcielltly large: then it gets dIarnatically large and 

indlJ~es a catastrophe si~Iar to that which occured for the parabolic bottom, namely a pin~h 

of the wavecrest occurs (Figure 7). For values of T larger them K, we sec that the wave now 
\ 

loses its curvature and asymptotically rccovers Il flatness; qualitatively speaking, 1t gets flat 

~ again relatively rapidly. The pinching seen 111 fIgure 7, where curves are drawn for a larger 
« 

-domain of the variable Y (the X-range is' of the sa!;ne arder), expresses the fact that our . 
solution rcmains vahd in à limited range of valllcs for the~transverse variable Y. Wnhin tbis 

range, however, it behaves rcasonably for aIl positive values of T; in other words, It gives a 

good deSCrIption for an unlimited range of the physical Ume. This aIso was to be cxpected a 

priori from the fOIm of the depth function and is relatcd to the fact that the solution evolves 

smoothly betwccn tw~ dijÜnct KdV soluti~ns. Froip an oceanographlcal pOlI1t of view, this 

solution presents some interesL lnde'ed, it models typicaI soIitary waves wIth sin"tilar 

behaviour when crossing elevations', c.g. the border of a ~Iat~see for instanc~ FUl). 

\ 

•• 
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c 
-h.(T) 
~ _____________________________ .T 

.! 

Figure 6 

Solution of the GKP equation associated with a hypcrbolic tangent shaped bottOIll 
g1ven by (3.49b) with ô = 2 and a = ~ = Il = V = ,,= 1. The curves show the "time" 
evolution of the shape of the wavecre~l fr~m X = -1.26 to X = 5.34. The last curve 
meets the T-axis at about T = 6 and Y ranges from -1.09 to 1.09. 
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~____________________________T 
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Figure 7 

Solution of the GKP equation associated with a hyperboliè tangent shaped bottom g 

given by (3.49b) with 8 = 2 and Ct = P =).l = v = K= 1. The curves show the "time" 
evolption of the shape of the wavecrest from X = -0.47 to X = 2,52. The last curve 
meets the T-axis at about T = 3 and Y ranges fro~ -2.04 to 2.04. 
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3 - Case of a }o2arithmic depth functioo 

Our third ex ample is that of a bottom exhibiting a logarithmic beliaviour; we represent 

it by the following depth function, 

ho<T) = J + ± lü(l + cT) , • (3.50a) 

where the constant "c" is assumed to be relativcly small. The factor * was cho~en for futule 

convenience, but can be replaced by another conwtnt., 1 Ic,rc also, S1I1CC ho'(T) never vani"hes 

except for T -) 00, the OKP solution a<;~ociatcd wlth thls plC~CIjptlOIl for the hotlolll cannnt 

be matched to a KdV solution; initial data wÎJuld ralher consl~t of ~()mc ~"ghtly cllIvcd 

~ disturbance that couId bc gencratcd, for imtancc, by dIOpplllg a ma<,s of ap~opIlatc "h.IPl' al 

( To =0. For this cas~, It 15 not possi6Ie to intcgrate in c1o~cd 1'Olm lor 1:, the ~Ollltt()11 l'an 

however be exprcssed in tenns of an exact formaI power ~Cl1C~. l'cIlorll1111g the. 
\ 

transfOffi1<ltlOn (3.44) and calculating (3.47) accorôlIlgly yiclds the fo.llowmg fOllllula for the 

wavecrests: 

y2 = t(P/C)(1 + cT)! 1 + * In(1 + cT)J3{l (X - ~u,-:2ljC) , (3.50b~ 

00 , J + 3/2 J + 3/2 
..,. L = 3J/2e,3 L [3+11l(l+~1)1 - 3 

J = 0 (2 J + 3) j! 
(3.50c) 

The time evoluti'on of a Clest IS illlIstl ated In Figure 8. Notice that wc have approximated the 

function L 6y truncating the infulIte ~um: wc kcpt the flfst six terl11~; this is rea~onable 

because an clemcntary nUl1lcflcal analy~l~ of the fil st pal tial ~llrm, ~hows that thetr 

magnitude~ decrease rapidly,.Also note thm the curvatUIc 01 il uc:-.t doc~ not cxlllbu a grcat 

variation as the wave propagates and that no Plll< bing phCIlOIl1CIlO!l OCC\ll \. 

Let us now cOll'lider, for the ~all~c dcpth fu;tctio/J, the C;,I~C whel! "ide boundaries arc 

present; this situation gClllllncly dcab with wavc\ 1l10Vlllg withlll a dJalll1cL The rcduction of 

the GKP equation is then more intncate. Fir~t wc recall that ws Jllll~t have (3.42e) sali~fïcd, 

namely the depth function must be ~uch tllat ho"(To) + 31I1o'(To)f =(), the <..hokc (J.50a) 

made above trivmlly venfïes Ihls condItIOn for any T, and abo ~atJ~fies the cunMmint (3.26c) 

requirin~ that the function S(X,Y,T) in (3.44) he asymptotically vanishing for large values of 

.1 
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T. Once the depth function is fixed, the total width A(T) of the channel is completely 

. detennined; using (3.42c) we find 

___ -+-.r 

l-h

,(T1 .r 

" 

r 
\ " 

Figure 8 
Solution of the GKP equation associated with a logarithmie shaped bottom given 
byequation (3.50a) wîth e = 0.1 and Cl = f3 = v = 1. The eurves show the "time" 
evolution of the shape of the waveerest from X = 0 to X = 8. The last curve meets 
the T-axis at about T = 6 and Y ranges from -5 to 5. 
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... 

(3.5Od) 

where L(T) is defined by (3.5Oc), and 0 = .6(To). We then proceed to ealculate the tunetions 

" defining the transfonnation of variables (3.44), following the I?reseriptions of section II.3. 

Weget 

U(T) = 1, 
-3"( 

a(T) = . , 
2aô1/2( 1 + L) 1/2 

3y1[(l+L)-112 - 1] 
't=------

( , 4ca2ô3f,2 

y(T) = 0, 
ch 2X 

() 

SeT) = 21<1 + L) , 
-3)'1102 

R(T) = 2aO(I+ L) , 

3 T Qo(s)ds 
K(Y,T) =~J ' 

2a~ 0 lll/2h 11/4 o 

Let us introduee the constants 

and the following additional quantities: 

00 j + III j + 1/2 

M - 3112 -1 -3 ". [3+ In(l + enJ - 3 
- ceL... (j ') ., 

j=O +2 J. 

... 

(3.50e) 

(3.500 

(3.50g) 

, , 
Recall that the Y dependence of the"solution is hidden in the variable X only; in order to 'make 

o 
. it explicit we must ~evert to the physicaJ variables x, y, and t through the transformation 

(3.11). Thus T = EX; calculating the funeùon C(Y,T) up to order t, we then find lhat X writes 
,\ . 

as . 

(3.50h) 

Using (3.19a), we finally obtain the solution of the GKP equation in the fonn 
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1 1 

11° = BO h02(1+ Lt1(sech2 [B2(1+ Lt1IlH] + BIX) • 

M 211' 
H = - - t + Y + G(f). 

e 2phol1l6 

(3.50i) 

where 

. 
As the function Co(T) is arbitrary, it proves convenient to choose it so as to make the 

furrction G(T) to vanish. The curves representwg the wavecrests cannot be expressed in 

closed fo'rm; indeed the equations defining the local.maximum of (3.50i) are, transcendental in 

the variable X. These equations can however be reasonably weIl s~lved thr"<-:"Igh a numerical 

scheme:In view of the explicit use of a non-constant form for the auxiliary function C(Y,T) 

which implies that secular terms do occur in the pelt'turbation expansion yielding the GKP 

equation, it must be pOÎ}1ted out that the ~olution (3.S0i) glves a good descnpuon only in, a 

sufficiently small time !Oterval [t < (-2; see discusswn fo1l0wing (3'.10»). We present the 

behaviour of the solution in the pictures of rigl~t'e 9 and 10. Figure 9 was done for a 

relatIvely sm aH !Oterval along the positive longitudinal direction. As in ôür precedent 

example, this figure does consist in a succession of snapshots that follow a wavecrest along 
fJ 

the posItive region of the physical x-axis. The tune evolution struts at t = 0 when the crest, by 

construction, consists of a stmight line identified with the y-~~xis. As time irlcreases, the crest 

begins to exlnbit some curvatul~, the rate of which is increasing. In fact, the magnitude of 

this curvature is connected to the rate at which the straits gets wider, i.e., to 11'(ex). It grows . . 
and diminishes with this quantity; thus it is maximal when fj.' is itself maximal. This is better 

illustrated by Figure 10 which shows the evolution of the crest for a longer time. 

Asymptottcally, the crest regains its straig;tness. This example,is to be compared with tl~e 

waves seen in existing straits, for instan<;;e the Straits of Gibraltar and Messin~, which do 

indeed behave as the example presented heré:~ 

-, 

,,-,f. 
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1 
Figure 9 

, ... 
" 

x 

Solution of the GKP equation associated with a logarithmic shaped bottom given 
: by equation (~.50i) with c = 32 and Cl = ~:::: v:::: 1. The curves show the time 

evolution of the shape of a wavecrest enclosed in a strait from x '€ 0 to x = 5. 
The halfwidth of the strait ranges from 0.5 to abo,ut 0.658. 
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\" -w- : Figure 10 

- ""i -- -
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... 

Solution of the GKP equation associated with a logarithmic shaped bottom givel\ 
by ~uation (3.50i) with- c = 32 and Cl = ~ = V,= 1. The curves show the time 
evolution of the shape ôf a wavecrest enclosed in a strrut from x = 0 to x = 40. 
T,he h~width of the strait ranges from 0.5 to,about 1.353. 
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'i. ' , 
, IV. ConseryotidD laws assoeiated with the GKP equation 

! 

, 
,~ 

~ .. 

~ 

The G1(p equation (3.16a) which we detived in part II admits severnl time dependenf 

cOilserved quàittities of physical interest. These can he ~btàinêd directly (~om t~,e equ~tio~ 
and their fonn depends on whethe~ we are taking th,e 'Side bolJnd~s into accou,nt or not; w,e 

~ shall consider these two cases separately. AIso, in ~èmtrast with the pure' KP equation for 
, . 

. 

which it is w~ll known that infinitely many conserved quantitites do exist, th~ <?KP equation 

possesses only a finite number of th,em. , 

" 

, 1 - Cons~ryed Quantities for the GKP eQyatiOn without !;xiyndru:y conditions 
ù 

o 

\) 

In this frrsi'case we are considering a wave with amplitude specified by l1o(X,Y,T), o' 

propagatu1g on the surface of an infmite extension body of waler. 'We restrict"ourselves to the 
q 1) l ,,1' 

c1ass of solutions of the GKP-equatio!1 that decay sufficiently r\lpidly in ail 'iiirections: ) . • - r---:.-. . 
11o(X,Y,T) ~ 0 as IXI ~ 00 or IYI ~ 00. ~ 

·We assume that this behavioùr holds for the amplitude 11o(X,Y,T) and for 110x ,11°"", and :. 

nOyaS weIl. We then have M3(Y,T)=0 in (3.l6a) [see (3.20é\)]:Choosing·C1(Y,T)=~, as 
we always can when n~ boundaries are involved, we obtain 

. T 
Ao ~ Ao (T) = - ~ 4 hO-

312 hl ds, 
o 

Wè now intFOduce the following quantities: 

MCI) = J oo'J 00 11o(X,Y,1') dXdY • 
_00 -00 

• 00 00 

~ J J ° 2 E(T) = [11 (X,Y,1')] dXdY. 
-00 _00· e 

qo oô " 
Ix(T} = M-l(T)J J ,Xll0(X,Y,l1dXdY. 

_00 -00 

4 

, . 
) 

p 

'>. 

"-

o 
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corresponding, respectively, to the mass, the energy, and the X and Y coordi~ates of the 

centre of inértia of the propagating wave. From the GKP equation we cao determine the time 

evolution of these quantities; we find: 

Men = M(TO>ho-1I4(T) , 

E(T) = E(TO>ho-If2(T), • 

\. T 
Ix(n = Ix(To) + hM-1(To)E(To) f hO-7/4 ds 

To 

, . 

+ ([é" ~ ho'lÎ (J \.-m h, dr ) ~ Il''ho:'12 <4,] ~s. 
To To /? _ 

, T s 
Iy(n = ly(T) - ~ pl ds ho

1/21 hO-3/2 hl dr. 
-, To To 

.' (3.51a) 
1 

(3.51bl 

. 
(3.51c) 

(3.51d) 

These quantities are obtained' by frrst integrating, over the whole XV -plane, the GKP 

\ _ equation multiplied by l, T)0, X, and Y, respectively: 'this stép gives differentiaI .equati~ns 
! which may then, be integrated to yield the a results. F~r instance, integtati~g thê Gl<P ... , , 

equation over X and Y yields die . e al equatiô~ dM(T)/dT + ~(ho'!h~)M(T) = 0, which 
ID ... \ .... 

obviously has the solution (3.51a). We note that thè expression (3!51c) for Ix(T) holds o~ly 

ifM2' in (3. 16a) and (3. 16c), is independent ory, Le. ifwe have 

o . • . 
f q>o(Y' Z,T) dZ = (p'rt l h0

2(T)Qo(T), 
. To ' 

Le, if Ql(T}, Q2(TY/and ail higher moments vanish. T,he conse~ed quantiÙes are M(To), 

E(To )' Ix(To},.and ly(To). The mass M(T) and the.energy E(T) are on\y conserved in the 

1
eCial ca.se whe~ the depth is constant afong ~hf ph,ysit31 y-axis, or, in ~ther wor~s when 

ho(T} = 1 In '.. " ." \ 

h(Y,T) = ho(T) + eYh1IT'> + O(e2). 1 " 

• 

, 
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-The centre of inertia of the wave moves along the X-axis with constant velocity only when 

~o(T) = 1, hl(T) = O"and 6o(f) = 0, irnplying constant dépth and vanishing vorticjty. We thèn 

have 

IX(T) = Ix{To) + ~'YM·lçrO>E{To)(f - To>, 
ly{T) = ly{To). . ... v 

If the depth function ho(T) increases with T = EX, e.g. if a wave moves .outwards into sea. we .. 

see from (3.51a) and (3.51b)'that its mass M(T) and enérgy E(T) will decrease accordingly: 
(). 

the wave dissipates. From (3.51c) and (3.51d) we see that if h1(T);tO, i.e. if the shape of 

the bouorn ,is Y-depend~nt, then the centre of inej!.ia of the wave moves away frol.n. the 

X-axis, in gen~ral 'Vith non~onstant velocity. 0 _ 

1 
2 - Consrrved Qyantities for the GKP equation \vith boyodm:y coogiVons 
~, ,. 

ln this second case, we consider the GKP equation (3.16a) with the boundary , 
condition (3.16b). Similarly as in subsections 3 and 401 part Il, ,we asSume lhat we can 

reduce this boundary condition to the standard form 

and then solve it by assuming 

(3~52) 

throughput the entire channel, so that the physical y-direction enters only in an implicit way 

via the variable X in (3.1-1). As we havetalready established, the above asumplion (3.52) ~s , 
consistent only if C1(Y.T) is chosen as in equation (3.31a), so that Ao{Y,T) has the form 

(3.35). The physical assumptions made are that the vorticitY-63tisfics (3.26c) with Q2(1') and 
o • 

Q/f) given by (3.38a) and (138b), respectively. The GKP equation is thus rcduced to the 

equat:on 

- \ 

. \ 

: . " 
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with Ml and ~ given by 
1 

Ml =~~(ho'/ho + ô.'/A) , 

" 

1 [ 1;' Il'' 2] 
~ = P"\}ho' <4> + ~ 1:

2 (y -T) . 
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Solutions of the GKP equation (3.~3) satisfying (3.52) and vanishing sufficiently rapidly, 
- . "". 

namely -. '.,ft ~ • 

l1o(X,T)~O as IXI.-+oo, 

o· 
IXI~oo, , (3.54) 11 x(X,T).-+ 0 as 

# 

l1\x(X,T) -+0 as IXI~oo, 

will again be sûbject to conservation laws, following directly from (3.53). This time let us 

define 

........ -
00 

m(T) = J Tlo(X,T) dX , 
-00 

1 • 

00 

• e(T) = J [Tlo(X,T)]2dX, 
- 00 

Ô 00 

\ iff) = f Xllo(X,T) dX, 
_00 

. . 
~gain representing the mass, energy, and position of the centre of ineJ1ia of the wav<? From 

b.53) and 0.54) we have 1 \. 

m(T) = m(To)ho·l/
4(T)A·I/2(T). 

e(T) = e{To)A(To}ho-1!2(T)il-1(T) , 

r 

T 
i(T) = i{To) + ~·)'nr.l(T O>e(To)L~,,12(TO> f hO·7/4.1-112ds 

" lo 

f T-\. [ l' il' 2. ]-
+ ~l ' ho -lfl I2 C-y -li) + 8C4, . 

To . 

( 

t-

(3.5'Sa) . 

(3.55b) 

(3.55c) 
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These~-quantities are obtained in a similar .way as that whicIÎ ga've us (3.51), nnmely by • 
• integrating the GKP equation (3.53), multiplied by an appropriate factor, and then by 

, 
integrating the resulting differential equation. Again, we find that m(To)' ef[ 0)' and i(1'!)) are 

• 0 

conserved quantities>1he rnass m(T) and energy e(T) are only conserved if the geomctry of 

" the ch,annel is such th~ i .. 

!2 . \ 
ho 1 (T)ô(T) = Co = constant. 

The centre of inertia,undergoes unifonn rectilinear motion only if both integrands in (3.55c) 

are constants. 

The integrable equ~ion of part II, Le. the pure KP, KdV, and cKdV equations, admit 

infinitely many conservatidn laws, expressed in te~s of the function q(1;, 0, t) or q(~, t) (se~ 
NOVI, 'CALI). These, in genera!, do not necessarily go over conservation laws for the 

amplitude 11° . The transf6rrnation of variable may introduce new t·dependence and may also 

cause the integrals for 11° to become divergent. For a discussion of conservation laws for the 

VC-KdV equation see also references JOIII and MIL2. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

~ , 
The present thesis presents the results obtained from the investigations aoout two main 

problems, connected by the fact that both are related to the Kadômtsev-Petviashvili equatiùn. 

In this final chapter we summarize the results obtained in' this work, emphasizing the most 

important ones, and point out aq,ditional pr.ecisions in sorne cases. We also ~tate sevenÏl 
\; 

problems WhICh arise from our work: sorne being already under investigatIon and thus 

excluded from this thesis because of incompreteness, the others being open at thIS date . 
... 

Chapter two orbits around the method of invariant solutions, or symmetry reduction 
• • 0 

\ technique. We analysed the syrpmetry structure of the pure KP equation, found several 

classes of special solutions (part 1), and presented a new way' of applymg the symmetry 

reduction technique by means of an cxample on the system made of the KP equation coupled 

with its assoéiatcd Backlund transformation (part II). The starting point for this c1ùpter, as it 

is when studying the group-theoretical aspects of <.Lny givcn differenllal equation, is provided 

by giving the Lie algebra L KP of symmetries of the KP equation. This algebra was already 

known since sorne time (see SCHl) but remained completely unexploited except for 

deducing some very special invariant solutions of the equation, namely the so-called 

similarity solutions. 

Our first ptactical goal, in part l, is inspired by three faets. Th~ first is that many of the . 
impor\ant nonlinear partial differentiaL equations of modern physies tum out t<;? have 

infinite-dimensional symmetry groups; such is the case with the KP equation, as well as . . 
others such as the Junbo-Miwa equation and the Davey-Stewartson [or (2+l)-dimensional . , 

Sehrodinger system]. The second one is that methods have been developed for c1assifying 
, ' 

subgroups of finite-dimensional Lie groups that constitute the basic ingtedients for 

performing the symmetry reduction technique; it tums out, as we have shown in this chapter 

a1),d as was shown in subsequent works (e.g. CHA2), that these melhods can also be,applied 

to infinite-dimension al Lie groups. Tlle third faet eoncerns the reeent developments in the 

theory of mfinite-dimensionaI Lie aIgebras, in particular Kac-M06dy algebras, and the 
\ 

realization of the important role that these play in the study of integrable dynamical <Systems . 

. , 
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Our very first result was to observe that LKP possesses a Levi decomposition (see (2.4)], 

even though it is infinite-dimensional; this property is useful in vicw of classifying ilS 

low-dimensional subalgebras. Our second result consistcd in the intcgration of LKP ' 1 c. in 

constructing the explicit group action of' the mast gencral I-p.u ameler suhglOup of Ihe 

corresponding Lie group 0KP on the solution mamfold coordlllati7ed by O,"",y.u), wherc 

u(t,x,y) solves the KP equatlon. We provldcd tltree diffcrcnt group a<..'II()/l~ 1 \Ct' (2.5), (2.6) 
\ 

and (2.7)J, for the three cases f(t) == g(l) = O;t h(t), f(l) :::: ();t g( 1), and f( 1) ... 0, \\'hc1 1.' f (t), g( 1): 

and h(t) arc arbitrary smooth functions which pal amelnzc the ekmcllt~ of the :-yll1l1lClry 

algebr~ (or infinitesimal gcnerator~). Dy constructIOn, tlw, group action give,> 11\ .~ lIle.ms of 

constructing new solutions of the KP cquati~)Il fIOm given ones. For lIl~lallCe, kl 1I~ llHl\lder 

the infinites,f.11 group gCllcrator e tdy + ~À(jyc t()" - 4aye tau' corle~I)(HJ(JlIlg 10 Ihe parIH_'It!ar 

choice f(l)= h(t) = 0 and g(t) == et; then fomlllla~ (2 6) tell m .. thal if Il -- 01\ li '-.( )1\1111)(101' lite 
, 

KP equation then the samc is truc of ~Àcrc-II.ÀC 1 - 2y 1. Wc pOlllt OUI, !1owCVCl. Ihal Ihe glOUp, 

action is iiI/car witb respect to the dcpendcnt variable li, and thelcfmc 11 doc\ nOI pellllll lI\ 10 

recover aIl solutions, for instance the mu/ri-.\o/lfOIl ~ollltl()Il:-. tIH:"C ale 1 atlwl ohtailled 

through the use of Dückllllld IramformatlOn\. Such trall~rOllllatlon .... III gCIlt'lal. do Ilol 

generate a group, the y do, ho:",cvcr. when Ihe ;\..,~ocialcd nonlinc;\1 dtlfclelltl.t1 eqll.ltl\11l l'an 

be written as the compatibility cOIHl!tton of Il ripa ortler Illatllx \y\tCIlI of Zaldt.!foy Shahal ' 

type: one ean casily show that the !>pacc of Biicklund tran<,f{)IIl1alloll~ (,,"then !,'>ol1lorphic 10 a 

matrix group whosc clement') arc known as the "drc~~lIlg lIIatrlcc,," (~cc Introduction) 

After explicitatmg the partlcular "ix dllncll~jon;)l :-ubalgebr.\ LI' 01 LKI' ohtalllcd hy , . 
restrieting the thrce arbitllary fUl1ction5. f(!), g(I). and h(l) ln he li,ù:ar in Iheir 'UgUItlt'flt I~cc , 
(2.9)J and noting that Ihis is thc subalgcbra wlllch ha,> bcen c)(Il'II~ivl'ly u'\cd by several 

-" . 
author~ in order to gel speciflc invallant ~())utions of the KI' cqualion, wt' prorccdcd ln 

examine anothcr specHtI ~ubalgebIa Ln of L,o'. obtJincd hy rC:-lrÎt tmg 1(1), gO), and hO) ln 

admit"Laurent expan~lOn. lt wa~ shown Ihat tllls algcbra posscss a Kac- Moody loop 

structure: ( 

wheJ~ Lo c sl(5.R) i~ an cight-dllllcnsionai Lie ulgebra 1 sec (2.11)). The grading in this 100p 

structu;e is provided. This property of the symmetry algebra of the KI' equalion is quire 
~ 
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Te\"arkable. Indeed it was ,ea!ized a post~riori iliat this P'9P.~)iS also shared by other 

(2+ 1 )-dimensional integra?le nonlinear e.quati~ns of evol~tn type, for instance the Dave:

Stewartson system; however no (3+l)-dlmenslonal equauons, to our knowledge, have thlS 

property. This is therefore something very special and is ccrtainly worth of further •• 

investigatton; 10 particular, one would be interestcd in ,knowing what are the nècessary 

structural conditions on the equation that will ensure the existence of this propcrty. 

In section 2, we attacked the problem of classifying the Iow-dimensional subaIgebras 

of LKP ' As mentioned above, this is the first step that must be taken befolc actually 

perfOrrfling the symmetry reduction of the KP cqualion~' As expfained in chapter one, the 

classification of these subalgcbras (into optimal systems) is done by grouping together in the 

same equivalcnce class aIl those subalgcbr J.S that are conjugate under the adjoint action of the 

group G~p We a150 identify the isomorphy class ~f each subalgeqra. 1t was interesting li> 

observe, as we mentioned ear lier, that the 1001s and the techniques fOl constructing this 

~IassificatJon, although developed for finite-dimensional algeblas, a150 work for LKP' even 

though this algcbra is infinite-dimension al. The classification was done for subalgebras of 

dimension lower th an or equal to 3, but it v·lOuId prove interesting, from the group-thcor~tical 

point of view, to provide the classificauon for higher dimensional subaigebras. This would ' 

allow us to approach, in a very systcmatic manner, the question of symmetry breaking for 

the KP equation, i.e., the constmction of related eqti:ltion~1 invariant under subgroups of the 

KP syrnrnctry grollp, rather than undcr the entire group; lllis remai~ls an open problem as yet. 

The classes of,l-dimensional subaIgebras werc first derived and we found that'there arc three 

ofthem: {X(l)}, {Y(1)}, and {Z(l)} [see (2.17)J. These are the most usaful ones in view of 

symmetry rcduction. The classes of 2-dimensional subalgebras were then found. 111ere are 

two infinite families of Abelian ones, plus five others, two of these being also Abelian [see 

(2.18)]. Wc finally constructed the 3-dimensional ones and found more diversity: 3 doubly 

infinite famiIies, 3 simply infinite families, and Il other specifie classee;. These are listed in 

(2.22) according to seven types: Abelian, decomposable, nilpotent, diagonal actioQ, complex 

• action, Jordan action, and simple; therc was only a single class of the latter kind, namely the • 

class with sl(2,R) as areprese~taÙve, givcn by (X(1),"X(t),X(t2») [see (i.22g)]. 

In the third seclÎon of chaptdr one wc applied the symmetry reduction techiüque, using , 
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representatives of each conjugacy class of I-dimensional subalgebras of LKp. Using 

subalgebras of dimension l, the method provides us with reductions to 2-dimensional 

equations for a function q(Ç,ll). Note, as explained in chapter one, that this Ïs gencI ic; the 

decrease in dimension is relaled 10 the rallk of the optimal systf'm" winch me t1~C'd: in our 

case, our representatives of the equivalence classès arc obviously of maximal rank ,,'9. ", 

Because we found thrcc distinct conJugacy classes of nOl1conjugatc l·dllllel1\lonal 

subalgebras, wc therefore expected thrce distinct rcdllclioll~. ~s a matter of facl, Il lurnc;d out 

vthat the KP solution u(t,x,y) is always rclaleJ 10 the wlutiofl q(ç,ll) of the redul'cd equation 

in the same way, namely u 1S linear wllh Icspect to q Isec (2.23)1. Amo(]g the Icdul'tl()m. Ihat 

we denved, one is aimos! trivial: we obtamed li :;;: q and the rcduccd cqualioll is d\l/t)y}- O. 

the cOlresponding invariant solutions aIe palamctrllcd by ,IWO arhmary fllllcticHl" l''t'l' 
(2.24)1. The other rcdll~tions arc mOle lI1terc~lil1g. Onc yleld" :1 ollce-diffclI:llll,llt'd KdV 

equation [sec (2.:4:uJ a,~d the othcr gave the BOll!>~inc:-,q cqllalinll I~cc (2 76)1. j\fter having 
( 

establtshcd thcsc rcducliolls and the CO!Tc<,pondlllg fOlmu!a,.., for thc i~lvall.lIlt ~OIU:Î\1I1\t WI." 

procccded to glve SOIllC cxampks. Fur the rcduelioll 10 the BOll:-''''JIlc~q equ:\tloJl, \H' <,taIlcd 

[rom a cla~s of solutions of th;s cquatlOn oht;ullcd by Bolli and PClIlplllcJh (!>ct' B< )12) and 
. 

constructed two invariant solutions nf thc KP cqualion which i1Il: expJ(.'<,~ed J(J te ml'. 01 the 

first Painlevé tr:U1~cendellt and thc WcicI~tlas:, elliptic fUIlCIÎOll, rc~pcctlvely I~cc (2 2(}a) and 

(2.29b)J~ the latter was scen to reduce, in a certalll .111111, III Ihe "o-callcd bllllp ~(Jl11tl()11 Wc , 
wish to pOll1t out that wc interc~ted omsclvcs ln fïnding !>olutiom that Icm:lIn a\yll1p!oIÏrally 

bounded, sincc these arc tlie type of ~uIlltÎom, which arc of gClluine phY\lCaI JJ1!("!nt A'::t for 

the reduclion to the KdV çquation, in vicw of thc precl'ding rcm:uk, we c()J1~Hh·rcd Iwo 

distinct situations corresponJing to the faet that the KdV \OIUlion frolll wlllch olle 

reconstructs a KP solution may he l'ither bOlllldcd or unhounded. III the Iii!>! <:a..,C' we 

deduced that Ihe KP solution is lX)lJndcd provHJcd that a l'ertalll comtralllt 1<, \ati\lïcd A':-t an 

example, we gave KP ~ollltiolls WlllCh can be rotatc(ffrom a ~ir11llanty ':-to!lItioIlU! the KdV 
, . 

equation cxpressed in tcrms of the ~\cl-onJ PalllJcvé Iran<;ccndC'llt 1 sec (2. m) and the 

following paragraphl. for the ':-tccond case, Il provl'd cOllvcnicllt 10 I1H)(lJfy the c1a~:-, 

representative which ylclds the reduction 10 the KdV equatlon. Tlm ncw chou.:c wa<; such 

that the reduced equatioll was the cylindrical KdV equalion (2.31c) wlth Ml)ullon (2JJd) 

given ir. terros of Airy functions; the COITcspondlllg KP solutions arc then glven hy (2 .. Hb) .. 
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We closed Jhe section by briefly discussing symmetry reduction using 2- and 

3-dimensional subalgebras. In the first case, we remarked that it always amounted to first 

perfonning one of the above1"cductions by using a I-dimensional subalgebra, followed by a 

second reduction on the reduced cquation; thus KP solutions may be reconstmcted via two 

consecutive reductive transformations. Moreover, as the reductions of bath the KdV and the 

Boussinesq equation have been studied to sorne extent by others, we lcstricted ourselves to a 

single simple exarnple of a direct reduction, that which yields the first Painlevé equation. In 

the second case, we mcntioncd that aIl reductlOns perfomlcd by using a 3".dimel1sional 

subalgebra were trivial and thus present no rcal intercSL Let us mention that the 

reconstructlOIl of KP solution hom solutIOns of a reduccd equatIOn can, of course, be 

couplcd with the group action induced by (JKP on the solution manifold of the KP solution. 

Thus, by combining the rcsults of sections 1 and 3, wc atrivc at a, very large set of KP 

solutions. 

The other problcm treated 1I1 chapter Iwo dcals with the mcthod of symmetry reduction 

again. The motIvation was [hat it should make sense to use this rnethod on a given soliton 

equation together with ils assoeiated Backlund transformation, rather th an on the equation 

aIone; then one should bc inc1ined 10 Ùl1nk that the sohtonic eharacler wouid appem naturally. 

From a practical point of vkw, one would like to combine togcthcr rcductive and Bùcklund 

transfonnations; this is what we undertook to do with die KP equation. We first remarked 

that it proves useful to use the KP equation in its potential form, the PKP equalion .(2.35), 

\,. because the associated Backlund transformation (2.36) is indeed known for the latter. Wc 

gave the symmetry algebra LplCf of this equation and stated that it is quite similar, [rom the 

structural point of view, to LKP [sec (2.37) and (2.38)]: we observed, in particular, that a 

Ioop structure also exists for the "Laurent restriction" of this algebra. We constructed the 

group action for the several I-pruarnctcr Lie groups corresponding to eaeh single generator of 

the symmetry algebra, and then examined how the group aets on the BUcklund 

transfonnation; three generators leave it invariant but the remaining two others generalize hs 

fonn by introducing time dependent functions in it [see (2.40)]. Naturally, thi's implied that 

the fonn of the permutability theorem was to be accordingly modified. Our next step was 10 

fmd the sylnmetry aIgebra of the system consLItuted by the PKP equation and the generalized 

ce • 
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( Backlund transfonnation; the resuIt was a four-dimensional algebra [sec (2.43)] for which 

\......, we constructed the corresponding l;parameter subgroup actions. 
\ 

We then proceeded to examine the question of symmetry reductloll. Flrst, we found 

out that therc are four Classes of I-dimensional subalgebras ~f the above 4-ùimcnsional 

algebra, two of them being actually patamctrized families of classes. It 15 Împorf.\!lt 10 point 

out that the reductlon will naturally give us two objects: a rcùuceù cquation and a ICt!UCCÙ 

Backlund transformation exprcs~cd as a diffcrentlal cquatIon. One lllay thcll ~olvc this 

'" system and leconstru0t a solution of the PKP cquatlUn; the corrcspollding KI' ~{)11l11()11 can 

then be obtained by pcrfomung a fUIlhe{ diffclCnl\alion on the PKP ~OJllIJOIl. Wc Jl'al17cd 

that [ive dlWnct representatives arc sufficicnt tu cxhalht ail pO~~lblc rl'dUCIIOIIS Âmollg 

these, let us fir~l mention that one yiclds a kink ~oIution for the PKP equ:\lioll, thu\ il ~()Iiton 

solution for the KP cquatioll. Anothcr yiclds an o",clllatory ~olutlon that l'an he wllttcn III 
• 

tenns of Airy functions. The most interesting Icduction, 111 one limit case, gave lie; il quite 

special KP solutio}l which we tenned .\plwoll Tills obJcct wa~ gwplucally ~ct:n 10 be a S0l1 

of fork-shaped solitonic front which rigidly tral1~latc<; l/lthc xy-planc; it i~ ,clalt:d 10 li certain 
\ 

type of solutions. callcd ~uliton reSOllanccs, w/lIch wele p!cvi()lI~ly found and !.tudicù by 

several authors for the Boussinesq cqualion. Wc cmphasiLcd that tlw. type of \olutiol1 must 

be considered on the same footing as the uSllal :,ohlol1 ~oll1tJ()n~ in the ~CI1\C thal thcy also 

originate from applying a Blicklund tran~fOl~nation to a lem solutIOn. Wc n.'l",tl\llhat lor one 

of the reductions we could not construct any PKP ~oJutlon~ bccame we welc nol ahle 10 111\d 

analytic solutions to rhe redllced sy~tcm 1 sec (2.48b) and (2.51 b) l, 1111~ "'y.,tclIl IllCrll~ dccpcr 

investigation. More generally, wc pOllll out that the wOlk prc\c/lted HClc rould he rcpcaled 

(or other cqllations; in paniclIlar, the idca of joint ~ymmetry rcduction ~ccms most 

r.>romising. 

111C principal practical outcome of chaplcr Iwo is (hat wc gave meaus of gencraling 

infir.itely many solutions of the KP cquations. We may !>tart from 11 glvcn KP ~olulion and 

find anothcr one by acting wllh the KP symmctry glOUp. Wc can al~o rcron~truct some from 

solutions of one of the cquations that arc obtaincd by l'ymmctry rcduction. Let U~ point out 

that the se reduced equations, for instance the KdV cqualion, are well studlcd and have their 

own sym,netry groups which one may use to gencrale new solutions. Further, thcy admit 

Q 
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reductions to ordinary differential equations whose solutions ,also yield new invariant' 

solutions, and sometimes even Backlund transfonnations that may be used to the same 

purpose through non trivial nonlinear correspondences. Noting the connection between the 

KP and the PKP equation, we may take a KP sol~n, map it into a PKP solution, apply the 

Backlund transformation, and map back the resu~ng PKP sofillion into a new KP solution. 

New solutIOns may also he constnIcted directly from a PKP solution which may res~lt from 

another PKP solution via the PKP symmetry group, or by applying the syrnmetry reduction 
~ . 

technique on the PKP equation alone or on the system consisting of the PKP equation and its 

associated Backlund transfonnatÏon. 

In chapter three we investigated the possibility of using certain known integrable 

equations of water wave theory in order to describe non trivial solitonic wave behaviour. By - , 

'\ 

t'his we me an solitonic wavefronts which exhibit sorne transverse curvature. This has a 

physical interest to the extent that experimental observations confinn that sllch objects indeed 

exist in oceans, for instance tidal waves going through and out of marine straits. The basic -

.objects of our modcl are the gencralized Kadmntsev-PetvlQshvili equation (3.16a), together 

with the bouncIary condItion (3.16b), which describc the propagation of gravily waves on the 

surface of a fluid,in a channel, or a slrait, characterized by varying dCplh and width. This 

equation was derived under the followlOg assllmptions: 

1) the fluid has zero viscosity coefficient émd constant denslty, 

2) the only force ptesent is gravit y, 

3) the qllantitics (HolLx)2. HolLy, No/Ho are aH small and of the sarne degree {see (3.4)], 

4) the wavcs propagate predominanùy in one direction choscn to be the x-axis, 

5) we restricted to waves moving in a sufficiently wide, slowly varying channel. 

The GKP equation has variable coefficients that depend on the variables Z = z, Y = y, and T = 
, 

EX via the physical functions 

ho(T), hl (T), l±o(T) , . <Po(Y, Z,T), 'l'o(Y, Z,T), 

describing the geometry of the strait and the VOrtIcity in .. the fluid; <Po and '1'0 enter eithèr in 

integrals bvcr aIl values of Z, or for Z = -ho(T). The coefficients also depend, on.an auxiliary 

l 
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function CI(Y,T) which we-chose to be zero if no side boundary conditions are imposed. 

The choice of Cl (Y fT) given by equation (3.27a), in terms of the geometrical functions 

hu(T), hl (T), Ô = 1+0 - Lo', and L = 1+0 + Lo. leads to a standard (orm of the boundary 

conditions. It also leads, generically, to secular terms in the perturbative expansIOn. 

The GKP equation (3.16a). together witt1its boundary condition (3.16b), was seen to 

form a coupled system for the unknown wave amplitudè'l1o(X,Y,T) and the vorticity. 

functions <l>o{Y' Z,'f), 'l'o(Y, Z,T). If we choose Xo = - 00 in these equations and mnke the 

additional physically reasonable assumptIons (3.41a) (on the vorticity at the bottom) and, 

(3.19) (on the behaviour of the perturbation, e.g. satisfied by solitary waves), we can 

partially decouple the equations. Fm the vorticity functions we obtained the linear relations 

(3.20), and for 11° the GKP equation (3.17a) with boundary condition (3.18a). Notice that 

the function M2(Y,T) in (3.17a) depends on the vorticity function <l>o(Y,Z,T). Additional 

information is needed to determihe this function completely. For instance, let us assume n 

polynomial dependence on the variable Y: 

o N 

f <l>odZ = 2, Qkmyk . 
ho k=O 

o 

We then find that equations (3.l7a) and (3.20) implYI 

wher.e 

and 

o N 

f 'l'odZ= Ro{T)-p-IL (Qk/hol!l)'yk+I/(k+l), 
h' ' k=O o 

N 

!to(T) = p-l L [Qk hO·l12(I+o )k+J]'/(k+l) 
k=O-

N 

L [Qk ho SV2 ((1+0 )k+I,. (to )k+1 ) J'/(k+ 1) = O. 
k.::O 

(c.l) 

(c.2) 

\ 

.. 

(c.3) 

Thus, the moments \:2~(T) are subject to one constraint, namely (c.3), and then they 

\ 
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detennine the integrals (c.l) and (c.2) completeIy. These moments, in -the approximation 

considered. must be taken as part of the input into the problem, t~gether with the functions 

deterrnining the bottom and the sides of the channel. 

The GKP equation admits physically interesting conservations laws, discus~ed in part 

IV. The mass, energy, and centre of inertia of the considered wave behave in a physically 

reasol}6bIe ,manner. In particular, in straits for which the quantity 

(c.4) 

increases (e.g. a strait opening up into the ocean and getting deeper), we" saw that the mass • . 
and energy, as defined in section IV.2, gradually dissipate. If X(T) decreas~s with 1\ as 

happens when a wave from the ocean enters the 'strait, the mass and energy increase and 

eventually our approximation breaks down '(i.e. higher order terms in e mu~ then be taken 

ioto account). 

An open natural problern WQuid he that of extending our model in or~er to describe ,~ 

internaI waves propagating on the interface between two layers of fluid. It is already known, 

for a KdV baseâ theory, that these waves are proportionallo the surface 'waves through a 

coupling between the equations that describe them. We should expect something sirnilar if 

we would use the sarne ki~d of assurnptions as in our present treatrnent of surface waves. In 

faet, we have done sorne ealculations that we did not present here since they are incornplete. 

Let us only mention that sorne complications occur because, for instance, one has to consider 

as distinct cases situations when the upper layer have greater, equ,al, or srnaller thickness 

than th~t of the lower layer. This problem is presently under investigation. 

Part II of chapter three was spent on the effective reduction of the GKP equation to 

completely integrable equations with soliton solutions, under additional hypotheses on the 

channel and the vorticIty; reductions were achieved by perforrning appropriate 

transformations of the variables of the [orm (3.24). First, a pure KP equation was obtained . ~ 

only if the side boundaries are absent, if the bottom is flat at least in the middle of the channel-

[ho(T) = 1], and if the second vorticity mome?t vanishes [QlT) = O}. The mass and energy 

are then conserved, as we observed in part IV, and in addition the KP equation admits 

.* ft 
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infinitely-many further~seiv<:ted quantities. Also for the case of no side bou~d~es, a pure 

KdV equation was obtained ûnder different assumptions, namely that the initial wave 

amplitude is independ~nt of the' variable a, that the vorticity satisfies (3.26), and that the 

depth function hb<n and vorticiiy moment Q2(T) are related by (3.32d), a Rjccati equn~Î'on 

for the function ho'/ho' For 90th of the above r~uctèons, the function S(X,Y,T) in (3.24) 

was chosen to he ~o; he~ce bounded solutions of the KP and KdV equations (in particular 

solitons, multisolitons, or periodic solutions of the KdV equation) provide bounded 

solutions of the GKP equation and therefore bounded physical wave amplitudes, as long as 

t4e fu."ction R(T) in (3.~4) remains finite. 

Wh en the side boundaries are taken into account, we could 'again obtain a KdV 

1 equation (section II.3), and managed to satisfy the boundary conditions in a trivial-~manncr, 

by simply getting rid of the a-dependence in the function q. We p_oint out that further study of 

these"conditions in order to solve them in a less trivial manner, leadrng to more general 

results, 'is certainly worth pursuing. The necessary conditions for reducing to the KdV 

eqUâÎion are lhat the vorticity satisfies (3.26b), (3.38), (3.4la), and moreover that the dcpth 

, and the width are related by (3.42c,d). In this case the function S(X,Y,T) cannot be set equal 

to zero; instead we have . , 
. 

. [ T, ]-1 
S = - ~Tlal.1-1/2ho-1/4 1 - a;~ ~"1f2ho-1/4"ds X. 

. 0 
!j , ,\ 

-Thus .bounded solutions' of the KdV equation, i.e. for q bouncœd in (3.24), lead to 

amplitudes 110 that- increase linearly in X. As long as the quantity X(T) [See (c.4») is an , 
increasing function of T, then condition (3.25c) is verified, i.e. the term linear in the variable 

X gradually dies out as T incrèases. From the point of view of mass and energy conservation 

(see section IV.2) this corresponds to the case 'm(T) -.0, e(T) -.0 as T -+ 00. It is worth 

pointing out that .always, in this case, at the initial position xI == xI 0, the functions describing 

the sides of the strait. together with thcir first derivatives. are continuous functions of xI . An 

altern'ative approach to the GK~ equation w'ith boundary çonditions was taken in section

lIA, where we reduced to the cylindrical KdV equation. The assumptions on the shape of the 

strait and on the vorticity were exactly the same as for the reduction 10 the pure KdV 

equalion; however the transformation of variables was different [Seè (3.47a,b,c»), and in 

• 
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particular we had S(X,Y,Tt=O in (3.24). This proves interesti!1g: as it implies that bounded 

solutions of the cKdV equation provide bounded wave amplitudes nO(ç,'t). The cKdV 

eQuaüon is known io have bounded solutions, expressed in tenns of Airy functions (note that 

the se can be transformed into unbo~Q<led solutions of the KdV equation). These solutions 

are clearly of physical interest; they have th~ fonn of trains of solitary waves with total zero 
, . ~ 

area and could be used to fit ocea~Qgraphic data on int~rnal wave~. observed at several places 

in the oceans. <J 

\ 

. Let ,us consider ~ain the question of the dependence of the wllve amplitude on the 

. rè~ormalized physical variables ~, y, and t for the case when 11° is assumed to be 

independent of Y. We start at ~ome given point Xo of the channel (Le. at T ° = EXO ) and give 

the fonn ~f the initial perturbation which, by ~ssumption, is indepen~t of y, for instance a 

soliton (or other localized disturbance) in a strai&,ht section of the channel At T::!:To we have 

Cl (Y,To) = 0 [see (3.37a)], and the transformation (3.11) is hence simply 

X=-t, Y=y, z=z, , 
, , 

-, Th~ initial pnYsical.amplitude 11*(x1
0,t·) provides the initial amplitude for the GKP equation, 

namely 
" 

'" 11o(X,To) = n"'(x10,t*)/No ,,. 
- 1 

[see (3.3)]. The characteristics of the channel (ho. hl ' L, and A) are giv~n, and we can, at 

least in principle, solve the Cauchy problem for the GKP equation, or one of the equatio~s 

derived from it in part II. We then know 11o(X,T), C1(Y,T), and cao return to the physi~:iI 

amplitude 11·(x1, x2• t*). 
l ' 

A problem which definitely merits sorne furt~er investigation is that of solving the 
~ • ..... Jo; 

, . boundary conditions. More precisely, one would b&4nterested in trying to :solve them in a 
'" less triviafway; tecall that we s{mpl:y got rid of them by requiring that the function q(ç,9,'t) be 

independent of the vru:iable 9; that obviously forced us to eliminate interesting situations such 
• 

• ...... as so~utions characterized by a standing wave behaviour along the dir~tion transverse to that 

of propagation (the Y direction). ' _ ~ 
-t, . 

L 
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Part -III of chapter thrée was spent cin the ,explicit éonstruction of a few exact solutions _ 

of the GK.P equation. We actually restrièted ourselves to examples illu'strating the reduction . .-
of the GKP equation to the KdV equation; the GKP solutions thus obtained were therefore ' 

takirig the shape of solitonic wave fronts characterized by sorne curvature induced by the 

reduction 'transfonnation [see eqùation (3.44)]. The first three ex amples were treàted in the _ 

case when the side boundaries are absent; a fourth example was present~'tl for the other case; 

these examples were characterized by sp~cifying the shape of the bottom. 

We fust considered a bottom described by a depth function ho(T), fiat for T =::;;.0 and 

parabolic for T ~ 0; this kind of situation could d~cr1be waves going ?ut of a strait (not near 

the coast however). We deduced that the GKP solution associated to this geophysical 

configuration is a wave whose crest is 'initially a straight line (because the solution is then a 

pure KdV soliton) whieh gradua11y becomes bell-shaped as time goes on and eventuaHy 

deforms into a horseshoed curve. When this happens, it is indicative that the solution is 

propagatin~ into a physical fegion, oc time domain, where our perturbation çxpansion 

yielding the GKP equation is no longer valid. In particular, we noted that the solution has a 

finite domain of validity in the transverse direction; this is in faet characteristic of all of our 

exarnples. We then treated the case of a bottom specified by a depth function described bya 

scaled translated hyperbolic tangent; this could de scribe the dynamics of solitary waves when 

going over a region where the bottom gets deeper (or shallower) to a certain degree. In faet, 

we found that the GKP soluùon which we obtained for this kind of bottom has the following 

behaviour. In the shallower region, the crest of the wave is essentially rectilinear. When 

getÙng nearer ta the localized regioll where deplh changes, it gelS curved and then eventually 

regains its flatness a~ the wave gets far in the deeper region. Our third example was that of a 

logarithmic shaped bottom. The main observation was that the waveClcst has a relatively 

constant curvature. Our last ex ample treated the same kind of bottom as our third; however 

we included side boun~aries, i.e. the wave is moving in a channel. I~ fact, this channel has 

a very definite form,ldescribed by its total width function tl.(T) which is completely 

detelT!lined in terms of the depth function, up to a multiplicative factor; we have assumed it to 

be symmetric with respect to the Y-direction [L(T) =0]. Due to the necessity of allowing 

secular terms in the perturbation expansio~ in order to have nontr~vial behaviour in the 

transverse direction, the corresponding GKP solution was seen to be valid only in' l;\ 
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relatively small time interval. We aIso observed that the wave crest has sorne defini'te varying . '. 
curvature and is indeed representative of the kind of solitary waves that are sèen to emerge 

.through existing marine straits. 

FJ~ther examples must be looked at: partieularly when side boundaries are present. 
, -

For this case it proves quite hard to find depth funetions that satisfy the constraint (3.42e) as 
weil-as the further condition that the quantity hOl/4â)~1/2(T) be monotonie increasing 

func'tion (recall that ~ is determined by ho); this is why we choose our depth function as we P,-, 
did above by requiring that (3A2e) be identicaHy satisfied for any T. Let us also remark that 

it wou Id be interesting to solve the Cauchy problem for the GKP equation by using 

numerical tools; despite the fac.t that the GKP equation is rather complieated, good algor.ithrns 

haY~ been developed in the recent years for solving such complex problems, based, for 

instance, upon time changin§ triangular grids. 
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.. 
Introduction , 

• 
The subject of this afternoon's talk is the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (thereafter called the 

, " 
KP) equation, an old favourite among the'Slnall world of integrablM10nIinear partial 

differential equations. More specifically, 1 would like to present two main collections of 

.... results about two different aspects of this equcltion. The first results pertain to the possibility 

of using this equation, or rather a generalized form of it, as a model for the description ?f 

solitary waves, and theu- propagation, in oceans or through marine straits, br channels if you 

will (the terms "strait" and "channel" willue uscd interchangeably to denote a body of water 

appropriately bounded from below and from the sides). 1 shaH show that this KP-like 

equation, although not integrable in its actual form, can be reduced to other equations from 

which one can build solutions which are indeed interesting from the geophysical point of 

v'iewas they represent reaI curved wavefronts that are actually observed in the oceans. The 

second part of the talk will be devoted to group theoretical aspects of the KP equation. We"/ 

>shalllook at its symmetries and use them, in concomitance \vith the sa-ca lIed "method of 
1 • • 

symmetry reduction", to generate many special solutions that couId be quite difficuit to obtàin 

by using standard tools, and even impossible to guess. Details have been reduced to a 

minimum and tan be found in the thesis or our publications. 
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, 1. Solitary waves in oceans and marine straits 

One certainly interesting and indeed quite common geophysical phenomenon in oceans 

is the occurence of solitary waves. Figure Al is a reproduction of a quite famous picture 

. representing such waves in the An~man Sea. Notice the regularity of the waves. Figures A2 

and A3 provide another ex ample; Figure A2 shows solitary waves emerging out of the' Strai t 

of Gibraltar and Figure A3 sketches similar waves over a topographic map. Marine solitons 

do not only occur in exotic places: Canada has its own ones, for instance in the Georgia 

, Strait, B.C., as depicted by Figure A4. Figure AS, reproduced from a military weather 

satellite's data taken over the Sulu Sea, is interestmg as it shows how a few wave packets 
t 

(dashed lines) evolved through a time period of about 4 hours (continuous lines). The picture 

is about 600 kms wide and we can extrapolate the displacements for a period of 12 hours. 
1 

Roughly, one gets a displacement of about 100 kms; this is quite consistent with the fact that 
~> 

the waves propagate at a speed of about 2.4 rn/s. Typical internaI waves have amplitudes of 

the order of 50 m. Surface waves have ~much srnaller amp'litudes but they- are more easily 

observed, for instance on photographs taken [rom satellItes. As for internaI waves, these are 

. rather deduced from measurements taken by chains of themlistors placed at different depths 

in the waler. These are known to be generated, directly or indirectly, through tidal processes. 

As an example, consider the Strait of Gibraltar. One of the tidal processes that is tought to 

cause the waves is an indirect one, namely that there occurs a semi-diurnal reversaI of one 

internai strata current;\t the entry of the Strait, it interacts with the mcoming flow from the 

Atlantic Ocean by pushing upwards the top layer. In fact, there is experimental evidence that 

oceanic solitons aIways opcur in pairs of internai and surface waves and it shouid be 

mentioned, to dissipate one's expected belief, that an internaI wave have a negative amplitude 

with respect to that of a surface wave, i..e. the disturbance is a depression rather than a 

lump. The model to be presented here describes surface waves only, for a constant density 

fluid; it must however be pointed out that it is also valid as a model for internaI solita.cy 

waves moving in multilayered fluid to the extent that both kind of waves are governed by a 

pair of two equations, each of them being the same as the one which will be used here, up to 

numerical factors in the coefficients that can be scaIed away. 

.. ' 
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Figure Al 

Packet of solitary waves in the Andaman Sea 
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Figure A2 

Solitons emerging out from the Strait of Gibraltar into the Mediterranean Sea 
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Figure A3 

Topography of the entry of Mediterranean Sea • 
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Figure A4 

Surface manifestation of internal waves in the Georgia Strait, B.e. 
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A quite noticeable feature of oceanic solitary wavetrains is that each single wavefront, 

as it cornes out of a strait, has its crest defined by sorne "non-straight" line whose curvature 

continually changes as it propagates, to eventually straighten later on. Solitons photographed 

over the Strait of Gibraltar (see Figures A2 _and A3) as weIl as over the Strait of Messina are 

nice examples of this behaviour. As cxamplified by Figure A3, this is due to the fact that the 

bottom of the ocean, and the side boundaries in the case of a channel, me non-flat surfaces. " 

The work presented here is an attempt to describc {uch curved waves. 

l 
From an historical point of view, attempts of description of solitary water waves were 

< 1 , . 
initiated back in last CCl1tury and the Clrst mathematically correct [onnulatlOn usmg a nonlinear 

partial differential equ-<!.tion, namcly the famous KdV equatlon, is due to Korteweg and de 
'-

Vries. The KdV equation describes solItons rnoving over a perfectly rectangular ~hannel: this 

is nice but unrcpres~ntative of what occurs in Nature in the sense that real straits are not 
~ . 

rectangular channels and that Nature is dissipative. Subsequent studies and models 

essentially made use of slight variations of this eq uaUon by allowing for variable, i.e., time 

dependent, coefficients. As for the KP eql.!ation, it was introduced in 1970; it was derived 

not as an hydrodynamical equation but through stability analysis of nonlinear dlsturbances in 

plasmas. However, its analytic form 1I1dic~ted that lt cou Id be useful as a water wave 

equation; incidentaIly, its original name was Ùle "2-dimenslOnal KdV equation If (for obvious 

reasons). Besides its similarity with the KdV equation (and because of il...) the KP equation 

is aIso fan~ous because it was the yery flfst 'example of a 2+ 1 dlmensional nonhnear equation 

solvable through the celebrated "inverse spectral traÎlsform" method, a nonlinear analogue of 

the Fourier rnethod for solving the Cauchy problem for linear equations. Hence, the KP 
, 

equation also has soliton type solutions with aIl their nice properties, an associated Backlund 

transforrn.ation, an infinite set of local conserved quantI,tles, ,and so [ortho However, as a 

water wave theory it does not yet brillg us to I-leaven, for it describes solitary waves which 

are trivial extensions, as far as their shape is concerned, of the KdV theory; this was to be 

expected because of the way in which the transverse variable appears into the equation, i.e., 

linearly (its nonlinear terms are purely longitudinal ones). FortuIT.1tely, the Purgatory is not 

too terrible. Curved solitary waves can be obtained as deformations of pure KdV -KP 
• < 

• 1 solitons by accordingly considering deformations of the KP equation, by allowing sorne of 

ils numericaI coefflcients to be replaced by functional quantities. 

1 
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Our initial motivation was based on following faet. Let us derive a KP-like equation 

from the basic hydrodynamical equations; i.e., the usual Euler system and mass conservation 

equation in a way analogous to that which yields variable coefficient KdV equations, but 

incorporating two-dimenSlOnal ingredients. Obviously, this will yield a variable coefficient' . 

KP equation and the chances are that it wIll be non-integrable as such. The question was 

then: is that generahzed KP equation amenable, through sor11e weIl chosen mappings . 
parametrized by the pertInent geophysical data [for instance the depth function and the 

vorticity (which is time independent in our treatment as no viscosity is present)], to 

2-dimensional, also nonlinear, equations whose solutions could be majped back to solutions 

of the generalized KP equation of the sort we want, Le., which exhiba nontnvial transverse 

behaviour? We indeed succeded in answering this question positively, with the KdV, 
"" , 

cylindrical KdV, and KP equations as "reduced equations". 1 shaH now proceed to describe 

the model, with a minimum of details, and give examples,of what kind of solutions can be 

obtained. 

We consider a channe~,of a priori arbitrarily varying depth and width, contaimng a 

homogeneous incompressible inviscid ideal fluid subject to a gravit y force g (with constant 

density p, pressure field p, and Eulerian velocity field v), whose boundary is determined by 

the vanishing of an appropriately chosen function 2(x). This actually means that we want 

this function to represent a slight deformation of a rectangular channel; in other words, the 

bottom of the channel is a slowly varying function ho(x, y) and its sides are given by a pair of 

also slowly varying functions ~(x~: Moreover,we shaH require that the depth of thJ strait 

be much sm aller than its width. A.s 1 just mentioned out, our starting point are the Euler 

equations. and th~ mas,s conservation, together with appropriate boundary conditions (the 

variable 11 stands for ùle elevarion of thé fluid surface with respect to its undlsturbed height). 

These are then "rescaled and aclimensionalized, 50 as to be written in the form 

v3,z + OTV l,x + 0:!3t:2v2,y = 0 

C' ) 2 2 2n. 3 - 0 Px +o:e Vl.t+v3vl.z +0: t: v1VI,x +0: pt: v2v1•y -

( ) 2 2 2n. 3 - 0 Py:r o:e V2,t + v3V2,z + 0: e v1v2,x + 0: pe v2v2.y -

Pz + o:e(V3•t + V3V3•z) + 0:2elv1v3•x + 0:2pe3v2v3•y =-1 
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p(Z=yET\) = 0 

[V3 - 'Ytll t - (X)'E2v11lx - (X~~3V211y] 1 Z=')'eIl = 0 

(a[~v2 - v1liEx) - v3I±'E2z} l '} =0 
• Iy = 1±(EX. E Z) 

.' 

{ V 3 + ae2v 1 hU +> aJ3e3v 2hEY} 1 z =: -h(EX. Ey) = 0 

ç=vx v 

where ç is the vorticity field and u, J3, 'i are constants of order 1. w..e then go to the 

approximation of almost one-dimensional "long" waves with "smaU" amplitudes in 

"shallow" water with wavecrests that are assumed to be slo~Iy varying along the 

perpendicular direction by letting E be a smaU parameter. Thus our approach is perturbative 

and care must be paid about the time domain of validity of whatever equation will result; this 

is in faet crucial and demand that we choose an appropriate system of coordinates. To do 50, 

~è do as foUows. We assume that v, p, and h are expresslble as formaI power series in the 

parame ter E. Then we solve the above equations to get t® zeroeth approximation equation for 

the wave amplitude 11 in the form 110
tt = h11oxx ' Solving this equation to order 2 in the 

parame ter E yields ùle following "wavèframe" coordinates (for rightgoing waves): 

x 
X == f h-l/lC(ex, y, e)ds - C(ex, y, e)t, 

Xo 

Y=y, Z= z, T= ex 

00 

C(ex, y, e) == 1 + l C1(ex, ~)el 
i =,) 

These coordinates follow the wave and will ensure that the ~erturbative approach will be 

valid for reasonable time intervals. The function C is a priori arbitrary and will be needed 

when reducing our resulting variable coefficient equation to more simple equations when 

boundaries are present. In absence of boundaries we shaH set it equal to 1, identically. The 

appearance of this function however has a cost: secularity oceurs at second order whenever it 

is nOL constant and has ùle effect that lie results will be meaningful for times t < 10-2• It will be 

of interest later to note that the role of time and space are inverted through sorne extent; this 

will permit us to obtain an equàtion whose eoeffic~ents vary only in terms of Y and "T"; in 

. \ 
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eff~ct, w.e want tenns like F(T)1111x but not like F(x)l1l1x (see equation below) since we 

could do nothing with them. This causes no difficulty but one m\lst think of the Cauchy 

problem in an unusual meaniIlg (which actually is pleasing for experimentalists because of 

the way measures are taken). The next step is to perform this change of coordinates on the 

differential system and the boundary conditions. To derive a nonlinear evolution equation 

from ~he resulting system, we again exp and the dependent variables (pressure, velocity, 

velocity components)\and geometncal variables (the depth fllnction h and the side functions 

l±) as, formaI power series in E, substitute in the system, and proceed to solve. We have to go 

. up to order 2, mcluded, as the ~quation for the zeroeth approximation 11° of, the wave 

amplitude will appear as a compatibility condItion for the 1 st order approximation 11 1• The 

resulting equation and boundary conditions are: 
~ 

·x 
nO + 3'Vh -3/2(T)n0110 + 1 ah If2....0 + 1 r:lh 1{2. f nO' (s y T)ds ' 
'1 T 11"0 '1 '1 X b O· Il XXX 2' p 0 "X '1 yy , , , 
-.- - 0 

whefe Ml' M2' ~3' and Ao are sorne complicated functions of Y and T involving the function 

Cl (Y,T); <l>o41nd "'0 are vorticity potential functions. The above system is what we call the 

"generalized Kadomtsev-PetviashviIi" (or GKP for sh~rt) ,system. It does coïncide with the 

'pure KP equation whenever ho(T) = 1, hl(T) =: 0, <1>0 = '1ro =: 0, and Cl(Y,T) = 0, i.e., in the 

situatIon of a fiat bottom with absence of vorticity. 

At this pOInt, let me make a few remarks. If the bottom is symmetric in the 

transverse (Y) direction th en hl (T) = 0, and the equation, as weIl as the boundary conditions, 

are then insensitive to any Y -variation of the bottom. However, if for instance we would be 

interested in waves propagating parfIle,1 to a shore ,along a sJoping beach, then we would 

need the function hl (T). Second, it is to be noticed that the side functions only enter at order 

zero: this follows from the assumption that the strait is much larger than its depth. The 

bottoIl) and side boundaries plays different role in our treaiment, as the depth function 

-, , 
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appears in both the equation and the boundary condition, Whereé\ithe sides do only occur in 

'lbe boundary conditions. T,his makes it possible for us to consider two different physical 

problems. A first one consists in analyzing the GKP system without considering any 

boundary conditions: this provides a description of lopg waves of small amplitudes in an 

essentially infinite body of water, ... and also in a channel! The second problem is to study 

the GKP system together with the boundary conditions. ThIS yields a model for long waves 

propagating in a shalfow strajt of variable geometry, in principle allowing for exotic 

behaviours such as a meandering charmel. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the GKP 

equation is of use ev en if we brutally discard aU Y dependence from it. In this case we 

recover the flat bottom situation with <1>0 = <1>o(T,Z) and c?n confirm a previous resuIt of 

Benjamit}, Le., that solitary waves are possible even in the case of a fluid with nonvanishing 

vortic.ity. 

The situation which is of interest to us is that for which we have bounded solutions' 

(for instance solitons) at T == To (i.e., a,t x = xo): In fact, the Cauchy data (reme~ber that we 

are considering a space evolution problem) for our problem is the specification of the wave 

amplitu'de 110 and vorticity components <1>0' 'Vo at T = T o. Given these data, it still remâins that 

the equation in the GKP system, being 'an equation for the amplitude alone, is not sufficient 

to completely detennine the flow. On the other hand, the above GKP system'can be shown 

·to be equivalent to the following equivalent system: 

[,,0 + 3 "ih -3/2....0,,0 r + 1 ah 1/2.-.0 ] + 1 Ah 1/2 '110 
'1 T 2' 1"0 . Il '1 X b 0 Il XXX X 2 P 0 '1 yy 

, + Who'I12Ao110y + M 1Tlo + M211ox]x = 0 (GKFb 

.. 
110T(Xo) + ~ '}'ho-3/~0(Xo)1l0x(Xo) + t ahol/~Oxxx(Xo) ,'\ 

+ Pho:1I2AOilOy(Xo) -1- Ml1l0(XO) + M2il\(Xor+ M3(Y,T) = 0 

[pAoT\o + "Oy - hO-ln,,(fxl~f] 1 _ = 0 
y -I±o .. 

[p {'Vo + Ao"o(Xo)} - ho·112L11o(Xo) + <l>oll±o'] 1 _ = 0 
, y-~ 

" 
This is a coupled system for ,,0, and the vorticity functions <1>0 and 'Vo' A judicious choice of 
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Xo .makes it possible to decouple ,the above system, !.1aI1!ely the point where the wave . 

, ....... ~.~ , .•. amplitude vanishes: this is'possible if the perturbation is always bou~ded, as required by.\{:,~.:ii/::,I,·.(;;: 
- ~·; ... o"""- physi~~~sKi~iR>Il$!' Etfe3tiwtly..,wçocb~s~.~;~.-;.~,.wh~ch then implies that the (*) 1,\ ". 1:. '''\i\:~: 

'. 

. n 
~'-&r -

•• 

.. 

, • ft. " ..... ~l'""'ef>" ~ .m \ • 
equations reduce tooM3(Y '1! = 0 and....... .." """ ~ ,. ..... "~""'~'1f ... :.,... .. ~. "'e,~ 

, . 

/' 

.. [P% ~ ho'lfl<j)ol±O'] 1 _ ::: 0, 
y -I±o ., 

ç ... .. <If 

altnear sy~tem rela~ng t~e vorticity functi<?n~ .. As mentioned-ear!ier, the (GKP) equation i~ 

not integrable, }n the senS6 that no direct analytical procedure is !,-v,ailable for obtaining. 

~ solutions of the' cotresponding Cfluchy 'problem. The'refore we !iolved it in an Ï11direct 
.. ." "1- J 

manner', namely by reducing il to simpler equations such as thCf.'KP, KdV, and cKdV , , .. . ' 
equauons: 

. ç . 
h q't': 6q~ + '1;1;1; + crf qeedç = O~~ cr = ~1; 

qt - 6q~ + ciççç = 0, 

• ' 1 

These are equatioIÎs., which be~ong to a large .class of equations th~t are -i.nte~rabl;, .~Y ..... ; 

powerful techniques such as th\) inllerse .spectral transforin mtthod and ar~ shown· to possess ' 

infilùte 'classes of exa.~t'interesting solutiollS such as (m~ti-) sdlitons, (quasi-) periodic . . ., . . 
solutions, rational solutions l etc. ' " 

. ' . . 
The techniqu~ t~ we used was quite simple.,!t consisted in fin~ing !nvertible 

transformations of the indep'e.ndènt {as well as the depéndent) variables that have the effect of 

reduèing (GKPr1P the. above mentioned. simpler equations. 1 shaH re1~ct to the case- of 

reduction to the KdV equation f-or the case of a symmetric strait( in. which case h == ho)' Our 
, • 11 e. 

strategy was'as follows. First, we determined that tbe most general transformation' of the 
• l, 4 

variables that did ndt' irltroduce "unwanted" tenns, i.e., térms that implies non-integrablIity or . . . 
other undesirable naughty effects, is 'the folloWing one: 

T1Ù(X,.y,T) = R(T)q(I;,''t, e) + S(X,Y,T) 

1; == à(T)X'+ K(Y,T), '. 9::: U(T)Y + v'(T), 

( . ~ , . 
" 

\ 

, 
~ , 

T 
't.~ J P(s)ds. 

• To • 

, /'4 

"' 

o 

, 

• 

. , 
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. ' ) ,. v 
Also, when considering the case with boundary conditions, we had to solve the boundary . 

Cq.ncÎ\li~~>we did it by fIfSt rèduci~ t!!e~ to â "stand~d fo~" l " • r .:) . 
)' . 

. ..... 1 "-'0 \, . ~ 
·.<}o 9 = e<lro> : - r . ~ : ' 

rh' h 1 d : . II 'b' r...,. (~) "F' . th .~ ç '1 . ( w lC we so ve tnvla y y ImpOSIn6 q = q ~, 1'. or e pUI'P0~e ç ... .constructmg so uUons 

to the GK.P equation, this function q was chosen to be the uSllal KdV I-soliton: . . 
, ~. 

q(l;, 't') = -2v2sech2[v(1; - ~) - 4v~'t]. 
, ' 

Il is to be pointed out that other. solutio~s~~-iteh--~oidal, qua~i-periocl.ic, or rational 

(algebraic lumps) solut,ions could aIso b~. For physical reasons, we aiso want the above 

function S to be (at least asymptotically) vanishing to preserve boundedness of the solutions. 

\ 

o " 

.. \"............. .. \II ....... 

1". ReductiQn in absence of. bQundaO' cçnditions .t . ,v~·" ~,~"" [ 
• _:-\'< " ..,.t1"~ '4"*'-:;'. • •• ~. 

- _"' ••. , • ~'Id' , •. ~ . 

If • ,: ... 'irih'i~lIdl:"'~h~' i~I~~;i~~ S ~~n 'be set to zer~. i~enti~ally; we also ask th~t the 

fun~tion Cl be vànishing ~s wèll since it .. s~rves no purpûse at all./It also proves necessary for 

the vdrH~ily function <1>0 to satisfy the following éonstraÎllt: 

• 0 " 

f <l>odZ=Wiylho2(1)[~(T) + Ql(1)Y + Qlny2], 
-ho ' • ' 

~here 'Y~ can choosè Qô = Qi. = 0 (but not Q2 as t~e thre~ vo;.ticity moments camiot 

simultaneously vanish in order to be able to do. thé reduction), and Q2 has to verify '. . 

(ho'/h~' = 5(ho'/ho)2 + ~Q2' 
, 1 _ .. ' 

1 àm prè1enting here two examples depicted in Figure A6. The top illustrations correspond to 

tlle c.hoicpe of a quadratic depth function and the Jower ones deal with the case when ~he 
bottom behaves as a hyperbolic tangent. Both solutions, l entphasize, are exact and are , 
representa"tive of common geometries occuring in. Natûre (deep bceanic depressions, 

• '" il '" 

continental 'shelf borders), . ~ 

1 
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Examples 9f simple exact sblutiohs of the GKP equation (no boundaries) 
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These ilfustratl"ns repres,ent maxima of the solutions at 'sev~ral conse~utive ";ime~" X , 

(remember that time and spa~e inversion through the wave 'frame transformation); we may 

think of them as cumulated 'l'snapshots'' of a ~avecç;st as it evolves through time. In both 

cases, th~ initial condition is a pure KP s'oliton ~hose crest' is therefore li straight line 

identified with .the Y-axis. The left il1ustratiom; are small seale ones, i.e., the drawings are . 
~. 

made for "sufficientlyll small intervals near-the.origin."It is to be noticed that the wavecrest, 
• 

having departed from the initial condition, acquires s.ome curvature, due to the lact thitt the 

depth is nbn-constant. Th~ pi'èturés on the right ones are m{lde for much larger scales and 

. thow what goes on eventually near the T-axis, i.e., thé physical x-axis, as weIl as thè 

limitatio'ns of the mode!. Note the horseshoe form of the crest for lon~ times. This is an 

irrdication that the solutions are valid only within a d!ufficiently small înte(Val along the Y 

direction. They are also limited in the lon.,gitudinal'dfrection, although this il5.not evident fr~m 
the pictures. The reason is that the function R (from the abpve transfonnatio,n for reducing

the G,KP equation) is a multiplicative factor for the wave amplitude. Thus, for the quadratic 
, . 

bottom, the solution asymptotically blow up. IIi the cflse of the hyperbolic tangent bottorn, 
, , , 

the problemïs not apparent b~cause Ris taking values in a finite interval; nQte also, in.this 

particular exa~ple, that the correlation betwèen. the depth ànd th~ crest's Gurvature is very 

clear, especially in the small scale illustration: the more the depth is varying, the more the 
, . " . 

curvatere is pronounced. 

"' 2, Reduction with boundâIy toûditions" , 

\, . 
In this case, the fun9tion S cannot be Set equal t~ zero anYIl10Ie. 1 also remind that 

j secularity is then the price to pa)' wh en reducing the boundary condition to the standard form 

by,an approprirue choice of the function C(Y,T). The'reduction is somewha't more complex 
- 1 C'<" 1"" 0, 

than in the pr~vious case and 1 thu~skip over tlle details (see our papers).·1t is however 

" limportant to mention t!lat the width of the channel is constrained by the depth function (or 

vice-versa). ~ome componen~s ef the voiticity are also determined OI~ce the geometry of the 

strait.is giv.en. We have trçated the ca~ of a logarithmically shaped bottom. The time 

- "li!<::~.'.l>eh!Yi2M!..9J a' crest, initially straight, is shown 'on figure A7. ,Note that its curvature '" 
I:j:rr- ~ • ., ~ 

" increases, and decieases rèspectiv61y with the width of the strait. , 

/ ~ 
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. 
2. Symmetries and special solutions of the KP equation 

, . . 
The classical KP equation, 

... 

.. 

ixuite interesting frem the group theoretical point of view. Thé fundamental ~act is that it 

bas an in.finite-dim~nsional invariance (or symmetry) group. Other (systems of) equations 

also have such groups, for instance the Euler system from hydrodynamics, but the ~p 

-equation is special. Our initial motivation was simply to perform symmetry reduction on this 

" , . equation (see later) but.we soon realized that its symmetry algebra had a peculiar property. 

~ 
~ ... 

.' 

--. 

(. 

Let us then proceed without any further ado. This symmetry algebra, d:noted LKP' is the 

v~tor space generated by vector fields of the fonn ' 
_ 1 ~ • 

.... ~ 

X[f(t)] + Y[g(t)] + Z[h(t)], 

~(f) = fdt + [~xf' - ~O"y2f"]ax + ~yf'dy - b';oy2f'" • ~xf" ~ ~uft]du' 

Y(g) = gdy - crygtdx - ~ygtldu.' . , 

, where f, g, and h are arbitrary :;mooth functions, i.e., of\ clîsS Coq, deijned in som"e ope\ 

subs~t of R.'The stn'lctl\.fal eommutatiof! re.lations of this algebra are' , .. 
~ 

[X(f}), X(f:2)] = X (fI f2' - f} 'f2)1 [~(f), Y(g)] =.. Y(fg' - ~f'g), 

[X(f), Z(h)]' = Z(fh' - y'h), [.Y(gl)' Y(g2)] = ~()Z(glgZ' - gl'gZ)' 

[Y(g), Z(h)] = 0, [Z(h1), Z(h2)] = 0, . 

kssocia'ted t~ ~P' iS\1e sYffiI1Jetry group of t~e KP equation, denoted GKP' whose elements

ar~ qujte ~omplieated ka~PingS which 1 will not present; sffiee -it to say that t~e; take the 

fonn 

4>: ·Rj x R ~ R3 X R, 
,(x, u) ~ (x·, u*) 

o ,,' 
\ -

x· = 'l'(x), 
u· = X(x, u), 

. , , 

(GKP nets projectably), and take Kr solutions into other KP solutions. We shaH w9rk ~~!nly 
l ' • 

; 
1 

/ 
/ 

" 

'\ ot 

.é * 

• 0 « 
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. , with ~KP' qence our results are local on~s (n.b.: l-ocal does not n'iean "inèredibly near"ôf 

zero, but in a "sufficientlY:' small Qpen set around the identity element ofGKP' so that global' 

results 'are a p/iori nQ.he~cluded). '. 
/ - <, 

, 

Let us cOQsider the subalgebra Ln obtaine~ by re~tric~ng the fun7tions f, g, .. aQcl h to ,. 

be Laurent polynomials in the variable t, spanhed ?y aIt yector fields.X('t'i·YEin~:and.Z(tn),. 
• .. , 1 

nEZ. Ln is characterized by the corçmutation relations 
1 III l? 

[X(tn), XCr)]. ,;;, Cm - n)X(tn+I1l-1}, ___ . [X(tri), Y(tm)] =.(m - ~n)Y(tn+~-l), t 

'[X( tn), Z(tm)J = (m -~h )Z(t"m-l), [Y (t~): y (.m) 1 ë ~d( n - m)l.!f,:",I), , 

• [Z(tn), Z(tm)] = o. ' 

. ,The interest~ faet is that Ln C (R[t,t-1] ®·sl(5, R)} $ R[~,t"l]dt' i.e., it ca~ bé embedded 

into the affine loop aIgebra A4(1) without its centre., This remarkable prollert~ was to .. be later 

, observed for other 2+ 1 aimensional int~grablc:;. nonlinear equations, for instance the 

Davey-Stewartson and the modified KP equations. Interestingly, np equations, to our 

\.knowleoge, in 1+1 nor 3+1 have this prQperty. At the present time, we have no ide a of why_ 
" • ~ ,2+ 1 dimensional equations are so special, but w,e are investigating the que~tion .. 

'\ 

.. . . 
, We the~ proceeded tq classify the lo~-dimensional (~ 3) subalgebras of LKp. This is 

rather standard; the methods for doing that are defined for finite:dimensional algebras, yet 

they praye tQ be applicable even if LKP,is infinite-dime~sional (the difference beiIig" that we 

- have equations for the'functionsJabeling the g;oup clements ~athet\than algebraic conditions 

for. parametë;s). This e}assification is d.one·by identifying together aIl subalgebras that are , 

conjugate under the adjoint action of GKP' Reca~l'that ~wo vector fields VI and V 2 of ~p are

said to be conjuate if thet;e eX1:sts an ele.ment g Qf LKP such that V 2 = egV le-g:We have 

established that there are exaqly three classes of non-conjugate I-diniensional subalgebras~ 

they are: - .J .' 

LI.l = PÇ(l)}, Ll.2 = {Y(1)},. LI•3 = {Z(1)}. 

The 2-dimensional subaIgebras are aIso easy to classify; .they are: 

" :;:..-
J. 

.... . Î 
~~--_. 

) 
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" 

. aL2.1 = {X;(1),YÜ)'}, . ~.2~ {X(1),Z(l)}, L2•3 = (Y(I),Z(h»), - L2.4·= (Z(l), Z(h) 1 h'(t) :;é D}; , 
1 . / . 

Li.5 = (X(~,X(t)}, L Z•6 = (y(i),x(~t)}, L2•7 = (Z(l),X(3t»). a. , 
The fust four ofthem are Abelian. Finally, we found eighteen non-conjugate 3-dimensional 

subalgebras which 1 do not lisrilere; let me just mention that
l 
aIl isomorphy ~lasse's of three-. , 

dimensional' Lie algebras are represented, except su(2). 
<) 

. ,. Symmetry reduction is a v,ery pQwerful, yet simple, method by which one can Qbtain . 
solutions of difficult differential equations. In essence, it consists in using invariants of the 

symmetry groûp of the equation in order to define a new reduced eqilation which has fewer 
" 

variables. One may th~n use the solutions of the reduéed equation to construct solutions !Jf 
;:-.. 

the original equation. Note that this will not yield ail the solutions, but only those which are~· . 

invariant under a specific symmetry, or set of symmetries. The method is particularly simple, 

from t'htkomputatiOl:ml point of view, the the considered sylmnetry group acts projectably on 

t?e solution manifold, i.e., the group transformations map the old indcpendent variables to 

new ones which do not depend pn the old dependent variables; sueh is the case for the KP 
, • f7.-. , 

equation. To find invariaot solutions for the KP. ~quation is not reeent business. In fact, . -
many -authors have written an appreciable qllantity of literature on this sllbjeet, constructing 

so-call~d similarity ~olutions. The point is that thi~ fterature is highly self-intersecting in the 

., sepse that many of these solutions are redundant; by this, 1 m'ean solu,tions that fall within a 

same class: or; in other words, solutions that can be màpped one to eachother through sorne 

invertible transformations:" Our" contribution was to make a clean up. Indeed, one ean 
- < , 

perform symmetry reduction in an exhaustive way by c~,)Osidering ooly !he rion-conjugate 

classes of subalgebras" of LKP ' Praetieally speaking, this means that it is ~uffic~ent tb build .. 

one invariant solution for one representativé of each conjugacy c1ass; a11 other irrvariant 0 

solutions may then be obtained by letting the group aet on them. 

The fundamental reduetions to be eonsidered here are those using the I-dimensifimal . . 
subaIgebras of LKp• These will yield 'tedrtced 'equations depending on two variables· rather 

than three. Naturally, reductions using two-dimensional are permissible. How~ver, 1 do not 
, 

consider them since tl~ey amount to further reduee the.reduced,equations obtained.from the 

.. -, 

1 

, 
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}"'dimensional, subalgebras: these furtnQr reduc.tions are weil stl:ldied. Ir was eas)'" to show 
~ , .. l-

that ~e KP equation exactly reduces to t1;ree different equations. The subalgebrâ ,Li.} yields 

the B.ou~sinesq equation: 3aqT\~ + 3(q2)çç + qçç~ = O. The subalgebra LI.2 implies a once 

differentiated KdV eq)lation: [4qll + 6qqç + qçç;l,;- = O. Finally, the subalg~bra L1.3 reduces 
\: . ". 

the KP equation to the !inear equation Uyy = O. Numerous types qf special KP solutions éan 

_ be obtained ,from these reductions. 1 sball present one of them which is new. Tbe reduction 

class which contains the Boussinesq equation also contain~ the following equation: • 

, . 
This is the cylindrical KdV equation. It has been exterijively studied by Calôgero and , ~ , 

Degâsperis and has bounded solutions which yielOs to the following bqunded KP solutions: . .. 
.... .. r • 

~vlay2 - v2y - ~crvl/VI -
Ç=;-[Vl/~VO+Vtt)]I/3{~+ " o}, 11.=ln[,(VO~19/voJ.· 

vO+V1t . 

.') . . 
.' , { 4qAi(p)Ai'(P)} •. 
u = [v1/(VO +.vlt)]2/3 2q2[Ai(P)]4 -+;, q i 

~. '. '{ 1 + q[Ai'(p)f - p~[~i(p)]~}2 
s 

. " 
where vO' ... , V 4 are "constants and Ai denotes an Airy function. :This solutièm' contains, as il 

f # ' 0 

particular case, a solution' obtained by Nakamura. '" '. 
, ' .. 

., 
f .An interesting property shared.by most of in!egrable nonlinear partial differential . 

equation~s that they posse~s a Backlund transformation (BT). Such a transfonnation is in 
) , 

, faet a corresppndence rule ?etwee'n first2,.rivatives ôf solutions of a same equation. A well 

known example is.given by the Cauchy-Riemann conditions: if u solves, the Lapl,ace 

equation on the complex plane, th,en 50 is v. r:rovided that v x = -uy and v y = Ux • The KP 

equation does have its own. In fact il is best expressed for the potential ~P (PKP) equation: 
, , 

. . 
where à = s2. If u solves the·?KP equallOn, then w = Ux solves the KP eguation. The BT for 

the PKP equation is defined through 'the following relations:-
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s(u-v)y - (û+v)xx - ~u-v)(U-Y)x = 0, . 
4(u-v)t + (u-v)xxx + 3s(u+v)xy + 3(u-v)(u+v)xx + 3(u-v)x.[(u;~)2 + (u-!sv)x] ="0. 

Our goal was to implement 'li new way of applying symmetry reduction, namely by applying 

this technique on a system fonned by ~ given partial differen tîal e~uati~n together with its 

associated BT. As an example', we chose to do that with the (P)KP equaÜon. The~ PKP 

equation also ha~ an ïnfinite-dime'nsional Lie group of point 'symmetries which has properties 

very simi~ to that ~f the KP equation;-l shaH not elalrorate o'n that. For o~r purpQses, we are 
, . 

il,1terested in how it acts on the BT. Not surprisingly, it tums out that ~ot all the group leaves -

it invariant. In fact the BT is transfQjI11ed to 

"" s(u-v+p)y - (u+v)xx - (u-v+p)(u-v+p\ = 0, 

4(u-v+p); + (U-VTp)X~X + 3~(u+v)xy +.3(u-v+p)(u-;v)xx + 3(u-v~p)x[(u-v+p)2 + (u+y)x] = 0,' 
~ ~ -

, 

'Yh~re p = R(t) + yS(t), and R, S· are expressible in tenns of arbitrary functions labeling the 

. group eleiirent's. Nôte that the introduction of such an arbitrary function in the BT is 

anœ&gous to the introduction of arbitrary constants into BT's associated to ) 4- 1 dimension al 
l' , 

integrable equations (for instance the Loreqts invariance of the Sine-Gordon equation gives 

rise to a·real-valued parameter). The simplest way to uSe a BT is when the input solution is 

•• J trivial; c'hoO;!iing v = 0: the BT reduces to 
..- . . -

. 
4(u+p)t + (u+p)xxxo + 3suxy :,.. 3(u+p)uxx + 3(u+p)x[(u+p)2 + ux] = o. 

(*) 

We now look for the joint symmetry group of the PKP equation and (:"). Ifhas an alfebra 

generated by the following vector fields:~ ~ . , 

, 
X3 = dt - [R'(t) + yS'(t)]?u' .. 

There are 4 classes ofnon-conjugate I-dimensional subalgebras: {Xl}, (X2 ), (X4 +aX3 ), 

and (X3 -t aX t)'. where a is a constant. These c~~ be used to perfonn symmetry rc~duction. 1 

shall give only one example. Consi~er the rep.resentative X3 +-aXl + bX2• belonging}o the 

same class as 'X3 + aX t . Performing the reduction, it is fou~d that the KP solution has the 
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"".~ ." .. The fifSt equation cornes fI'6m the B'F, ~nd the second one from the PKP equation. In order 
e .,. n 

to ohtain analyti §?lution~, we consider the special case Hl = 0, h2 = constânt. One ihen finds . 

tha't the above system has' three diffçrent tyges of sollItiq.n$, Q-epending w~ether th~ 

characteristic equation for the second has l, 2, or 3 distinct roots. The.only case yielding 

. bounded'solutions is ~hen ~here are 3 rpots. The c9rresponding KP solution is . 

2I,'AX.(k. - kiexp(a. + a.) , 
) J ) J 1 J 

U = -----...:.-----
CL, Ai~xp(aj)F 

where the L' is taken for i <j, k,-is a constant, and a j = kj(ç + s3tcjll). Wf:I have terrned this 

solut~on splitton and it is shown on Figure A8. As one can see, thi~ solution is àn objtct 

'made of tmee semi-i~finite soliton-like fronts merging at sorne point. The ~elative angles . . 
between each branches are.con~tant and 'the whole object translates in the xy-plane ... This 

, ' .. . 
, solution is to be considered on the same foolin~ ) the soliton (!S ~t also is obtained from the 

BT acting on the~vial sohitiort.. . 
\ ~ ., . 

~ \ 
To respme the situation with t11is symmetry business applied on the KP equation, let 

me say that we have now tools for c~nstructing a quite large amount of speciar solutions to 

this equation. One may start from a KP solution and get ano,ther one .by letting the KP 
• p 

sY,mmetry group act on it. Solutions can alsÇ> be obtained through the action of the Br on , 
PKP solutions tha~ can be mapped back to KP solutio~s. One ean also use the solutions of 

équations obtained by reduc,ing the KP equation. N,ote that pne can also perfonn s-yimnetry 

reduction'Ûn the reduced equations to get further reduc~d equations; these will be ordinary 

differential equations whose sc>lutions can be mapped back to solutions of the equations 
o ~ 

obtained' by the frrst level of reduction, and thèse to KP solutions. AU this is schematized on ' 

... Figure A9. 
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The Splitton solution of the KP'CjUation . 
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